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PREFACE.

The plan of this work being somewhat different from that of those

on Book-keeping we already have, a few words in justification may
be necessary. That justification finds its ground mainly in the

anxiety of the authors to remove, as much as possible, the difliculties

which beset the path of the young scholar on his first approach to

this subject. Long lists of definitions of terms which are of no

immediate use, and a formidable array of the books required are,

doubtless, calculated to have a confusing effect upon his mind.

Accordingly, no definitions are given at the outset but such as are

absolutely necessary. As assets and liabilities are, in this country,

so often connected with Notes, it is necessary he should know some-

thing of the nature of a Promissory Note and an Acceptance. We
have, therefore, made some introductory remarks in reference to

them. After this, he is brought at once face to face with the

ultimate object of a set of accounts ; and his every day knowledge

and experience, and his own good sense, ar3 then chiefly depended

on for an intelligent appreciation on his part of the best mode of

arriving at that object. With a view to this, the nature and form

of an account are explained ; examples are given of the separate

different accounts showing assets, liabilities, losses and gains ; and

then a connected series of transactions originating a connected series

of accounts, and resulting in his constructing a Double Entry Ledger

before he knows even the name of the book. The idea, in fact, has

been to cheat him into making it unawares.

Teachers have found that it is difficult to make a pupil understand

the Journal until he becomes acquainted with the nature and dis-

position of the accounts in the Ledger. It has been sought to give

him a clear binderstanding of the Ledger accounts, assured that, when
he has attained this, everything else will be comparatively easy.

The language has been made as simple as possible, and far-fetched



PREFACE.

explanations of rules for journalizing have been carefully avoided.

As journalizing is merely expressing in technical form which

accounts in any particular case are to receive entries, and on which

side, he is independent of set rules if he understands these accounts
;

which we presume he does if he has properly studied the chapters

on accounts, ending on page 30.

Sets containing a large number of entries—even although not

difficult—have a tendency to discourage the pupil and prejudice

him against the necessary work. The earlier sets, therefore, have

been made short and simple, that he may more easily trace the

connection between the corresponding entries in the various books,

and arrive at the ultimate result without becoming fatigued and

perplexed with the extent and difficulty of his task ; while a

sufficient number has been given to exercise him thoroughly in the

opening and closing of books.

As other special features, the attention of the reader may be

directed to the method given in Set III. , Single Entry, of testing

the correctness of the Ledger, and to a more complete explanation

than usual, in the last two sets of Double Entry, of the management

of Bills.

The teacher is earnestly recommended not to allow the pupil to

pass the 30th page until he clearly understands the nature of the

Ledger accounts. In working out the sets, the pupil should make
all the calculations for himself, whether given in the book or not,

and he should draw out in proper form the various notes, etc.,

connected with the different sets. Legibility and neatness also

should mark his work.

Believing that our adoption of the analytic method of introducing

the subject will commend itself to our fellow-Canadian teachers, we
now submit the work to them in the hope that a judicious and

faithful use of it may be instrumental in instilling into the minds

of our youth correct principles on the subject of Book-keeping, and

in preparing them for a more extended study of it than the limits

of the present work will admit of.
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BOOK-KEEPING.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

If goods are sold by Robert Smith to John Jones, without

being paid for at the time, they are said to be sold on credit.
There may be simply a general tinderstanding between the par-

ties that the goods are to be paid for in one month, two months,

tfec, as the case may be ; or John Jones may give a written

promi.-ie in somewhat the following form :

—

^-/SO isotonic, Jane /d^^ /<j

<£ffilee 'nrorU/id a/tei, aa/e Qy Aiomuie /o Ami ^o

^o^uxid, foi value ieceittea.

i'oA'in Jui-ned.

A promise written in this form is called a PromisSOry
Note, and this particular one would be called John Jones' note.

In the former case, it is usual to say the goods are sold oji

account, in the latter that they are sold on note. In either case a
debt is created on the part of John Jones. As, therefore, when
we sell on credit, we may sometimes receive our debtor's note,

and sometimes not, the debts owing to us are naturally divided

into two classes :

—

I. Debts owing to us, for which we have received the
debtors' notes.

XL Debts owing to us, for which we have not received

the debtors' notes.

As, similarly, we may buy on credit, sometimes giving our

1
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tiote, sometimes not, our debts are naturally divided into two
classes :

—

I. Debts owing by us, for which we have given our
notes.

II. Debts owing by us, for which we have not given our

notes.

There is another form in which John Jones may promise to

pay the money. Robert Smith may write something like the

following :
—

&nl€€ tncnlnd afiei. </aif,, A^!/ ^^ mr. f>i itiu

ieeeiuea.

<y ^ &olonlo.

This is called a Draft, and is in no way binding on John
Jones until he has expressed his willingness to pay the amount
by writing across the face of it the word accepted, and his name,

and delivered it to Robert Smitl^. Thus

—

&Aiee ^hantnA afiei aa/e, /""/ ^'^ '»" • *'
'"*Y

cic/eij 0nt ^fwnMea ^»*td ^i/tu Wouai.i, /<> va/tif

leeeuiea. Oc ^^^

t^ (y Qjoionlo.

It is now an Accepted Draft, or more shortly an Accept-
ance. It is equal in effect to the Promissory Note, and differs

only in form. So that when we speak of debts owing to us,

for which we have received our Debtors' Notes, the pupil may,

if he likes, say " notes or accejdarices."

When we sell goods to a person on credit, we have several

advantages in getting his note. By reading the note carefully

the pupil will see, iirst, that it is an acknoidedgment of the

2
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debt ; second, that the time of payment is definitely fixed.

AVe have also this advantage, that we can sell it like any other

kind of property. We can pay it to another person for a debt

we owe him, or we can get it discounted at the Bank—a process

which it is not at present necessary to explain.

It may be mentioned in passing, though tlie pupil need not

trouble himself about it at present, that three days are allowed

on all notes made payable at so many " days or months after

date," beyond the time indicated for payment on the note. So
that John Jones' note would not be due until three days after

the 1st September. These days are called daijs of grace.

CHAPTER II.

THE OBJECT OF BOOK-KEEPING.

In solving any arithmetical problem, the first thing we do is

to seek to have a clear conception of what is required to be

found, and then to examine if we have sufficient information

given to enable us to bring out the required result.

If the study of Book-keeping were taken up in the same
manner, much of the difficulty usually attending it would dis-

appear. The thing ultimately required to be found from a

trader's set of books is hiS financial position. And how
is this ascertained? Most persons—even young persons—are

familiar with a statement sometimes found in newspapers that

Mr. , not being able to meet his payments, has called his

creditors together, in order to lay before them the state of his

affairs. In such a case, the two most important questions to

the creditors are: "How much does the trader owe?" and
" What has he that he can apply to the payment of his debts 1

"

or, as it is generally expressed, "What are his liabilities?"
and " What are his asSetS ? " If his books have been correctly

kept, they will furnish an answer to these questions.

A trader's assets, so far as his business is concerned,^ will

generally be somewhat as follows :

—

Cash in hand.

Merchandise in hand.
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Debts owing to him tor which lie has received his custom-

ers' notes.

Debts owing to him for which lie has not received his

customers' notes.

His liabilities will be

—

Debts owing by him for which he has given his notes.

Debts owing by him for which he has not given his notes.

In examining the nature of the different assets, it will prob-

ably be suggested to the mind of the thoughtful pupil that the

debts owing to the trader can hardly rank with cash in the

payment of his own del)ts, and he may possibly be I'eminded

of the old saying, " A bird in the hand is worth two in the

bush." This is true, and it is accordingly usual, in estimating

a trader's assets, not to reckon the debts owing to him at what
his books show them to be, but to make some deduction on

account of the uncertainty of all of them being good, or rather

of the almost absolute certainty of some of them being bad.

To take this into account at present, however, would only em-
barrass the learner. We will, therefore, for the sake of sim-

plicity, suppose them to be good.

The assets and liabilities being known, we have all the in-

formation necessary to determine the trader's iinancial stand-

ing. If his assets are greater than his liabilities, he is vorth

just the diference ; if his assets are only equal to his liabilities,

he is worth noth/icj ; if his assets are less than his liabilities, he

is insolvent.

Suppose, in the case referred to, that the trader's financial

position has been ascertained from a comparison of his assets

with his liabilities, another very natural enquiry on the part of

the creditors presents itself—" How has this unfortunate state

of things been brought about ? " If his books have been

properly kept, they will answer this question also. They will

show how lie stood at some former period—say twelve mouths
ago—what profits he has made from sales since, what losses he

may have sustained, and what expenses he may have incurred

for the carrying on of his business since.

It is clear that, if his profits from sales have been greater

than all his expenses of various kinds, there has been a w^t

(jain, and his former capital has been increased by so much. If

his profits have been only equal to his expenses,. he is just where

he was ; while, if his profits have been less than his expenses,

there has been on the whole a loss, and his former capital has

4
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been lessened by so much ; and if his net loss has been greater

than the amount of his former capital, that capital has entirely

disappeared, and he is worth

—

less than nothing.

A trader's books, therefore, should furnish two kinds of
information. One of these, the present assets and liabilities

will show his present financial position without any reference

to a former period. The other, by taking into consideration

his position at a former period and his gain^ and losses since,

will show how from that former position he has ari'ived at his

present one. And, further, as the result must in each case Ije

the same, agreement in residt may be considered some proof of

its correctness.

In order to illustrate the preceding observations, we will

suppose the following to be given as a question in simple

Arithmetic :

—

A trader's books contain statements showing that he began

business January 1st, 1887. with $1,300 ; that he has to-day

(June 30th, 1887 ), cash in hand, $500 ; merchandise in hand,

$1,000 ; that there is owing to him $400 for which he holds

notes, and $300 for which he does not hold notes ; that he

owes $1550 for which he has given his notes, and $200 for

which he has not given his notes. His profits from sales have

been $480, and he has expended for rent $80, and for sundry

other things—as cartage, stationery, clerk-hire, &c.,—$50. Re-

quired, his present net worth.

The intelligent pupil will perceive that there are, in this

question, two distinct classes of data, from either of which

alone he can determine the present net worth, and, as the ques-

tion stands, he is at liberty to take his choice. Let him, how-

ever, take first the present assets and liabilities.

LIABILITIES.

Debts owing by him for which
he has given his notes. .. .$350

Debts owing by him for which
he has not given his notes 200

Total liabilities $550

ASSETS.
Cash in baud
Mdse in hand
Debts owing to him for which

ho holds his customers'
notes

Debts owing to liim for which
he does not hold notes ....

$500
1000

400

300

Total assets $2200
I

Total assets $2200
" liabilities 550

Present net worth $lfi50

6
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Taking now tlie original c:xpital and the subsequent gains

and losses, we have

—

Profit from sales J480
Expended for rent ^80
Sundry other expenses 50

— 130

Net gain 350
Original capital 1300

Present net capital $1050

From the foregoing, the pupil will see that a trader's books
should contain statements, in so7ne sha2)e or other, showing :

Cash in hand.

Mdse in hand.

His Present Assets J
^^^'^^ °;"^"? *° ^i'"'

^ on others notes.

Debts owing to him,

not on notes.

Debts owing by him,

on his own notes.

Debts owing by him,

not on notes.

His Present Liabilities.

-jj (
His Capital at some former period.

\ His Gains and Losses since.

From each of these the present financial position is

determined : from the first, by a simple view of the business as

it now stands, without any reference to a former period ; from
the second, by taking note of the position at a former period,

and of the gains and losses since, without knowing anything of

the cash we have in hand, or the debts owing to or by us now.

The pupil will do well at the very outset to have a clear

comprehension of the goal he is aiming at in keeping a set of

accounts. If he does this, and maintains that goal constantly
and steadily in view, he will have little difficulty in devising

the means himself of attaining to it, or else in intelligently

appreciating those proposed by others.
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CHAPTER III.

THE NATURE AND FORM OF AN ACCOUNT.

We have said in the preceding chapter that a trader's books
should contain statements, in some shape or other, showing
what is owing to him, what he owes, how much cash there ought

to be in hand, the merchandise still unsold, and the various

gains and losses.

We have now to consider the nature and form of these state-

ments, taking as an example the one showing how much cash

there should be in hand. Evidently, if we have the cash re-

ceived and paid at various times given, we have sufficient data

for our purpose.

Suppose that on the 1st of June we had $20 in hand, on the

2nd received $50, on the 3rd paid $30, on the 5th paid $10, on

the 6th received $80, and on the 7th paid $15. Required, the

cash in hand.

If this question were given to a class without any instruc-

tions as to how they were to arrange the items, we should

probably find three or four different methods adopted.

FIRST METHOD.

£une / wctdA t'n Acma ?-0

2 QJiecetiiea cadn 50

(^/>^ /ufiiec 'YO

S ^ai</ cad/i 30

QA/« /lancc JfO

J ^ai(/ cad/i ^0

Oyn Aana SO

e> oJiecetiiea %€t6n ^0

Qyii iiana 4 40

V€t^ t'n Aana 6J
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SECOND METHOD.

Z oAeeeivea cai/i

O oJ^xia cadn

P oAeceivea cain

irer/i/i i>i /iffrta

if20
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tor or credit, on the right hand corner. Also, instead of

subtracting the smaller side from the greater, we will add

sufficient to the smaller to make it equal to the greater.

wa6n. "Di.

jtunc /
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Suppose John Jones buys gooJs from us June 1st, 1887,
amounting to $120 ; 2nd, Pays us 830 ; 3rd, liuys goods from
us, $200 ; 5th, Sells goods to us, $150 ; 6th, Pays us cash, $20.
Does John Jones owe us, or we him, and how much ?

Arranging according to the third method, we have

—

^
§

-I

^ <^ 't
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The use of the words Debtor and Creditor in connection with

the name of a thing, as cash, will no doubt present some
difficulty to the pupil's mind. He can easily understand John
Jones being Debtor, bub he cannot see the propriety of Cash
Ijeing Debtor. Strictly speakin.L,% these terms in their original

import refer only to perSOnS, In business, a person receiving

value without giving at the same time an equivalent becomes a

debtor, the giver of the value being the creditor. The terms

receiver and giver, debtor and creditor, are correlative terms
;

i.e., they are so related that one cannot exist without the

other. There cannot be a receiver without there being a giver,

nor a debtor without there being a creditor. The application of

the terms Dr. and Cr. to things is called by one writer " a

beautiful fiction," and various reasons have been given to justify

the application. But the beginner will do well not to trouble

himself unduly about this matter. He may at present, if he

likes, consider tliem as merely giving names to the two sides of

an account. He will, however, observe thut as an entry on the

Dr. side of Cash Account indicates that we have received
Cash, so an entry on the Dr. side of any other account in tlie

name of a thing will indicate that we have received the

particular kind of thing represented by tlie name of the account.

Thus an entry on the Dr. side of Bills Receivable Account will

indicate that we have received another's note. And as an entry

on tlie Cr. side of Cash Account indicates that loe have parted
with Cash, so as an entry on the Cr. side of any account in the

name of a thing will indicate that ice have parted ivith the par-

ticular kind of thing represented by the name of the account.

Thus an entry on the Cr. side of Bills Receivable Account will

indicate that we have parted with another person's note.

The pupil will now readily see that

Cash in hand may be shown by arranging the Cash received and
paid under the head of Oash.

Others' Notes in hand {i.e., what is owing to us for which we
hold Others' Notes), by arranging all such notes received

and those of them which we afterwards dispose of, under

the head of Bills Receivable.
Our Notes oid againd us {i.e., what we owe for which others

hold Our Notes), by arranging all such notes issued and
those of them which we afterwards redeem, under the

head of Bills Payable.
11
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What is owmg to ?^x or Inj iia for which no notes have been received

or given by us, by arranging the value the person re-

ceives from us, and delivers to us, under his name, as

John Jones.

The Gain or Loss on the Sale of Goods, by arranging what they

cost and what they are sold for, under the head of

Merchandise.

The Expenses of the Business, by arranging the various outlays

for rent, fuel, gas, taxes, stationery, «kc., under the

head of Expense.

CHAPTER IV.

EXAMPLES OF ACCOUNTS.

The student is reminded that when we receive anything,

as Cash, Others' Notes, Our Notes, Mdse., &.C., an entry must
be made on the Dr. side of the account representing the par-

ticular kind of thing received, and when we part with any

of these things, an entry inust be made on the Cr. side.

When a person receives value from us without giving us

;in equivalent, we must debit his account ; when he delivers
value to us without receiving an equivalent from us, we must

credit his account.

If Robert Smith buys goods from us, it does not matter, so

far as the statement of the fact is concerned, whether we say
" Robert Smith has bought goods from us," or " We have sold

goods to Robert Smith." In the fir.st expression our attention

is more particularly directed to 7?o6er^>S»/i//i'6'7^a?*^ in the trans-

action—what he has done ; in the second, to our part in the

transaction—what we have done. And it will very much
conduce to a clear understanding of the application of the terms

Dr. and Cr. to accounts representing things, if, when we are

dealing with one of these accounts, we consider mainly our
part in the transaction, as receiving or giving ; and when we
are dealing with a per.sonal account, as Robert Smith, we con-

sider mainly hiS part in the transaction, as receiving or giving.

12
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ITEMS FOR A CASH ACCOUNT.

June 1st, 1887. Cash in hand, $500. 2nd, Bought Mdse for

cash, $300. 3rd, Received cash from Abel Adams on acct.,

$80. 5th, Sold Mdse for cash, $120. 6th, Paid for sundry

expenses, $50. 7th, Received cash from Benjamin Bond, in

payment of his note, $100. 8th, Paid cash to James Heaton
for our note, $130. 9th, Borrowed from Charles Coleman,

$150. 10th, Paid Daniel Dunn on acct., $400.

Required amount of Cash on hand.

EXPLANATION.

Dr.

Cash in hand.

All Cash afterward

received.

Cash.

Cr.

All Cash paid.

The difference between the two sides will show Cash in

hand.

wa4A, %.
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Henry Hunt's note at one niunili for balance of his acct, $130.

6, Sold goods to Isaac Inman on his note, $120. July 8, Henry
Tliint has paid his note of June 5, $130.

Required, how much is owing to us on Others' Notes.

Dr. Cr.

PLAN.

( )thers' Notes in hand. ( Bills )

" " after- i Receivable. » Others' Notes dis-

ward received. ) ( posed of.

The difference shows Others' Notes in hand.

oMiud. ojleeei'ucttiie.

Jtti'ne / wn Aetna

.jJifceivcci

330

/30
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i. 'eu (^uu,a/i/e. wi

jluue J
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SECONn EXAMPLE.

1887. June 1. We owe Oliver Owen, $500 ; 2, Bought

goods from him, $260 ; 3, Paid him cash, $300 ; 5, Borrowed

from him, $150 ; 6, Paid him cash, $270.

Is Oliver Owen our Dr. or Cr., and for how much ?

(l/U'Ue'l U/lwen. ''£t.

/<«',$'/.
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QyMeicnctnait^e.

JM/ne / ^eoati on Autici

(iMouafU 3^0
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ITEMS FOR AN ACCOUNT OF INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

1887. June 1. Bought stationery, $15 ; 30, Paid Clerk

V

salary, $40 ; Paid rent, $30 ; Paid gas bill, $6 ; Paid taxes, $4.

PLAN.

Dr.
) I

Cr.

Cost. [
Expense.

-^ Returns, if any.

'i. icfiende. %

30 TMelA'd daicti

QJuxed

yj
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CHAPTER V.

EXAMPLE OF CONNECTED ACCOUNTS.

The pupil can hardly fail to see how much the practice of

Book-keeping depends upon a knowledge of the nature and.
objects of accounts. Book-keeping may, indeed, be called

Account-keeping, and the book-keeper himself an accountant.

In the examples of the various accounts in the preceding

chapter, there was no mutual dependence of one account upon
another. We purpose now to give a series of connected trans-

actions, which will, of course, give a series of connected
accounts, from which, when completed, may be derived cer-

tain definite results, showing the AssetS and Liabilities, the

Gains and Losses, of the business ; and through them, its

financial position.

,^Q„ MEMORANDA OF TRANSACTIONS.

June 1. Invested in the business $ 15 00
2. Bought goods froni Abel Bond 800 00*

3. Bought stationery for use from Chas. Dunn 10 00
5. Sokf goods to George Hunt 200 00
6. Sold goods to Edward Forbes 100 00
7. Received cash from George Hunt, on account 150 00
8. Paid cash to Abel Bond, on account 140 00
9. Received cash from Edw'd Forbes, on account 80 00

10. Sold goods to Edward Forbes 400 00
12. Gave my note to Abel Bond, on account. . . . 300 00
13. Sold goods to George Hunt 260 00
14. Received from Edw'd Forbes his note on ac3t. 250 00
15. Bought goods from Abel Bond 1000 00
16. Sold goods to Edward Forbes 600 00
17. Received cash from Edward Forbes, on acct. 100 00
19. Received from George Hunt his note on acct. 200 00
20. Received cash from Edward Forbes, on acct. 500 00
21. Gave my note to Abel Bond, on account. . .

.

500 00
22. Paid cash to Abel Bond, on account 600 00
23. Due to Mark Xewton, for rent 40 00

Value of mdse unsold, as found by taking

stock, June 24th, 1887. $650.

Required, the n etj }Vf)^')h on the 24th June.
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The instructions already given with each account as to thf

kinds of entries made, are here arranged in a tabular form,

which will be found very convenient, both for study anil

reference.

Dr. Entries.
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Cash, and the same amount on the Cr. side of the account
bearing his own name. Then take the second, and enter $800
on the Dr. side of Merchandise, and the same amount on the

Cr. side of Abel Bond. And so on to the end. Each way has

its advantages ; but for the sake of certain lessons to be learned

from the latter mode, Ave would urge the pupil to let this

method have his particular attention.

One more direction, and he may set to work. In making
entries in the accounts representing things, write the name of
the person from whom received, or to whom delivered; and in

making entries in accounts of perSODS, write the name of the

thing thev have received from you or delivered to you.

21
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'2Di. (I) (pupil's name).

^^./f /J 00

i. (^) oS^ie/ SSonc^. "^i.

JnneS
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A (4) Wutixulct (^^<^iii€6..
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Wl. (7) SaMi.

Sa<w.'aCi/'oioe4

:S0

^0

OOO

^Ji-s 00

/ssy.

jCutie S

i^4
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^i. {10) Qyieic/ianc/ue, %.

/O

SCO

/ooo

4/0

22/0 00

iO

/a

24

Sc/iu'(i&'oiOed

ntoiae oJiuiil

xiooad uii6oia

200

jOO

400
2S0

^00

22/0

0(?

00

OJ

00

CO

00

00

00

&i. {11) &a^€nde. H.

23

ntt6. ^iinHj

6(altoiifiu 10 00

^0 00

50 00

2o6.i 50 00

50 00

35
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The closing entries in the preceding set of accounts will each

represent one of four things—an Asset, a Liability, a Gain,
or a Loss—and furnish the pupil with the two classes of data

for the estimation of his Financial Pusiiion on the 24ih c)f June.

Let him first make out a statement of his Assets and Liabilities.

The numbers refer to the particular accounts in the set.

Assets. Liabilities.

gA/'c.j



BOOK-KKEPING.

The account, No. 1, in tlie name of the pupil could not be

closed until the Net Gain or Net Loss, as the case may be, had

been ascertained. The first entry is intended to show how
much he put into the business, that is, the Financial Position

at the beginning of the period under consideration; and the

last or closing entry, the Financial Position at the end. The
former is already shown. To show the latter, if there has Tieen

a net gain, it must be entered on the credit side, thus increasing

the Original Capital ; if there has been a net loss, it must be

entered on the debit side, thus lessening the Original Capital.

Tlie difference between the two sides will then show the Net

Ca[)ital at the end of the period. The result of the business in

this case has been a net gain of ^360. The account when
closed will, therefore, appear as follows :

—

(pupil's name.)

^€4f)ii lie/

i'jcr/ttfdf S'/J
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In the same way, any series of connected business transaction -i

will furnish material for accounts which will show, in the

difference of their sides, the two classes of data necessary for a

double statement of the financial position at the end of the

period embraced by those transactions. Let the student not
leave this exercise until he thoroughly comprehends every part

of it.

In working out the preceding exercise, the pupil must have

noticed

—

I. That for every transaction, he made an entry in two
accounts.

II. That these entries were on opposite sides,

III. That they were equal in amount.
For example, the statement, June 1st, of the investment,

gave an entry on the Cr. side of the account in his own name,

and one on Dr. side of Cash to the same amount. The purchase

of goods from Abel Bond, on the 2nd, gave an entry on the l)i-.

Side of Mdse, and one on the Cr. side of Abel Bond's account

to the same amount. He has, indeed (and, perhaps, without

knowing it), been making a Double Entry Ledger.

Now, in the particular exercise here given, as all the trans-

actions are on credit, one of the entries in each case was neces-

sarily in a personal account, and the other in an account

representing a thing. Common sense will tell him he can-
not dispense with the entries in the personal accounts ; he

may (though he had better not) dispense with tlie entries in

the accounts representing things. Had he done so, he would

have had a Single Entry Ledger.

If he will turn to the openings containing the accounts (page

22-25) he will find them arranged so as to assist him in under-

standing thft difference between the two methods. The first

opening, taken alone, is Single Entry ; both openings, t^ken

together, constitute Double Entry. In the former, he debits

and credits only perSOnS ; in the latter, he debits and credits

both persons and things. And by "things," we mean
not only material, tangible things, such as cash, merchandise,

notes, but also any accommodation or advantage to

which, in business, a money vahie is attached, as use of laoneij

(interest or discount), occiipation of pi'emiset (rent), seiinces of

clerks (wages), &c.

The learner will have anticipated the definition of the book

called the Ledger. Besides this, other books are used, of which
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he will be shortly informed ; but the Ledger is the principd,!
book, all others being for convenience, and subsidiary to it.

It is the book in which all the transactions are classified in the

form of accounts. A better single name could not, per-

liaps, have been chosen for it. It is derived from the Latin

verb legere, to lay or put together, to collect, to pick out.

We are about to introduce the pupil to Single Entry Book-
keeping, but we are anxious to impress upon his mind, from the

very beginning, the undoubted superiority of Double Entry.

Let him not forget that the ultimate aim. of a set of books

is to show at any time the financial condition of the
business, and that this can be shown in two ways :

—

L From a comparison of the Assets and Liabilities at the

time.

IL From the Cajjital at a former period, and the net gain or

net loss since.

And that Double Entry (as he has seen) furnishes these

two classes of data.

Bearing this in mind, he will be able, as he progresses, to

institute a comparison between Single and Double Entry, and
will probably discover in the end that the labor required in the

former, as commonly practiced, is so nearly equal to that re-

quired in the most approved modern forms of the latter, tliat

business men might well afford to give the little extra labor

necessary to make it such, and thus realize all the advantages it

offers.

QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW.

What is meant by selling goods on credit ? What arrangements may
be made as to payment ? Write a Promissory Note. Write a Draft.

What must be done to a Draft to make it a promise to pay ? In what
respect do a Promissory Note and Draft agree, and in what do they
differ? How may debts owing to us be naturally divided? Hciw may
the debts we owe be divided ? What is the ultimate object of Book-
keeping ? Knowing a trader's Assets and Liabilities, how would we find

his Financial position ? Knowing his original Capital, and his Gains
and Losses since, how would we find it ? Of what do a trader's Assets
or Resources usually consist ? If a business is prospering, how are the
Assets and Liabilities varying in respect of each other ? What is meant
by an Account? Explain the form of account commonly adopted. To
what do the terms Dr. and Cr. primarily apply ? Which side of an
account is called the Dr., and which the Cr. side ? What idea, in con-

nection with the name of an account, is associated with the Dr. side,

and what with the Cr. side? What does "Cash Dr." mean? What
does " Jolin Jones Dr." mean? What does "Cash Cr." mean? What
dors " .Tolin Jones Cr. " nican ? Explain how tlie Cash which oi^j/A^ to
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be in hand is found. Explain how wliat is owing to ns on Otheis' Notes
is found. Exphiin how what we owe on Our Notes is found. Explain
how what is owing us, or w liat we owe others, when no notes have been
received or given, is found. Explain how the Gain or Loss on nier-

ohandise is found. In tiie example of connected accounts, how often iis

each fact stated ? What name is given to the book containing such a

collection of accounts? If we call ourselves the First Party, and t!ie

person we are doing business with the Second Party, whose part in the

transaction do we mainly consider in a pergonal account, and whose in a

non-personal account ? Which of these accounts, taken alone, constitute

Single Entry ? Which constitute Double Entry ?

CHAPTER VI.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS TO SINGLE ENTRY.

In Single Entrj', the Ledger contains accounts only for

persons. The transactions which affect any persons in their

relation to ns as Dr. and Cr. may be entered at once in the

Ledger, or they may first be entered in a book called the Day
Book, and afterwards, at convenience, transferred to the Ledger.

If James. Smith sells to John Brown, July 1st, 1887, one

felt hat on credit, for $3, he may enter as follows :

—

DAY BOOK.

S'fl one /f/f /ifi/
. S-'i 00

LEDGER.

^o/ni ^/jiotmi. %i.

ojo Ctif /f/f

Aftt

00

Or, he may di pense with the Day Book, and use oidy tlie

Ledger.
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JoliJi Brown ill his books would write as follows ;

—

DAY BOOK.

oMu one /clt /ia.1 $3 CO

LEDGER.

L ^cfyned- d/nu/A. %.

6it one /fte\

Aai

00

Or, he may dispense with the Day Book, and use only the
Ledger.

We have here used the preposition " To " in the debit entry,

and "By" in the credit entry, out of deference to custom.
S'tme do not use them. And certainly John Brown is not Dr.
to the Hat, but to US for the Hat. Indeed, the word " for

"

would, in general, better express the meaning, if it be thought
necessary to use any word at all.

The following examples will further iUustrate the mode of

entering transactions in the books of both debtor and creditor,

with which the pupil should become familiar before progressing

further. For this purpose separate sheets of paper, ruled by
the pupil, should be used. Let the pupil write the transactions

on one page, numbering them, and make the proper entries on
another, with their corresponding numbers and correct dates, as

in the following examples. The pupil should be required to

write out a number of transactions, in addition to those given in

the book, and after having studied them carefully, be prepared
in recitation to give the entries on the blackboard.

The learner should, from the first, invariably compute the

value of all articles bought or sold, whether the calculations are

made in the book or not. It would be to his advantage to do
this in studying any treatise on Book-keeping. But in the use

of this work it becomes absolutely necessary ; for transactions

fire soon introduced where such computations are unavoidable.
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TRANSACTIONS TO BE RECORDED IK THE BOOKS OF BOTH THE

BUYER AND SELLER.

Transaction 1.—January 2nd, 1887.

John Brown buys of James Sn)ith one felt hat, for which he

agrees to pay him three dollars.

John Brown is the debtor, because he is the receiver. James

Smith is the creditor, because he is the giver.

Transaction 2.—January 3rd, 1887.

Wm. Jones sells to Peter West one pair of boots, for which

he is to pay him live dollars.

Peter West is the debtor, because he is the receiver. Wm.
Jones is the creditor, because he is the giver or seller.

Transaction 3.—January 4th, 1887.

Robert North sells to George South four reams of paper, for

which he is to pay twelve dollars.

George South is the debtor, because he is the receiver.

Robert North is the creditor, because he is the giver.

Transaction 4.—January 5th, 1887.

B. M. Norman buys of J. B. Graham one overcoat, for

whicli he is to pay twenty dollars.

B. M. Norman is the debtor, because he is the receiver. J.

B. Graham is the creditor, because he is the giver or seller.
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MODE OF ENTERING THE FOREGOING TRANSACTIONS.
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SINGLE ENTRY.

INSTRUCTIONS.—SET I.

The most simple form of keeping accounts is presented in

this set. It is well adapted for mechanics and others whose
business transactions are very limited. Only one hook is used,

the Ledger, and the transactions are entered directly in it with-

out the intervention of a Day Book. Tlie space to V)e appro-

priated for any account, in actual business, will be greater or

less according to the extent of the persons dealings. Open only

one account on each page in this set, as there are but few
persons with whom you have dealings and the accounts are long.

The name of the person should be written in a fair bold hand,

so that it may be readily seen when turning the leaves, and
easily distinguished from the other writing. Over the double

money columns to the right of the page, write "Dr." and
" Or.," to show where the amounts of the items are to l)e placed.

In writing up this set, first read the narrative of transac-

tions, and write each entry in its proper account, in the order

of its date.

The first transaction to be entered is the purchase of iron

and coal, from John Smith, on the 2nd of September. Open
an account for John Smith by placing his name in a large bold

hand at the top of the page, and over the double money
columns to the right place "Dr." and "Cr.," as directed above

;

then enter to his Cr. the items purchased from him. Next
open an account for William West, and enter, on the Dr. side,

the work done for him ; then open Thomas Brown's account,

and charge him with the work done on the 3rd, and so on,

making all the entries of one day before making any of the

succeeding day. In making the entries, first write the date on
the left, then the item, and lastly the amount in its proper

column. The word " To " is prefixed to the items for which
the accounts are debited, and the word " By " to those for

which the accounts are credited. Great care should be taken
to avoid placing the amounts in the wrong columns.

Before closing the Ledger, wliich should be done at stated

periods, every transaction that will affect any account should be

entered, and settlements ettected as far as practicable. This
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done, add the amounts that are in the columns of the different

accounts—such as Wm. West's, and others that have the foot-

ings of the Dr. and Cr. columns equal, rule off, and place the

footings as shown in the account. If one side of the account is

larger than the other, as shown by John Smith's account, find

the difference between the two sides, write the date of closing,

and say, as the case may be, " To " or " By " balance, and place

the difference or balance on the smaller side.

After the Ledger is closed, make out the statement. This is

a very important part of book-keeping, as it shows tlie results

of the business and the general condition of affairs. The state-

ments should contain a list of all property belonging to the

business, a list of all accounts against others, and also a list of

all debts owing to others.

In subsequent sets the statements will include a greater

variety of accounts.

TRANSACTIONS.—SET I.

1887. mechanics' form.

Sep. 1st. Rented the shop and tools of John Smith, at ninety-

six dollars per year, for the purpose of carrying on
the business of a blacksmith.

" 2nd. Bought of John Smith, on one year's credit, liis stock

of iron and coal—5000 lbs. iron at 5c. and 5 tons

coal at $8—$290.
" " Shod 2 horses all round, for Wm. West, $1 ; re-

paired his waggon and set 1 tire, $2.20.
" 3rd. Made 1 large clevis for Thomas Brown, Si. 25 ; mended

2 barn hinges, 30c.; and tempered crow-bar, 20e.

" " Mended trace chain for George Weaver, 30c. ; shod
1 horse (fore feet), 50c. ; set waggon tire, $1 ;

ironed neck yoke, $1.
" 4th. Mended log chain for John Smith, 2 new links, 40c.;

sharpened and set 4 shoes, 75c.; sharpened coulter,

25c.; 1 pair small clevises, $1.
- " 5th. Received from Wm. West 5 bush, potatoes, at 40c.;

4 lbs. butter, at 25c.; 10 lbs. cheese, at 10c.

" " Repaired plough for John Smith, $1 ; rod for same,

20c.; 2 bolts, 35c.; 1 clevis, 50c.

" 8th. Ironed one bucket for Thomas Brown, ,$1.25; shod
colt, 4 new shoes, .$1 ; tempered drill and pick-axe,

25c.; and ironed whiffletrees, 50c.
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Scj). 'Jtli. Ironed waggon for(jeorge Weaver, $15.25; mended
shovel, 20c.; and repaired sulky, $2.20.

" 10th. Received from Thomas Brown 1 turkey, 81 ; 1 load

wood, $2. Shod his horses all around, 4 new-

shoes, $1.50 ; sold him 4 hooks and .staples, at 15c.;

1 iron wedge, 75c.
" " 12th. Repaired drag for John Smith, 2 new bands 50c.;

ironed neck-yoke, $1 ; ironed whiffletree, $1.50.
" " Received from George Weaver 5 doz. eggs, at 15c.; 4

bags apples, at 40c.; 1 quarter lamb, 15 lbs., at 10c.

" " 13th. Mended waggon box for Wm. West, $1.25 ; sharp-

ened 15 drag teeth, at 5c.; 4 new links for trace

chain, at 15c.

- " 15th. Sold John Smith 40 lbs. gate hinges, at 15c.; 10 lbs.

bolts, at 12ic.
-^ " " Repaired huggy shaft for Wm. West, 50c.; set 2

shoes, 25c.; mended shovel, 25c.

" " Sharpened and set two shoes for George Weaver,
35c.; repaired cultivator, $1.25; sold him 1 large

clevis, $1.20.
" 16th. Mended shovel for Thomas Brown, 20c.; sold him 2

bands for harrow, 50c.; and set two shoes (colt's

fore feet), 25c.

' " 17th. Received from Wm. West 1 brace chickens, 50c.;

4 bush, potatoes, 30c.

" " " Repaired buggy for John Smith, $3.20.
" 20th. Received from Thomas Brown, on account, 5 lbs.

butter, at 20c. ; 4 bush, apples, at 25c.

" 24th. Received from George Weaver, on account, \ ton

hay, $6.25 ; 1 bbl. flour, $5.50.
" " Repaired ox-yoke and chain for Thomas Brown,

$1.80 ; and set two shoes, 25e.

" 25th. Sold George Weaver 4 strap hinges, at 25c.; 1 clevis,

75c.; 1 hook and staple, 15c.
'^ " 26th. Received from Wm. West cash in full of account,

$1.10.
" " Sold Thon)as Brown 1 pair buggy springs, $8.50.
" 29th. Received from George Weaver cash, in full of ac-

count, $9.55.
" " Ironed lumber waggon for John Smith, $14.40.
" 30th. Received from Thomas Brown cash, in full of ac-

count, $14.10.

I have on hand iron, as pei' inventonj, $240 ; coal, $30 ; manu-

factured horse shoes, bolts, clevises, Sfc. , $30. 50.
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WiMam Jful Bi. <g«.

/s

7.
Xf/iaCiiiin uKtf/f/fiii fi(ifif/cii iiff 4f/=

lina / /tif.

J/- //!.i. milhl, at 25c.

" JP Mi. c/ur.ir, at ^Oc.

i/o C Uoiatna ivaaaon Sooi

"' (Stnal/ienina ^O alan. tee/

A

at 5c.

" Jj >iew /ui/i.i fol tuice e/uto)

at /5c.

'•' QJif/iaiiinn wiaau dnajft

'•' (i/ft/iny. Z^ 6/ioe4

••' r Ufnanui / 6/iciiei

%Si/ / /mil c/Kc/ieii-i

'•'
.// Ott'in. /icfutoei, at 30c.

'• Jpa4n in /tut c/ account

(ft'

50

25

25

SO

00

00

00

50

20

/O

SO
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Jan. 8. Sold Geo. Denmark, 1 necktie, $1.25; J doz. hand-
kerchiefs, $2 ; and 1 pair suspenders, $1.

II 9. Sold J. R. Dingnian, 1 hoy's suit, for son John, $18

;

and 1 coat ft*)!- Ronert, French cassimere, $8.

.o«^.><«ri^' 11. Bought of John McDonald & Co., 1 piece of English

broadcloth, 2.'') yds., at $3. ^,:..4

II 12. Sold J. R. Drnginan, 1 pair doeskin pants, $8; 1

vest, $5. , ^',^

II 15. Sold Geo. Deftmark, 2 neckties, at 25c.

II 16. Received from R. J. W«4la<!e, on account, $20.

II 17. Sold W. J. Gif'knam, 1 pair French cassimere pants,

$10 ; 1 satin vest, $5 ; 1 overcoat, $25 ; 1 suit

Scotch tweed, $25.

^^«Uf'-V. 19. Bought of John McDonald & Co., 24 yds. French
cassimere, at $2 ; and 10 doz. linen handkerchiefs,

at $3. ^,^^,.-^

II 22. Received from W. J. Gi-aham, on account, 4 tons

coal at $8.

^ tW*"^'^^ V 23. Paid John McDonald & Co., on account, $50.

II 24. Sold R. J. Wallace, 1 dress coat, $30 ; 1 cassimere

vest, $6 ; 2 pairs hose, at 450.-^ //.-A

II 25. Received of J. R. Dingraan, cash on account, $5.

II 26. Sold to A. B. Chatham, 1 black cloth coat, $20 ; 1

pair cassimere pants, $8.25 ; took in payment an
order given by James-fl^ughes. l^-^^y^

'

Charge these goods to Jatnea Hitches, as they loere

given on his accotmt.;

II 27. Sold J. R. Dingman, 6 shirts, at $2; and 1 frock coat,

French cloth,"$30.

II 29. Gave John McDonald *fe Co. my note at 3 months,

on account, $53.

II 30. Received from W. J. Graham, his note at 2 months,

in full of account, $73.

II II Received from Geo. n^enmark, cash in full of ac-

count, $4.75.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES, NOT
SHOWN ON LEDGER.

^ Merchandise unsold, as jmr Inventory, $750 ; Bills Receivable
' ,,/i/ on hand, W. J. OmfMrm^ Note for $73 ; Ca^h on hand,

$4.79.75 ; Store fixtures, $200; Am owing on Note, favor of
Jo]in McDoTwtld ^"-Go., $53.
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STATEMENT OF RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES.

FIRST SET FOR PRACTICE.

Resources.

Merchandise unsold, as per Inventory

Bills Receivable, W. J. Graham's Note for -

Cash on hand ......
Store fixtures, as per valuation

R. J. Wallace owes on account

James Hughes " "
.

J. R. Dingman " "
. _ .

Total Resoaroet;

Liabilities.

Am owing John McL)onald & Co., on account

Bills Payable, outstanding Note for -

Total Liabilities

Total Resources at closing

II Liabilities >.

Difference, or present Net Capital

$750
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QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW.

How many books are used in Set I.? For what kind of business is

this mode of keeping books adapted ? How is the space to be allowed

each account determined ? For what is the left hand marginal column

used ? For what is the space between the date column and the money
columns used ? For what are the left hand money columns used ? For

what the right ? What are done with the accounts that have the debits

and credits equal ? What does a double red line under an account in-

dicate ? What colored ink is used for ruling and balancing ? How are

accounts closed in which one si<ie is larger than the otlier? On which

side and in what colored ink is the balance placed ? What should l)c

made at the time of closing the Ledger ? What should the statement

contain ?

In answering the following, the pupil may have his statement before

him :

—

W'hat effects have you on hand at the time of closing ? How much
cash? How much do you owe others? How much <lo you owe in

notes? What are your total resources at closing? ^Vhat are your

total liabilities ? How much is the difiference between your assets and
liabilities ? What is it called ?

SINGLE ENTRY.

INSTRUCTIONS.—SET II.

Jn the following set, instead of entering the transactions

directly into the accounts, as was done in the preceding set,

the-y are first recorded in the Day Book, and afterward trans-

ferred in an abbreviated form into tlie Ledger. When business

transactions become numerous, it is inconvenient to turn to

the proper accounts and enter each transaction at the time it

occurs. Another disadvantage of the preceding form is, that

it would require considerable trouble to ascertain what business

had l)een done on any particular day, whereas by the following

method this may be seen almost at a glance.

DAY BOOK.

All transactions which afifect the debit or credit of
any person with whom an account should be kept are first

recorded in this book.
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Whenever you sell a person anything, pay him money, per-

form work for him, or he in any manner becomes indebted to

you, he must be debited with the same in this l>ook, to show
that he owes you. And whenever any person sells you
anything, pays you money, does work for you, or you in any
way become indebted to him, he must be credited with the

same in this book, to show that you OWe him.
In entering purchases it is allowable to say "Am't as per

Bill," or "Am't as per Invoice," and omit the detail of items,

since you have the Invoice filed away or pasted in a book, and
can refer to it at any time ; but in entering sales the items

should always he mentioned, as this is your only evidence of the

transaction.

LEDGER.

The Ledger of this Set difi^ers from that of Set I., in the

arrangement of debit and credit entries. Each page is ruled

in such a manner that the debits are kept on one side, and the

credits on the other, entirely distinct from one another. All

the entries, scattered in different parts of the Day Book, that

affect the accounts of each person are here collected under his

name, and so arranged as to exhibit, in one place, all his deal-

ings with us.

The proprietor, George Hairgrave, commenced business with

the property and with the amounts due him, as specified in the

first entry of the Day Book.

He therefore credits himself with the whole amount, $3310,
as his investment, and debits himself with the amount he owes
Johnson. Richard Dawson is debited for what is due from
him, in order that it may appear in his account in the Ledger.

John Johnson is next credited with the amount due him. This

finishes the opening entries, and the books are now ready for

any transactions that may take place. As the transactions of

this set are all of a simple nature, special explanations con-

cerning them have not been considered necessary. The entries

should be arranged in the Day Book just as they are given.

All cash transactions are omitted except those aflfecting

the accounts of persons with whom we have dealings, addi-

tional investments, and the withdrawal of money for purposes

not connected with the business.

The figures in the centre, between the entries, represent the

dates when the transactions took place. The rulings should

always be in red ink, and may be omitted until a page is filled.
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They are for the purpose of keeping the entries distinct, and
thus rendering their transfer to the Ledger Jess liable to

mistakes.

The figure in the left hand marginal column shows the page
of the account in the Ledger, and denotes that the entry has

been posted, and should, therefore, not be written till that is done.

Posting is done as follows :—after writing the name of the

person who is to be debited or credited over the space allotted

to his account, with "Dr." on the left and " Cr." on the right,

then write on the proper side of the account, first the date,

next the description of item, then the folio or page of the Day
Book from which the entry is transferred, and lastly the amount.
After this is done, turn to the Day Book, and in the column to

the left of the transaction place the number of the page that

the account is on in the Ledger, to .show that the entry has

Ijeen posted. In each book the page of the ooher is given for

reference in examining accounts, making out bills, (ire.

When there are several items in the Day Book entry, in

order to save writing, they are called "Sundries" or "Mer-
chandise" in the Ledger, and the total amount is entered.

The items can be obtained by referring to the Day Book.

It will be observed that P. L. Dorland paid his account in

full on the 10th of Jan., when it was closed up, but having

occasion to do further business with him, the transactions were
posted in the same account.

After all the entries in the Day Book are posted, examine
them, to see that your work is free from error. Then proceed

to close the accounts. Those that remain unsettled are closed

by a red ink entry, writing the words " To " or " By Balance "

on the smaller side, as in Set I. Accounts such as Peter

Cooper ife Co., in which the Dr. and Cr. sides are equal, arc

closed by ruling up same as in example.

The proprietor's account should be left open until the gains

or losses have been ascertained, and after the statements are

completed, the gains should be entered to the credit side, or

the loss to the debit side of this account. Then close the

account, and bring the balance, which shows his Net Capital,
down to new account.

If the result of the business should be a loss sufiiciently large

to make the debit side of the proprietor's account larger than

the credit, the difference or balance will show his Net Insol-
vency.
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1887.
Ib^i.

!><-

Mar. 4. Soldo. V. Bogart, 2 papers Corn Starch, at 15c.; 1

piece Smoked Beef, 1.5 lbs., at 1.5c.; 18 lbs. Cheese,

at 12^c.
'). Bouglit of R. G. Brown, 200 lbs. Cheese, at 8c.; 50

doz. Eggs, at 10c.
*^»

G. Sold E. B. Poi^land, 1 l)ag Hominy, 50c.; 10 lbs.

Coffee, at 25c.; 4 gals. Cider Vinegar, at 35.; 2

,
bags Salt, at 20c.; 5 doz. Eggs, at 15c.

^ " 8. Sold C. V. Bogart, 8 ll)s. Butter, at 30c.; 5 lbs.

Lemon Biscuit, at 15c.

" 9. Received from E. B. Portland, Cash on account, $50,
" 10. Sold S. W. Houston, 5 lbs. Butter, at 30c.; 1 bag

Buckwheat Flour, $1.25; 1 1)0X Soap, 40 lbs., at

8c.; 2 lbs. Powdered Sugar, at 12^c. ; 10 lbs.

Cheese, at 12;^c. ; 1 gal. Syrup, $1.

" 11. Sold R. G. Brown, 10 bags Flour, at $1.2.5.

" 12. Bought of C. V. Bogart, 20 bush. Potatoes, at 25c.;

35 doz. Eggs, at 10c.

" 13. Sold E. B. Portland, 10 lbs. Butter, at 30c. ; 5 lbs.

Oyster Biscuits, at 10c. ; 4 lbs. Soda Biscuits, at

10c. ; 2 boxes Cinnamon, at 12|c.
" 16. Sold S. W. Houston, 1 paper Starch, 5 lbs., at 8c.

;

10 bars Soap, at 15c. ; 8 lbs. Butter, at 30c.
" 1 7. Received from E. B. Portland, Cash on account, $25.
" IS. Sold R. G. Brown, 10 lbs. Sugar, at 10c. ; 4 lbs. Im-

perial Tea, at $1 ; 3 lbs. Coffee, at 25c.; 3 lbs.

Chocolate, at 40c.

" 19. Sold C. V. Bogart, 20 lbs. Sugar, at 10c. ; 2 lbs. Coffee,

at 25c. ; 4 lbs. Oatmeal, at 10c. ; 1 bag Hominy,
50c.; 1 paper Corn Starch, 15c.; 3 oz. Indigo, at

15c.; 2 bars Soap, at 15c.

« 22. Bought of R. G. Brown, 10 bbls. Flour, at $8 ; 3 bags

Oatmeal, at $1.25.
" 23. Paid S. W. Houston, Cash on account, $25.
" 24. Received from C. V. Bogart, Cash in full of account,

$3.75.

Resources not shown on Ledger:— Cash in hand, $1053.75;
Merdiandise, as per inventory, $2350.65 ; Note against L. R.

Lazier for $iOO.

The result of this Set, properly worked, is :

—

Net Gain,
$85.05 ; Net Worth at closing, $3885.05.
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QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW.

What books are used in Set II.? la what book are the transactions
first entered ? To what book are they afterwards transferred ? Under
what circumstances is this mode preferable to Set I.? Why? What
should the record of the Day Book state ? What transactions are re-

corded in the Day Book ? When is a person debited in the Day Book ?

When credited ? In what way may the entry of purchases be shortened
in the Day Book ? Why is this allowable ? Why may not sales be
abbreviated in the same way ? What is the object of the rulings be-
tween the entries in the Day Book ? What is meant by posting ?

Wherein does the Ledger of Set II. differ from that of Set I.? For
what purpose is the page of the Day Book from which an entry is taken
placed in the account in the Ledger ? After an entry is posted what
should be written in the Day Book ? Why ? When there are several
items, what word is used to save space ? What should be done as soon
as all the entries are posted ? What account should be left open until

after the gains or losses have been ascertained ? What does the double
line under an account indicate ? What is done with accounts that have
the debit and credit sides equal ? How are accounts closed that have
balances ?

The following questions may be answered from the books and state-

ments :

Which persons on the Ledger have balances owing by them ? What
is the total amount due from other persons ? Which persons have
balances owing to them ? What is the total amount you owe to other
persons? What is the total amount of your resources, and of what do
they consist ? What is the amount of your liabilities, and of what do
they consist? What is your present net capital? How ascertaine<l ?

How much did you invest at starting ? How much was withdrawn from
the business ? What was the net investment during the continuation
of the business ? How are the gains or losses ascertained ? How much
has been gained or lost ? What entry should be made after the gains
have been ascertained ? How is the proprietor's account now closed ?

What does the balance of his account show ? If tlie result of the busi-

ness should be a loss, and the debit side the larger, what would the
balance show ?

SET III.—SII^GLE EIsTTRY.

The business contained in this set is more extensive than
that of the preceding, and therefore two additional books, the
Cash Book and Bill Book, have been introduced as auxiliary to

the Day Book and Ledger. The business is carried on l)y two
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partners durinfj a period of two months, each month represent-

ing, so far as the closing of the books and the determining of

the profits are concerned, a year's business.

In business, settlements with individuals who deal with the

firm should be made as often as practicable, but the statements

of profit are not usually made out oftener than once in six

months, and in most business houses but once a year.

DAY BOOK.

The Day Book of this set is kept the same as that of tlie

preceding set, except that the left hand money column is

used for the amounts of those accounts which ai-e debited,
and the right hand or outer column for the amounts of

those accounts which are credited. By this arrangement a

proof of the correctness of the posting is obtained.

As all the amounts in the debit column are posted to the debit

side of the Ledger, and all the amounts in the credit column
are posted to the credit side of the Ledger, it follows, if the

postings are correct, that the difterence between the totals of

the two sides of the Ledger will agree with the difterence be-

tween the footings of the two columns in the Day Book, and
thus we have a proof of our posting.

This proof is a very valuable feature, as by its means the

omission to post any entry is easily and certainly detected. A
post mark is not sufficient ; it shows that an entry has been

posted, but not that it has been posted correctly.

CASH BOOK.

This book, here introduced for the first time, affords, in con-

nection with the Day Book, a complete history of all the busi-

ness transacted.

There are various ways of keeping the Cash Book, but the

following form is, perhaps, as simple as any, and as little liable

to mistakes, for persons whose cash transactions are not very

numerous, and who are not scientific accountants.

It contains two columns for dollars and cents.*

The aniouiit of cash on hand at the commencement of busi-

ness, and all money received, from any source whatever, must

* The pupil will observe that, in 8peakiti<r of the money columns, we designate th"
space for dollars ami the space for cents, uiiitod, as but one column.
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be entered in this book "To," (describing for what,) and the
amount be extended into the It-ft hand dollar and cent column,
which is called the debit column ; and whenever money is paid

out for any purpose whatever, it must be entered in this book
"By," (telling what for,) and the amount extended into the

right hand dollar and cent column, called the credit column.
Thus, if the account is kept correctly, the difference between
these two columns will show at all times the balance of cash
in hand, and will agree with the actual amount of money
found in possession by counting. Any discrepancy must arise

from error, which must be sought out and rectified before the

account is balanced. The credit column can never be the

larger, since it is impossible to pay out more money than you
receive.

The Cash Book should be balanced at the end of each week
(or daily, when much business is done), by entering the balance

of cash on hand in the credit column, in red ink, to distinguish

it from sums paid away. When the Cash Book is not balanced

daily, an informal balance should be made, and the result

compared with the cash in hand. After footing the columns
and drawing the lines, bring the balance down, in black ink,

entering it in the debit column. The lines should be ruled

exactly as in form. They serve to keep the new account dis-

tinctly separated from the old—a matter of greater importance
than young book-keepers generally imagine. It adds greatly

to the neat appearance of your book to begin the words " To
'"'

and " By " all upon a perpendicular line.

BILL BOOK.

When several notes are given or received each month, it has

been found convenient to enter a minute description of them in

a book prepared specially for that purpose. This enables any
particulars concerning them to be seen at a glance, and an ex-

amination of the book will show what notes become due on

any day, and thus timely prepai'ation may be made for theii-

collection or payment. Notes have been issued, and for want
of such a record their existence has been forgotten, until great

inconvenience, and even loss, has been the result. All neces-

sary explanations are made by the headings of the different,

columns.

The Invoice Book is not given, as it is considered too sim-

ple to require explanation. In some houses the invoices of
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goods purchased are copied into this book ; others paste the

invoices in a large book for the purpose ; while others keep tlie

invoices on file until the end of the month, and then fold thniu

neatly, and after writing the name of the person from whom
purchased, the date and the amount on the back of each invoice,

tie them up in monthly packages.

The Inventory Book is used for taking an account of the

value of property owned by you, at any time, in order that you

may use it in estimating your net capital, net gains, &c. The
quantity and estimated value of each article are given. The
list may fill several pages ; but as it is very simple, only a few
items are enumerated.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING UP SET III.

An account is kept with each partner separately, and he is

credited with what he invests in the business, and is charged

with all debts assumed by the firm for him, and all sums which

he withdraws. He is credited, when the books are closed,

with his share of the gains.

The books are opened by making the entries in the Day
Book to the debit and credit of each partner, and to the debit

of A, R. Simcoe and Peter Grey, and to the credit of R. J.

Bruce, Edward Huron, and J. H. Lambton, whoso accounts

have been assumed by the firm ; entries are also made in the

Cash Book of the casli invested, and in the Bill Book of Notes

Receivable on hand and of Notes Payable outstanding. The
list or inventory of merchandise, material, tools, etc., is not

given, but in actual business it should be made out and care-

fully preserved.

Care should be taken to place each amount in its proper

column in the Day Book, in order to avoid errors and trouble

in balancing. After the entries aie made in the difierent books

for April 1st, then enter the transaction that occurs on the ."Jrd,

and thus proceed with each succeeding date, entering the trans-

actions in the Day Book, Cash Book and Bill Book, as may be

required, in the date and order of their occurrence This will

give a much better knowledge of the transactions than if only

one book is written up at a time.

Be careful to make all the extensions and additions correctly,

and also to count the time when the notes mature, before enter-
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ing tliem in the Bill Book. The three days of grace are always

included in finding the date when a note falls due.

Open the partners' account first in the Ledger, and let all

the other accounts follow them in regular order. Not more
than three accounts should be opened on a page. The posting

is the same as in Set II.

When the posting is finished, add the columns in the Day
Book, if not already added, and carry the footings of the pages

forward in the manner shown, until the end of the month.
Also make out the statements as shown at the end of the month
of April. Compare the difference between the totals of the

debit and credit balances of the Ledger, with the differences

between the totals of the debit and credit columns of the Day
Book ; and if they are not alike, diligently search for the error

until it is found, and then make the necessary corrections.

After the postings have been found to be correct, make out

the statement for April, looking to your own work for the

balances of the Ledger, for the amount of cash on hand, and
for the notes receivable and payable. The inventory will be
found at the end of the Day Book. The gains are ascertained

and entered as in the preceding set.

Before commencing the second month, add the gains of the

first month to the difference between the debit and credit

columns of the Day Book, and place the sum in the credit

column of the Day Book for May, in order to make the excess

of credit on commencing this month equal to that of the

Ledger.

^^A statement showing the result of the whole Set is given
at the end of the month of May. The pupil is obliged to de-

pend entirely upon himself in entering the transactions of this

month. The work, when properly performed, will agree with the
results given in statement.
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The following items of Cash received and paid at different

times do iiot appear in the Day Book, because they are not to

be debited or credited to any personal account, but they must

be entered in the date and order of their occurrence in the

Cash Book.

/SS'/. ^i.
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CASH BOOK.—SET III.
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INDEX TO THE LEDGER.

This is a small book, or space ruled in the Account Book,
in which are arranged, in alphabetical order, the names of all

accounts in the Ledger, together with the pages on which such
accounts are entered.

Its object is to enable us to refer readily to any particular

account. As soon as an account is opened, the name of it and
the number of the page should be entered in the Index. If it

be necessary to transfer an account to another page, a red line

should be ruled through the figures of the old page, and the

number of the new page placed in the Index.

In real business the Index generally has a page allotted to

each letter. The following illustration will be sufficient to

explain how it is kept :

—

A.
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STATEMEiNT.—SET III.

PROOF OF POSTING.
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Personal Debtors.
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Memoranda op Hastings & Durham's business transactions

nuiiiNG THE month of May, to be recorded and worked

OUT SAME AS PRECEDING MONTH.

Before recording the transactions of this month enter

the difference between the debit and credit side of the Day
Book for the last month and the gain, added together, whicli

amount to $12208, in the credit column, as explained, before

commencing the Set,

1887.

May 1. Bought of D. S. Elgin & Co., Bill of Lumber, amount-

ing to $120.50 ; Paints, Varnishes, &c,, as per Bill.

$30.40.

2. Sold T. K. Frontenac, 1 Rosewood Tete-a-tete, $40; 1

Gothic Mahogany Bedstead, $18.50; 6 Carved Ma-
0(

-"^ hogany Chairs, at $5.50. Cash sales this day, $75.40.

" 3. Sold J. H. Lambton, 1 Mahogany Bureau, $16 ; 1

Black Walnut Centre Table, $15 ; 1 pair Ottomans,

$10 ; 1 Stuffed Back Chair, B. W., $12.75. Cash

sales this daii, $120.
" 4. Sold F. M. Welland, 1 Double-leaf Secretary, $30 ; 8

Kitchen Chairs, at 50c. Paid our Note favor of A
Ging, $350. J. H. Lambton has returned the Bureau
bought on the 3rd inst., it being too large for room,

for which we give him credit, $16. Cash sales thL-<

day, $160.40.
" 5. A. R. Sinicoe paid on account Cash, $125. Sold Edward

Huron, 3 Cherry Wash-stands, at $3 ; 2 Looking-

glasses, at $4.50. Paid for Cleaning Store-room, $3.

Ca^h sales this day, $45.25.

6. Sold Peter Grey, 1 Hat-stand, ISIahogany, $12.50.

Paid Men's Wages for week, $40.50. Cash sales,

$75.35.
" 8. Bought from George Young & Co., on our Note at 3

months, Merchandise, as per Bill, $450.50.

Note.—As no personal account is affected by this

transaction, it is merely entered in the Bill Book.

" " Sold R. J. Bruce, 3 Maliogany Arm Chairs, at $4.25.

Ca.s// sales this da//, $137.40. Peter Cooper paid his

Note of Ai)ril 4th', $20.
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1887.

May 10. Sold D. S. Elgin, 1 Hall Stand, $5.50 ; 6 Parlor Chairs
at $4.25 ; 1 Piano Stool, $10. Received from A. R.

Simcoe his ISTote at 1 month for $50. Paid for Post-

age Stamps, $1.50. Cash sales to day, $170.15.
'' 11. Sold Peter Gray, 10 Stuffed Arm Chairs, at $10 each

;

12 Carved R". W. Centre Tables, at $30 each. Re-

ceived his Note at 2 months for $200. Cash sale^,

$170.60.
'• 1 2. Received from A. R. Simcoe Cash for his Note of April

9th, $28.

13. Received from A. R. Simcoe, Note against John Long,

dated the 4th inst., at 3 months, for $100. Sold T.

K. Frontenac, 1 complete Parlor Set, $150. Received

in part payment Wm. "Wilson's Note, dated Jan.

14th, at 4 months, for $100. Received from F. M.
Welland, on account, $25. Cash sales this (/at/.

$134.20. Paid Workmen's Wages in ca?h, $56 50.

" 15. Sold A. R, Simcoe, 4 doz. Cane-bottom Chairs, at $14
;

6 doz. Carved Mahogany at $25. Received in ]iart

payment his Note at one month for $100. Cash sales

to-day, $196.70.
" 17. Sold R. J. Bruce, 1 Corner Stand, $12.50 ; 1 French

F>edstead, B. W., $18.50. Received in part payment
cash, $20. Wm. Wilson paid his Note due to-day,

$100. Cash sales, $215.

" 19. Borrowed from Edward Huron, Cash $5. Bought
of A. E. Long & Co., Merchandise, as per Bill,

$425, for which we gave our Note at one month.

Cash sales, $67.40.
-= 20. Sold D. S. Elgin & Co., Extension Dining Table, $45,

and received in part payment Cash, $25. Paid

Workmen cash, $64.70. 'Cash sales, $110.40.
" 22 Received from F. M. Welland, an Order on R. J.

Bruce for $20, which Mr. Bruce accepts, and places

to our credit.

Note.— Credit F. M. Welland with the amount of

Order, as you received it on his account, and debit

Mr. Bruce.

" " Received from Edward Huron, Cash, $5. Paid for

sundry expenses — Postage, 2.25 ; Advertising,

$15.60; Carting and Piling Lumber, $4. Cash sales,

$64.70
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1887.

May 24. Sold F. M. Welland, 3 Patent Pivot Chairs, at $8,

Received in part payment, Note against R Camp,
dated Feb. 4th, 1887, at 4 months, f(jr 815. Cash

sales this day, $137.20.

" 25. R. J. Bruce returned the French Bedstead, B. W.,

$18.50, purchased on the 17th inst., for which we
give him credit ; and sold him instead, 1 Sofa Bed-

stead, Patent, $40 ; Cash sales, $20.

" 2G. Gave E. Huron our Note at 3 montlis for $17, in set-

tlement of account. Gave M. Welland an order on

T. K. Frontenac for $6.90.

Note.—This transaction necessitates two entries.

Charge Welland with the amount of the Order, and

credit Frontenac.

" 29. Gave D. S. Elgin our Note at 1 month for $50.

Bought of Jones, Smith & Co., Merchandise, as per

Bill, $500. Gave in payment, Peter Grey's Not(! of

May 1 Uh, for $200, and our own Note at 3 months

for the balance, $300.

Inventory op Effects on Hand, May 31.st, 1887.

Merchandise, as per Inventory - - - - $5 1 00 00

Materials and Unfinished Work - - - 3500 00

Tools and Implements 575 00

Store Fixtures 150 50
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QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW.

What additional books are used in this Set ? How may a pi-oof of

correctness be obtained ? How often are books closed in most business
houses ? What is the difference between the Day Book of this Set and
that of Set II. ? What advantage is there in placing debits in one column
and credits in another ? Does a check mark show that an entry has
been correctly posted ? What do the Day Book and Cash Book give a
complete history of ? What is the Cash Book a check against ? What
is the left column used for, and what the ripht ? What does the differ-

ence between the footings of the two sides show ? What exists if the
diflference does not agree with the cash on hand ? How often is the Cash
Book balanced in this Set ? What is the use of the Bill Book ? What
advantage is it to know when notes mature ? How are invoices entered
or kept? What does the Inventory Book contain? How and when
should names be entered in the Index ? How are the books of this Set
opened? What advantage is gained by entering the transactions in all

the books for each day before taking any entry of the succeeding day ?

What accounts are first opened in the Ledger ? How is the proof of

posting obtained ? What is done immediately after posting ? What
should be done before commencing the second month, in order to make
the excess of credit in the Day Book equal to that of the Ledger?
The following questions to be answered from the Ledger and State-

ments :

—

What persons owe the Firm at the end of the first month, and how
much ? Whom do the Firm owe, and how much ? What is the differ-

ence between the total debit and credit balances of the Ledger ? Give
a list of the resources of the Firm. Of what do the liabilities consist ?

What is the net capital, and how found ? How much did the Firm
invest ? What is the Firm's net gain, and how found ? What is each
partner's net capital at closing ? How found ? W hat is placed to the

credit of each partner before closing liis account ? What is the differ-

ence between the debit and credit sides of the Ledger at the end of the

second month ? Of what do the assets and liabilities consist? What is

the net capital of the Firm ? What is the Firm's net gain ? What is

each partner's net capital at the close of this month ?

SINGLE ENTRY NOT A PERFECT SYSTEM OF
BUSINESS RECORD.

The pupil will do well to read again tlie introductory chap-

ters. From the general view there given of the information

which a set of accounts should furnish, he will be able to form

an opinion as to how far Single Entry accomplishes it. He
will remember that a complete set of accounts should both de-

fine the present Financial State of the Business, by

showing the AssetS and Liabilities, and also tell us how
this condition has been brought about, by showing
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tlio Or'njinal Capital, and the various subsequent Gains and
Losses.

If he will open to the example of connected accounts (pages

19 to 29), he will see that Single Entry, so far as the Ledger

is concerned, does not meet even the first requirement. For
(leaving out of consideration the i)roprietor's Capital Account)

it shows only the debts owing to us and by us on personal

account ; that is, debts owing to us for which we have not re-

ceived others' notes, and debts owing by us for which we have

not given our notes. This, however, is compensated for in Set

III., by introducing the Cash Book and Bill Book ; so that,

taking tiiem in connection with the Single Entry Ledger, we
have the material for finding all the Assets and Liabilities, ex-

cept the asset of unsold merchandise, which, in most cases,

will have to be found in either system by actual taking of

stock.

But in reference to the second requirement, the only clement

he has is the Original Capital, as shown in the proprietor's

Capital Account; lie has nothing to show how much has been

gained or lost on sales, and what incidental expenses have been

incurred. If he had also a statement of the cost of the goods

l)urchased and the proceeds from sales, and one for the expenses,

lie would have all the data necessary for meeting the second

rt;quirenieiit. He would, in fact, then have all the data which
J)oul)le Entry supplies, although not contained between the

two backs of the same book—the Ledger. His Cash Book
corresponds to his Cash Account in Ledger ; his Bill liook to

his Bills Receivable and Bills Payable accounts ; his statement

of the f<>>;t and proceeds of merchandise to Merchandise Ac-
count ; and his statement of incidental expenses to Expense
Account.

He will have no difficulty in seeing that if he has the means
of ascertaining the present state of affairs by two methods so

nearly independent of each other as these are, he possesses

strong evidence of the accuracy of his books. Nor will he be

slow to perceive the advantage arising from being able to com-
pare his gross profits with his expenses, so that, if need be, he
may either increase the former or curtail the latter. Now,
Double Entry does this in so systematic a manner, and, under
]iioper arrangements, with so little labor additional to that

re(]uired in Set III., that we may well wonder that any business

man should begrudge that little extra labor, in view of the ad-

vantages he will thereby secure.
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We are now about to introduce the pupil to the in6r6
perfect system of Book-keeping by Double Entry. We
trust he will still continue to keep the end he is aiming at in

view. If he does so, and pursues his work in a pliilosophic

spirit, we have no doubt he will be able to endorse the words
of Jackson, an old author of a very excellent work on this sub-

ject :
— "It is a science whose principles are so simple and solid

;

its conclusions so natural, evident, and certain ; and the sym-

metry of its several parts so complete and harmonious, that,

the very sacculation is no less pleasing than the practice is

-profitable.

CHAPTER VII.

BUSINESS FORMS.

An acquaintance with the forms of business papers in general

use is indispensable to every one who would master the Science

of Accounts. Not only should their nature and use be fully

understood, but the ability to make them out readily and
correctly should be acquired. For this reason the pupil should

study and copy the following Forms, which are among those

most used, iintil he can write them out readily without referring

to the book.

RECEIPTS.

A Receipt is an acknowleds;ment in writing of having received a
certain sum of money, or other valuable consideration.

When a payment has been made, a receipt should be taken as
proof of the payment. It may not in all cases be necessary, but
when important interests are involved, nothing should be left to

uncertainty, if it can so easily be avoided. A Receipt often saves
misunderstandings and loss of friends, as well as loss of money.
Receipts should be carefully preserved, as many instances have
occurred in which claims have been presented after they were paid.

When not written in a book specially prepared for the purpose,
they should be kept in a place of security, so that they may be
readily produced if needed.
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REfEIPT FOR PAYMENT ON ACCOUNT.

Toronto, Ont., Jan. Ist, 1887.
Received from W. H. Yourex Fifty Dollars on account.

$50. E. SCARLETT.

RECEIPT IN FULL OF ACCOUNT.

Belleville, Jan. Ist, 1887.
Received from W. R. Ross Seventy-five Dollars in full of account

lo date.

$75. CHAS. ADIN.

RECEIPT IN FULL OF ALL DEMANDS.

Napanee, Jan. Ist. 1887.
Received from Henry Bros. One Hundred and Fifty Dollars in

full of all demands.
$150. J. A. FRAZER.

RECEIPT FOR A PARTICULAR BILL.

Kingston, Dec. Ist, 1887.

Received from Beatty & Wallbridge Five Hundred Dollars, in

payment for a bill of groceries of this date.

$500. J. CARRUTHERS.

RECEIPT FOR BORROWED MONEY (OR BORROWED MONEY DUE BILL)

Picton, Jan. Ist, 1887.
Borrowed and Received from John S. Miller Four Hundred and

Fifty Dollars, which I promise to pay on demand with interest.

$450. B. BORROW.

RECEIPT FOR SERVICES.

Hamilton. Dec. Ist, 1887.

Received from Geo. Wallbridge Forty-seven Dollars, in full for

services to date.

$47. 0. PAYMAN.

RECEIPT FOR A NOTE.

London, Dec. 4th, 1887.

Received from J. B. Ashley his note of this date, at four months,

for Five Hundred Dollars, in full of account rendered to 1st inst.

$600. G. C. IIOLTON d CO.
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RECEIPT FOK RENT.

Montreal, Dec. 1st, 1887.
Received from P. C. West & Co., One Hundred and Twenty Dol-

lars, in full for one quarter's rent of store No. 96 McGill Street
;

due 20th ult.

^120. E. HARRISON.

RECEIPT FOR INTEREST DUE ON MORTGAGE.

Toronto, Dec. 5th, 1887,
Received from Robert Smith Twenty-nine ^^^^y Dollars, in full for

six months' interest due this day, on his mort.s;age to me, bearing
date Dec. 6th, 1884, for Five Hundred and Ninety Dollars.

$29t^j?o. fil. G. BEATT Y.

RECEIVED FOR PAYMENT BY THE HAND OF A THIRD PARTY.

Halifax, Jan. 1st, 1887.
Received from John Jones, by the hand of R, Howe, Fifty Dol-

lars in full of his account.

$50. WM. B. DEAN.

INDORSEMENT OF A PARTIAL PAYMENT ON A NOTE.

Bowmanville, Jan. 1st, 1887.
Received on account of the within note. Forty-five Dollars.

845. J. S. MILLER.

AGENT S RECEIPT,

Brantford, Sept. 1st, 1887.
Received from M, L, Perkins, Two Hundred Dollars, to apply on

his account with C, P, Stanwood.

S200. A. L. HOWARD, Agent

BILLS AND INVOICES,

A Bill of Goods is a written description of the quantity and price

of goods sold, with the time or date of the transaction, and the
names of the purchaser and seller.

An Invoice is a full account of merchandise, in which the marks,
numbers, contents, and value of each package, together with all

charges, are described.

When anything is purchased of another, or is to be charged in

account, it is well to take a Bill for it. The Bill will be a reminder
to make the proper entry in the books concerning it, and will also

serve as a voucher for items, prices, &c. Even when cash is paid,

the Bill is frequently needed for reference.

Invoices are usually pasted in a book, or neatly folded and
marked on the back with the name of the person from whom
bought, the date and the amount, and then put up in monthly
packages for safe keeping.
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1. BILL NOT RECEIPTED.

Toronto, January Ist, 1887
MR. CHARLES D. PUTNAM,

Bought of VVm. L. Brown & Co.

5 yds. Black Silk

4 " " Broadcloth
20 " Factory Cotton
15 " Canton Flannel

at $2 00
" 4 00
" 10

25

ig31

00
00
00
75

75

Mr. W. A. ROBLIN,

2. BILL RECEIPTED.

Cornwall, Nov. Ist, 1887.

To CoNOER Bros. Dk.

To 10 yds. Cambric
"20 " Gingham
" 5 " Broadcloth
" 2 doz. Spools Thread

at SO 15
" 30
" 4 00
" 50,

$150
500

20 00
100

»2850
Received payment,

CONGER BROi<. —="
Should the above Bill be receipted by a clerk, his own name

should be signed under that of the Hrm, with the word "per"
placed before it.

3. ITEM.S OF AN ACCOUNT.

Mr. J. A. MOORE,
To ROBERT.SON it HeNRV. Dr.

1887.
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4. MONTHLY STATEMENT.

Toronto, Jan. 1st, 1887.

Dk.

Mesars. SMITH & JONES,

To SiNCLAiK, Jack it Co.

1887.
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2. FOREIGN INVOICE.

Glasgow, 5th Aug., 1887.

Invoice of one Package, marked and numbered as per margin,
shipped as per Hibernian S.8. from Glasgon:, for and on account of

Messrs. G. C. Holton tO Co. , Toronto, Canada.

Bought of ARTHUR & CO.

London Warehouse, Old 'Change. \ G. C. H. & Co. No. 238.

Bradford Warehouse, Grange St. T.
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OKDER FOR MONEY.

Toronto, Jan. 2nd, 1887.
Mr. W. J. Gage.

Please pay to A. H. Jones, or Order, One Hundred and Ten
Dollars, and charge the same to my account.

i^llO. PETER COOPER.

DUE BILLS.

A Due Bill is a written acknowledgment of a debt. When it is

intended that a Due Bill should be paid at a definite time in the

future, the date of payment should be specified.

DUE BILL FOR MONEY.

Hamilton, Jan. 9th, 1887.

Due Samuel Clare, for value received. One Hundred Dollars.

GEO. H. CAMP.

DUE BILL FOR GOODS.

Kingston, Jan. 3rd, 1887.

Due Sanford Farmer, Twenty Dollars in goods from our store.

$20. ROSS d; BAIN.

PROMISSORY NOTES.

A Promissory Note is a written promise to pay imconditionally,

mid, at all events, a specified sum of money.

When a Note is given or received, it should be entered in the
person's account with whom the transaction occurs, in the same
manner as cash would be entered. The Note settles so much of the
account, and may change hands many times before it becomes due,
and it must be paid to the holder. Should suit be brought because
not paid, it would be brought upon the note instead of upon the
account.

FORMS OF NOTES.

NEGOTIABLE WITHOUT INDORSEMENT.

London, Oct. 8th, 1887

Three months after date I promise to pay S. G. Beatty, or
Bearer, One Hundred Dollars, value received.

THOMAS WILLIAMS.
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NEGOTIABLE BY INDORSEMKNT.

Hamilton, Oct. 28th, 1887.

$100.

Three months after date I promise to pay S. Clare, or Order,
One Hundred Dollars, value received.

THOMAS WILLIAMS.

NGN- NEOOTIABLE.

Toronto, Oct. 28th, 1887.

$100.
Three months after date I promise to pay George Dean One

Hundred Dollars, value received.

THOMAS WILLIAMS.

PAYABLE ON DEMAND.

Kingston, Oct. 28th, 1887.

On demand I promise to pay Messrs. Jones & Brown, oi

Bearer, One Hundred Dollars, value received.

THOMAS WILLIAMS.

PAYABLE AT BANK.

Bradford, Nov. 5th, 1887.

$100.
Three months after date I promise to pay John Smith, or

Order, at the Canadian Bank of Commerce here, One Hundred
Dollars, value received.

PETER J. WILSON.

PAYABLE AT BANK, WITH INTEREST.

Belleville, Oct. 28th, 1887.

$342.42.

Three months after date we promise to pay Messrs. East it

West, or Order, at the Merchants' Bank of Canada, here, Three
Hundred and Forty-two Dollars and Forty-two Cents, with Interest

at seven per cent, per annum, value received.

SMITH, JONES d- to.
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JOINT XOTE.

Montreal, Jan 1st, 1887.

8300.

Three months after date we jointly promise to pay R. Brown,
or Order, Three Hundred Dollars, value received.

E. T. EAMLY.
J. G. SHEBRY.

JOINT AJfD SEVERAL NOTE.

Port Hope, Oct. 28th, 1887.

$210.

Ninety days after date we jointly and severally promise to pay
Geo. Wallbridge, or Order, Two Hundred and Ten Dollars, value
received.

JOHN BEOWX,
WILLIAM BROWN,,}

DRAFTS.

A Draft is an unconditional written order, addressed by A. B. to

C. D. , directing him to pay E. F. a certain sum of money. A. B.
is said to draw on C. D. in favor of E. F. A. B. is called the
Drawer, C. D. the Drawee, and E. F. the Payee. A. B. may direct

the money to be paid to himself, in which case he is Payee as well

as Drawer.
To make it an obligation on the part of C. D. he must accept it,

which is commonly done by writing the word "accepted" and his

name across the face of it.

Drafts may be made payable at a certain time after date, a cer-

tain time after sight, at sight, or on demand. It is usual, and ad-

visable, TO PRESENT FOR ACCEPTANCE all Drafts we receive, except

those payable on demand. With regard to those payable at a cer-

tain time after sight, and even those payable at sight when days of

grace are allowed, presentment for acceptance is absolutely neces-
sary, in order to fix the date of payment, for which purpose the
date of acceptance must also be written.

FORM OF SIGHT DRAFT.

Cobourg, Jan. 1st, 1887.

$75.
At sight, pay Henry Campion, or Order, Seventy-five Dollars,

and charge to account of

JAMES JOHNSON.
To A. R. HAilMER,

Whitby, Ont.
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TIMK DKAFT.

Toronto, Nov. Ist, 1887.

1^200.

Thirty days after date pay to the Order of W. R. Lins^ham,

Two Hundred Dollars, value received, and charge to the account of

S. T. VANCE.
To Isaac East,

Oahawa, Ont.

TIME RECKONED AFTER SIGHT.

Hamilton, Jan, 3rd, 1887.

$257.
Thirty Days after sight pay to the Order of W. R. Linghani,

Two Hundred and Fifty-seven Dollars, value received, and ciiaigo

to the account of

S. T. VANCE.
To Isaac East,

Oshawa, Ont.

QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW.

FORMS OF BUSINESS PAPERS.

What should be nnderstood concerning the papers used in business ?

What ability sliould be acquired? What is a Receipt ? Why should
Receipts be preserved ? Give the wording of a Receipt for payment on
account. A Receipt in full of account. A Receipt in full of all de-

mands. A Receipt for a particular Ijill. A Receipt for borrowed
money. A Receipt in full for services. A Receipt for a note. A Re-
ceipt for rent. For interest due on a mortgage. For payment by the

hand of a third party. Wiiat is a Bill of Goods ? What is an Invoice ?

Of what use is a Bill of Goods ? How are Invoices usually preserved ?

Write an Non-receipted Bill of Goods. A Receipted Bill. A Bill paid

by Note. What is an Order ? Of what is it a voucher ? Give tlie

form of an Order for Goods for another person. An Order for Money.
An Order for Goods for yourself. What is a Due Bill? Write a Due
Bill payable in money. A Due Bill payable in Goods ? What is a I'ro-

missory Note ? What should be done when a note is given or received ?

In what Book is a full description of Notes entered ? Give the form of

a Note negotiable without indorsement. A Note negotiable by indorse-

ment. A non-negotiable Note. A Note payable on demand. Payable
at bank. A .Joint Note. A Joint ami several Note. What is a Draft ?

Wlien are Drafts made payable ? When made payable at sigiit, or a

certain time after sight, wliat should be done to tix the date of pay-
ment? How is a Draft accepted? Give an example? What should
also be written if the Draft is drawn payable at sight or after sight?

Give the form of a Sight Draft. A Time Draft. A Draft where time

is reckoned after sight.
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bo(jk-kei:ping.

DOUBLE ENTEY.

INTRODUCTION.

A COMPLETK set of accouiits, as tlie pupil i'^ already awart',

should furnisli the means of readily determiiiin;^

—

I. The Present Financial Position, V)y showin-,' th.'

present Assets and Liabilities.

II. How this position has been attained, by showin-

the Original Capital and the subsequent Gains and
Losses.

As the result in the latter case must be the same as in the

former, the problem for the pupil may be thus stated :

—

^^ Given, the financinl condition of a business at the hecjinniiKj of a

certain period, the transactions during the period, and the value of

the goods remaining at the end ; it is required to record and classify

these various items, so as to exhibit the financial condition at the

end. First, from a statement of Assets and Liabilities at that

time ; second, from a statement of the Gains and Losses, in con-

nection ivith the Original Capital."

He has seen that the Single Entry Ledger contains only

personal accnnvts, and that, even with the aid of the Cash Book
and Bill Book, it is not competent to do more than comply with

the Jii'-^t reipiirement. It is, therefore, as a system, imperfect.

He has also seen that Double Entry supplies the defect of

Single Entry, by keeping accounts not only with the p-'rgoii^

with whom business is transacted, but also with every form of
value exchaitged, and with every source of receipt and expeiiditure.

It thus shows, in addition to all that Single Entry does (even

with the aids above mentioned), the various channels through
which the gains and losses liave been made ; thereby affording,

not only presumptive evidence of the correctness of the work,
but also 11 basis ui)on which to plan future enterprises.

Double Entry, therefore, meets both requirements,
and consequently recommends itself as a perfect System of
Account Keeping.

Such a problem as the one just stated the pupil has already
solved in the example of connected accounts, or Double Entry
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Ledger, as we may call it, pages 22-25. One of the methods
recommended for doing tliat exercise was—to take one trans-

action, make the proper entries in the two accounts affected by
it, and then proceed to the next. As all the transactions were
on account, a personal account was affected in each case. And
he will, no doubt, remember that every time he debited a per-

sonal account, he credited with an equal amount an imjjersojial

one (one in the name of a thing, not of a person) ; and similarly,

every time he credited a personal account he debited an iin-

personal one with the same amount. A constant equilibrium
of debits and credits was thus kept up. This, indeed, is a

fundamental principle of Book-keeping by Double
Entry. For evenj dollar and cent placed on one side of the

Ledger, there must be just as many dollars and cents 2'>laced some-

ichere on the other side.

"Whatever differences there may be in the working out of the

following sets, the pupil will observe that they are merely
peculiarities. The same general principle runs through the

whole. The particular method or form in which books are

kept is not essential, so long as it conforms to the principle of

equal debit and credit.

BOOKS USED.

If we sell goods to Benjamin Worth, without receiving at

the same time anything in return, the two Ledger accounts

affected are Benjamin Worth and Merchandise, and we
may, if we like, at once debit Benjamin Worth, and credit

Merchandise, without previously entering the transaction in

any other book. The Ledger, indeed, is not only the princij^al

book, but it may be said to be the only e^sentially wcessary one.

If other books are used in addition, they are for convenience

only, and are, in general, sidjservient and coniriJndtiry to it.

When the pupil finds that their use promotes the neatneSS,
condensation, and accuracy of the Ledger, he will

gladly avail himself of them as tliey are introduced, and keeping

always in mind the grand result he is aiming at, he will have

little, if any, difficulty in comprehending their nature.
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BOOKS USED IX SET I.

The books used in the First Set are the Day Book, Jour-
nal, and Ledger. These are commonly cullitdjyrincipal books,

in relation to others called auxiliari/ books, about which,

however, the pupil need not trouble himself at present.

DAY BOOK.

This book is sometimes called The Blotter, and it is not an
inappropriate name fur some people's Day Books. It should

contain a concise and comprehensive history of the merchant's

business transactions ; commencing with an inventory of his

effects, and the debts due him ; also of the debts due by him
to others.

After this his business transactions should be recorded at

the time and in the order in which they occur. Every entry

should embrace the following particulars :— 1st, the date ; 2nd,

the person or account ; 3rd, what you have bought or sold,

paid or received ; 4th, the terms of payment ; 5th, the articles,

quantities, prices, and amounts.

In writing this book, everything should be clearly expressed

in as uniform a style as possible, and the use of ambiguous
words and phrases carefully avoided.

JOURNAL.

The purpose of the Journal is to state, with regard to every

Day Book entry, which accounts in the Ledger are to receive

entries, Avhich side of the account, and for how much ; so

that the posting to the Ledger may be rendered more easy,

and less liable to error.

In journalizing any Day Book entry, therefore, the three

questions to be decided ^^pon are—Which accounts are affected 1

Which side ? and, For what amount 1 If the pupil has

mastered the two chapters on Examples of Accounts, pages 12

to 30, he will have little, if any, difficulty. If he has not mas-

tered them, he will do well to read them again very carefully.

In any given set of transactions, before applying the above

questions, we must settle upon the names of the accounts we
intend to open. For instance, in the First Set we are dealing
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in two kinds of Wheat and two kinds of Flour. Wo are at

liberty to include all these under the head of Merchandise ; or

both kinds of flour under the head of Flour, and both kinds

of wheat under the head of Wheat ; or to have four accounts,

one for each kind of flour, and one for each kind of wheat. In

this Set the second course is adopted.

A little reflection will point to the aCCOUntS affected.
We shall be directed to the side affected by asking—If it be

a personal one,—" Did he receive from us or deliver to us ? " If

it be an r»zpersonal one,—" Did we receive the tiling or part
with it ? " With regard to those impersonal ones which show
loss or gain, as Merchandise, and especially Interest and Expense,
the question, " Did the thing cost us value or i^roduce us value ?

"

may indicate more clearly to some minds the side aftected.

The pupil will observe, however, that this is only a modified

form of the previous question. For the thing which has cost

us value must have been received, and that which has produced
us value must have been parted with.

In the entry, January 2, " Sold James Rimmer, Wheat on
account, $150," it is evident that the two accounts afiected are

James Rimmer and Wheat. As he is the receiver, his account

must be debited; and as wheat has been par^etf ^^7^Y7i, Wheat
account must be credited. This may be indicated in the Jour-

nal in several ways, for example ;

—
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Casli ; Flour on the debit side because it came in. Cash on the

credit side because it tvent oid. Wm. Lingliam's account is not

affected, because his relation to us as Dr. or Cr. is not changed
by the transaction ; and, tlierefore, we need not make any
entry in his account. "We may ; but if -vve do, we shall have
to credit him with the Flour he has delivered to us, and then
debit him with the Cash he has received from us. And these

two entries, being equal in amount, would have the same eflfect

upon the account as if no entry had been made.
Two accounts at least will generally be affected in any trans-

action. There may be more. In the opening entry, January
1st, four accounts are affected—Cash, Flour, and Wheat on the

Dr. side, because all these came into the business ; and the

proprietor's account on tlie Cr. side, because he put them into

tlie business. Adopting the second mode of Journal entry,

and using tlie term Stock to represent the proprietor, instead

of using his own name, the proper Ledger entries will be thus

indicated :

—

Cash
Flour

Wlieat

Dr.

To Stock

4000
1000
3000

8000 50

We have adopted, for the present, the second mode of jour-

nalizing, for a reason wdiich will be better appreciated when
we speak of the Ledger. We must, however, caution the pupil

against attaching to the word 'To," in the expression "James
Rimmer, Dr. to Wheat," the meaning which, from the ordinary

use of language, would naturally suggest itself. The plain,

naked fact is, tliat James Rimmer is J)r. to v^ for Wheat. If

we had this Journal entry, " Charles Adln Dr. to Benjamin
Worth," it would simply mean that Charles Adin is Dr. in

relation to us, and that Benjamin Worth is Cr. in relation to

us. We have nothing to do in our books with the relation of

outside parties to one another as Dr. or Cr., but only with the

relation of these parties to us. Indeed, so far as these two per-

sons are concerned, the meaning we would naturally attach to

the expression is the very oj^p'tsife of the fact. For, the circum-

stance which originated the entry (which may have been our

giving to Charles Adin our order or draft upon Benjamin
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Wurth) Avould actually make Benjamin Worth the Dr. of

Charles Adin.

The pupil cannot fail to have observed that his ability to

journalize any transaction must depend entirely upon his know-
ing what entries should be made in the Ledger, and this

depends upon his having a clear idea of the nature of the

dilferent Ledger accounts.

The name of this book, Journal, is not suggestive of its

use. From ''jour," French for day, it is synonymous with

Day Book, and icas appropriate when it was the practice in the

Journal not merely to indicate the proper Ledger entries, but t(j

add the full details of the transactions from the book of origi-

nal entry, then called the Waste Book.

LEDGER.

The Ledger is the book in which the transactions, scattered

through the Day Book without order as to kind, are arranged

under distinct and appropriate heads, called accounts. The
amount put into the business by the proprietor, or taken out

by him, is jnd under his own name, or under the name of

Stock, or Capital ; every item affecting the debit or credit,

on account, of any particular pei'son towards us is placed under

that person's nasie ; all receipts and payments of cash, under

the head of Cash ; others' notes received and disposed of,

under the head of Bills Receivable; our notes issued and
redeemed, under the head of Bills Payable

;
purchases and

sales, under Merchandise ; and incidental outlay, under

Expense.
It has already been remarked that the proper entries miglit

be made in the Ledger at the time of the transaction, without

being entered in any other book whatever. Two inconveni-

ences, however, would follow. The Ledger would have to

contain the details of the transaction, which would make the

accounts very unwieldy ; and in the hurry of business it would
be impossible to make the original entries in the Ledger so

neatly as is desirable. By first entering the particulars of the

transaction in the Day Book, we need only transfer the amount
to the Ledger, with a 'word or two to explain the entry ; and
the transferring or ))()dinri to it ran be done at leisure.

Tlie original entries being made in the Day Book, they may
he transferred to the Ledger without the aid of the Journal

;

and in modern practice, where the original entries are so made
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that the purchases, sales, casli receipts, and payments, are kept
separate from one another it is unnecessary. Its introduction,

however, into the preliminary sets, will more deeply impress

upon the mind of the pupil the principle of equal debits awl
credits; and when it is formally dispensed witli he will more
clearly see that its essence is retained in the peculiar mode of

making the original entries.

Names and Order of the Accounts.— The pupil need
scarcely be told that the Journal contains the names of all the

accounts that are to be opened in the Ledger. Althougli in

practice it is usual to give a page to each account, we will

apportion to each only so mucli space as is necessary. In text-

books generally no definite order is observed, but as advantage

may result from attention to this matter, we will take first,

Stock ; after that, all the accounts which show an asset or a

liability, beginning with the most available asset ; and lastly,

those showing a loss or a gain. We shall thus have the accounts

of the First Set in the following order, namely :—Stock, Cash,

Bills Receivable, Bills Payable, Personal Accounts, Flour,

Wheat, Expense. The headings should be written in a clear

text-hand, and the abbreviations, Dr. and Cr., may be placed

at the top of the page only.

Posting.—Transferring an entry from any book to the

Ledger is termed posting, the word '^^post" as a verb, meaning
simply to jmt, to place. If the posting be done direct from the

Day Book, it is an intellectual operation, because for each sei>

arate Day Book entry we have to tJdidi which account, and
which side of it, is affected. But all the thinkiiifj has been done
in journalizing, and the results are so registered in the Journal,

that posting from it is reduced to a mere mechanical operation.

The first Journal entry is a plain direction that Cash, Flour

and Wheat are to be debited respectively with the amount
placed opposite to them, and that Stock is to be credited with

the amount placed opposite to it. Thus :

—

Dr. Cash. Cr.

18S7

.Jan. To Stock
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SET 1.—DOUBLE ENTRY.
The following Set is worked out in full, in order to show

the pupil the proper form of carrying the transactions through
the different books, and should be thoroughly understood in

every particular before proceeding further.

The transactions are first taken from the " Record " (which

is supposed to be a memorandum of the merchant's business

transactions in the order of the date of their occurrence), and
arranged properly in the Day Book, after which they are jour-

nalized and posted.

A faithful adherence to the foregoing instructions and illus-

trations vvill enable the pupil to record, readily and correctly,

the following exercise, which should be first written on skeleton

paper prepared for that purpose, or on blank paper ruled up by

the student himself.

. SET I.—PRODUCE BUSINESS.

It is expected that the student will not merely copy the

exercises in connection with this Set, but that he will work
them out for himself according to the forms given.

RECORD OF TRANSACTIONS.

Toronto, January 1, 1887.

Commenced business, investing as follows :—Cash - $4000 50
."iOO bbls. Extra Flour, at $6 - - - 3000 00
800 bush. Fall Wheat, at $1.25 - - - 1000 00

Jan. 2, Bought of W. Lingham, for cash, 50 bbls.

Superfine Flour, at $6 - - - - 300 00
" Sold James Rimmer, on acc't, 100 bush. Fall

Wheat, at $1.50 - - - - - 150 00
" Bought of H. Corby, on my note, 200 bush.

Spring Wheat, at $1 - - - - 200 00
3. Sold Robert Thompson, on acc't, 400 bush.

Fall Wheat, at $1.50 - - - - 600 00
" Bought of W. Lingham, on my note, 100

bbls. Superfine Flour, at $G.50 - - 650 00
" Bought of James Wilson, for cash, 200 bush.

Fall Wheat, at $1.50 - - - - 300 00
4. Sold John Smith, for his note, 100 bush.

Fall Wheat, at $1.75. - - - - 175 00
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1887.

Jan. 4. Received of James Rininier, on acc't, Cash - $100 00
" 5. Bought for cash, 400 bush. Fall Wheat, at

$1.40 - - - - - - - 560 00
" " Sold James Johnson, for note, 100 bush.

Spring Wheat, at $1.20 - - - - 120 00
" 6. Bought of H. Corby, on acc't, 500 V>bls. Extra

Flour, at $6 - - - - - - 3000 00
" " Sold James Miller, on acc't, 200 bbls. Extra

Flour, at $6.50 - - - - - 1300 00
" " Sold for cash, 100 bush. Sp'g Wheat, at $1.25 125 00
" 8. Sold James Rimmer, on acc't, 200 bu.sh. Fall

Wheat, at $1.40 - - - - - 280 00
" " Received of James Miller, his note in full

of acc't ------- 1300 00
" 9. Paid cash for sundry items of expense - 25 50
" " Sold Robert Thompson, on acc't, 250 bush.

Fall Wheat, at $1.50 - - - . 375 00
" 10. Bought of W. Lingham, on acc't, 450 bush.

Spring Wheat, at $1 - - - - 450 00
" " Paid H. Corby, cash on acc't - - - 1000 00
"11. Sold Robert Brown, 200 bush. Spring Wheat,

at $1.25 - - - - - - - 250 00

100 bush. Fall Wheat, at $1.30 - - - 130 00
Received in payment, liis note for $150, cash

for balance, $230.
" 12. Bought of W. Lingham, on my note, 50 bbls.

Extra Flour, at $6.30 -

" " Paid cash for my note of the 3rd inst., favor

of W. Lingham -----
» 13. Sold J. Rimmer, on acc't, 200 bbls. Extra

Flour, at $7 -

" 15. Paid cash in full for my note, favor H. Corby
" " Received of R. Thompson, casJi in full of acc't

" " Received cash, in full for J. Smith's note of

the 4th inst. ------
" 16. Gave H. Corby my note on acc't

" 17. Bought of W. Lingham, on acc't, 550 bush.

Spring Wheat, at $1
'• " Sold J. Rimmer, on acc't, 150 bbls. Super-

fine Flour, at $8 -

" " Received cash, in full for J. Johnson's note

of the 5th inst. - . . . .

" 18. Paid sundry expenses in cash -

in
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INVENTORY OF GOODS REMAINING UNSOLD.

600 bbls. Extra Flour, at $6.00

50 " " 6.30

200 bush. Fall Wheat, 1.25

50 " " 1.40

800 " Spring Wheat, 1.00

.$3600 00
315 00

2.50
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Super.

Fall.

Spring.

Fall.

Super.

Fall.

Fall.
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Toronto, January 2, 1887.

Fall.

Spring.

Extra.

Extra.

Bro't forward

Bought of W. Lingham for cash

50 bbls. Flour $6 00

Sold James Rimmer on acc't,

100 bush. Wheat $1 50

Bought of H. Corby on my note,

200 bush. Wheat $1 00
3

Sold Robert Thompson on acc't,

400 bush. Wheat $1 50

Bought of W. Lingham on my note

100 bbls. Flour $6 50

Bought of James Wilson for cash,

^ 200 Imsh. Wheat $1 50

Sold John Smith for his note,

100 bush. Wheat $1 75

Received of Jas. Rimmer on acc't.

Cash
5

Bought for cash,

400 bush. Wheat 40i

Sold James Johnson for his note,

100 bush. Wheat $1 20
6

Bought of H. Corby on acc't,

500 bbls. Flour $6 00

Sold James Miller on acc't, !

200 libls. Flour ,|6 50

Amount forward

113

8000

300

150

200

GOO

6,50

300

175

100

560

120

3000

1300

15455

150

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

50
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Toronto, January 6, 1687. (3)

Bro't forward

Sold for cash,

100 bush. Wheat $1 2.^)

Sold James Rinimer on acc't,

200 bush. Wheat $\ 40

Received of James Miller hi.-^ not(

in full of account
9

Paid cash for sundry expenses

Sold Robert Thompson on acc't,

250 bush. Wheat $1 50
10

Bought of W. Lingham on acc't,

450 bush. Wlieat $1 00

Paid H. Corby cash on acc't

11

Sold Robert Brown
200 bush. Wheat $1 25

100 " " 1 30

Rec'd in payment his note, $150
Cash for the balance, 230

12

Bought of W. Lingham on my
note,

50 bbls. Flour $6 30

Paid cash for my note of 3rd inst.

13

Sold J. Rimmer on acc't,

200 bbls. Flour $7 00
15

Paid cash in full for my note

favor H. Corby

Amount forward

15455 50

250

130

125 00

280 00

130000

50

375

450

00

00

1000 00

00'

OOi 380 00

315 00

650 00

1400 00

200 00
I

21956!o0
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Toronto, January 15, 18S7,

Spring.

Super.

Brought forward

V [Received of R. Thompson, cash

in full of acc't

n/

V

Received cash in full for John
Smith's note of the 4th inst.

16

Gave H. Corby my note on acc't

17

^Bought of "\V. Lingham on acc't,

I 550 bush. Wheat $1 00

^ jSold James Rimmer on acc't,

I
150 bbls. Flour 88 00

^ Received cash in full for J. John-

son's note of the 5th inst.

18

V Paid cash for sundry expenses

^Inventory of goods unsold :

600 bbls. Extra Flour, at

$6 00 - - 83600*
50 bbls. Extra Flour, at

|j

86 30 - - 315 1

219.56 00
I

975 00

i

175 00

I

1000 00

550 00

1200 00

1 20 00

I

I

140 00

26116 00

3915 00

200 bush. Fall Wheat, at

$1 25 - - 2.50

50 bush. Fall Wheat, at

SI 40 - - 70

800 bush. Spring Wheat,
at 81 00 - - 800

1120100

*Althongli it is common to value the goods on hand at their cost price, takiiigr off, if

necessary, a per centage for bad stock or depreciation in value, it would be more

correct to reckon them at what they ran hi' hnuijht for at the time of vahiatioti.
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SPECIMEN JOURNAL.

Some business men require their Journal to embody brief

explanations of their transactions ; but we do not introduce

this plan now, because, in his incipient steps, everything that

takes the learner's attention off the LEDGER TITLES has a

tendency to perplex and embarrass him. Familiarity with the

following form will prepare the pupil for using any other with-

out dilhculty.

The numbers in the narrow column to the left of the names
of the accounts are the pages of the Ledger to which the various

items are posted. Each Ledger page is inserted as soon as the

item is posted

—

not bpfore.

Toronto, January 1, 1887. (1)

1 1Cash Dr.

2 Flour "

3 Wheat "

To Stock
2

Flour Dr.

To Cash

James Rimmer Dr.

To Wheat

Wheat Dr.

To' Bills Payable
— 3 ^—

2:Robert Thonijison Dr.

3 To Wlicut

' 2|Flour Dr.

i
1 To Bills Payable

3 Wheat Dr.

1 To Cash

4000
3000
1000

Amounts forw.inl

IIG

300

150

200

600

G50

300

l02()U,r>0 10-200

8000

300

150

50

00

00

200 00

GOO 00

650

300

00

00

50
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Toronto, January 4, 188;

Brought forward

1 Bills Receivable Dr.

3l To Wheat

1 Cash Dr.

2 To James Rimnier
5

3

1

Wheat Dr.

To Cash

Bills Receivable Dr.

To Wheat
6 -

Flour Dr.

To H. Corby

James ^liller Dr.

To Flour

I
1 Cash Dr.

1 3 To Wheat

I

' 8 -

2 James Rimmer Dr.

3 To Wheat

1 . Bills Receivable Dr.

2 To James Miller

I
9

3 Expense Dr.

1 To Casli

2 Robert Thompson Dr.

3 To Wheat
10

3 Wheat Dr.

2 To W. Lingham

Amounts forward

117

10200
175

100 00

10200 .lO

.560 00

I

1

120100

3000 00

i

1300 00'

125i00

280 00

i3oo!oo

25

375

450

50

00

00

1801100

175

100

560

120

00

00

00

00

3000 00

I

300 00

125100

>80 00

1300

25

00

50

37500

450 00

1801100
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Toronto, Jaimary 10, 1887. (S)

Brought forward

H. Corby Dr.

To Casli

11

1 Bills Eecoivable Dr.

Casli

1801100
1000 00

To Wlieat

12

Flour Dr.

To Bills Payable

Bills Payable Dr.

To Cash
13

James Eimmer Dr.

To Flour

15 -

Bills Payable Dr.

To Cash

Cash Dr.

To R. Thompson
" Bills Receivable

10

H. Corl)y Dr.

To Bills Payable
_^- _ 17

Wheat Dr.

To W. Liii"haui

James Rimmer Dr.

To Flour

Cash T^r.

To Bills Receivable

18

Expense Dr.

To Cash

150 00
23000

315

650

1400

200

1150

1000

550

1200

1 20|00

140 00

2611600

18011 00

lOOOiOO

380 00

315 00

650 00

1400 00

i

200 00

97.". 00
17500

1000

550

00

00

1200 00

120 00

140 00
i

26116!oO

118
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SPECIMEN LEDGER.

Dr.
( Liabilities at first.

Amounts withdrawn,
and Loss, if any.)

STOCK.
(Capital at first.

Subsequent In-

vestments, and
Gain, if any.)

(1)

Ck.

1887 1887
Jan. 1 By Sundries

20'

8000 50

(Received.) CASH. (Paid out.)

Jan.
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(2)

Di^- (^liu'^UinD JAMES RIMMER. /HisAccount\ p
Vairainst me.' ^**va^ainst me.''

1887



Dr. (Cost.)
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WHEAT.
(3)

(Proceeds.) Cr.

1887
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TRIAL BALANCE.

A Trial Balance is taken to ascertain if the Debits and
Credits on the Ledger are equal, or balance.

As soon as you finish posting all the transactions to the Led-
ger, according to the principle of equal debits and credits, you
take off a Trial Balance. This is done by first footing the

items of the different accounts, placing the amounts in liglit

pencil marks, which should be erased after the completion of

the work. The totals of the accounts are carried to the Trial

Balance, as per model form, leaving out such accounts as close

themselves. By adding to the footings of the Trial Balance
given, the footings of accounts that close themselves, you will

find that they exactly correspond with those of the Journal,

which would not be the case if any of the Journal entries were
not posted ; and as the footings of the Journal columns also

tally with those of the Day Book, it is almost conclusive that

all the original entries have found their way into the Ledger.

There will remain two chances of error in the accounts, viz.,

from improper Journal entries, or from posting to the wrong
accounts in the Ledger.

It will be observed from the foregoing remarks, that the

Trial Balance is not always a strict proof of the correctness of

the work, though it is so nearly a test, that under ordinary

circumstances, it may be considered satisfactory.

It is supposed that you have gone through the process of

journalizing and posting the preceding set, and that your Led-
ger accounts present an equilibrium of debits and credits. A
Trial Balance may be taken with the difference columns only,

or with the amount columns only. The latter is very fre-

quently used in business, a form of which is given on page 122.

In a real business, a Trial Balance may be taken monthly, and
should be taken as often as once in three months, even though
the books are closed but once a year. The following is another
form of Trial Balance, from the same Leds:ei\
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he ascertained from the accounts, but must be found by actual

enumeration and valuation ; a pi'ocess known in business as
" taking account of stock," or " taking an inventory." The
value of property which does not vary, viz., Cash, Notes, and
Personal indebtedness, is readily ascertained from the accounts

themselves.

In classifying accounts two grand results are had in view :

first, the Net Worth or Insolvency of the business, that is, its

Financial condition ; second, the Net Gain or Loss during a

specified period. These are shown in the following statements,

the material for which has already been taken from the Ledger,

and put in the form of a Trial Balance (page 124), except the

value of unsold property, which is taken from the Inventory
at the end of the Day Book.

1. STATEMENT OF LOSSES AND GAINS.

For the purpose of ascertaining the Net Gain or Loss.

Flour, unsold, per Inventory - $3915 00
" Cr. or proceeds from sales - 3900 00
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2. STATEMENT OF RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES.

Analysis of Accounts that show Resources and Liabilities, for the pur-

pose of ascertaining the Net Worth or Insolvency of the Business.

1. From Invextorie.s.

Flour, unsold, as per Inventory -

Wheat, " << <« . .

2. From Ledger Accounts.

Cash, Dr, Amount received - $5725 50
" Cr. " paid out - 3175 50

" Difference, Amount on hand
Bills Rec'ble Dr. Other people's

notes received $1745 GO
" " Cr. Other people's

notes disposed of 295 GO

Resources.

" " Difference,Others' notes on hand
Bills Payable Cr. *My notes issued $2165 00

" " Dr. " redeemed 850 00

" " DifFerence,My outstanding notes

James Rimmer, Dr. My Acct. against

him -
' - $3030 00

" " Cr. His Acct. against

me - - 100 00

" " Difference, He owes me -

W. Lingham, Cr. His Acct. against me — I

owe him -...--
H. Corby, Cr. His Acct. against me $3000 00

" Dr. My " him 2000 00

" Difference, I owe him
Present Net Worth

3915
1120

Liabilities

2550 00

1450 00

2930

11965

00

1315 00

1000

1000
8650

00 11965

00

00
00

00
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The following arrangement also is recommended to the pupil

for practice, as it approaches very nearly to the form observed

in closing the Ledger accounts, and will, therefore, serve to pre-

pare him for that work.

3. ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.

Flour on hand
Wheat
Cash "

Bills Rec. "

James Rimmer owes me

3915
1120
9.b50

1450
2930

Bills Payable (outstanding)
I owe W. Lins^ham
" H. Corby .

.

Net Worth

1315
1000
1000

3:U5 00
8650100

4. LOSS AND GAIN.

Expense
Net Gain

165
049

Gain on Flour
" Wheat

550
265

5. STOCK.

Net Worth Investment.
Net Gain .

8000
649

The pupil will test his familiarity with the foregoing instruc

tions by rendering analyses or statements of Losses and Gains,

and of Resources and Liabilities, from the following exercises.

He will do well to arrange them according to forms 1 and 2,

and also according to forms 3, 4, and 5. The latter method will

specially prepare him for closing the Ledger.

If properly worked out, the result will be as given immedi-

ately after each Trial Balance.
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some enduring manner upon the Ledger, the accounts tuust he

closed.

To close an account is to bring its current condition to

an end. If both sides are already equal, write the amount on
both sides, on the same level, and rule off, as in the closed

Ledger following. If there is only one item on each side, and
both are equal, simply rule off. If both sides are not equal,

make them so by entering the difference between them on the

smaller side, and then write the amount on both sides, and
rule off as before.

Specidative property accounts, as Flour, Merchandise gene-

rally, Bank Stock, Railroad Stock, and Real Estate, cannot be

closed, if any property remains unsold, until the value of what
remains on hand is entered on the Cr. side. The object of

these accounts is to show the gain or loss arising from the

buying and selling of these different kinds of property, and it

is evident this cannot be ascertained, if the property is not all

sold, without taking into consideration the value of what re-

mains unsold. After this is entered on the Cr. side, then the

difference between the two sides will show the gain or loss, as

the case may be ; and the account will be closed by writing

this difference on the smaller side.

By " closing one account into another," as Loss and Gain
into Stock, is meant that the difference entered on the smaller

side of the former to close if, must at the same time be traiis-

ferred to the opposite side of the latter. And as, in making en-

tries of transactions, the name of the contra account is written,

so in these closing entries, in each account being closed, the

name of the account being closed into is written ; and, accord-

ingly, in making the transfer entry, the name of the account

transferred from is written. Hence, the closing entry in any

account refers forward to the account to which it has been

transferred, and the entry in the account closed into refers hack-

ward to the account from which it has been taken.

The pupil will see from this tlie reason why, in entering the

value of unsold merchandise on the Cr. side of Merchandise

account, he writes "i^// Balance." It is simply because,

these goods being an asset, their value must be entered also in

Balance account. He must carefully guard against supposing

tliat this entry in the Merchandise account is the difference

bntween the two sides ; and he will do well to remember that,

although the word " balance " ordinarily signifies the difference

between the two sides, in these closing entries it must be
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considered tu mean simply " Balance Account." Hence, any
entry, closing or otherwise, which is to be transferred to Balance
account will be written " To" or "By Balance," and any entry,

dosing or otherwise, which is to be transferred to Loss and Gain
account will be written " To " or " By Loss and Gain."

The pupil should uot forget that in no one thing does the proficiency
of a practical accountant more plainly manifest itself than in the matter
of neatness in arrangement and execution. He should observe particu-

larly the form adopted in ruling, which is usually done with red ink.

It is also advisable to write the adjusting and closing entries in red ink,

to distinguish them more readily from entries of transactions, the trans-

fers being made in black ink.

ORDER OF CLOSING THE LEDGER.

The pupil will be much assisted in understanding the process

of closing the Ledger accounts if he will remember that the

object is to place in a permanent form in the Ledger the same
results as have been shown in the preceding statements ; and,

more especially, if he bears in mind the forms, Nos. 3, 4, and 5,

as these very nearly accord with the arrangement in the Ledger.

The only difference in the headings is, that the one there called
" Assets and Liabilities," will be here called " Balance " account.

Stock account is already in the Ledger, and in the course of

business it is not improbable that Loss and Gain account will

have been required for some entry which could not properly be
made in any other account.

The posting having been found correct by taking a Trial

Balance, and by careful checking, the following order may be
observed :

—

L Open an account in the name of Loss and Gain (if there

is not one already) into which to collect all the losses and gains,

and one in the name of Balance, into which to collect all the

assets and liabilities.

II. Enter on the Cr. side of Flour, Wheat, or any specidative

property account, the value of such property unsold (as found

by taking stock), writing in red ink, " By Balance, Inventory,"

and transfer the amount in black ink to the opposite, or Dr.,

side of Balance account, writing " To Flour," " To Wheat," or

whatever the name of the account is from which the transfer

is made.

III. Close Private account into Stock.

IV. The remaining accounts will show either an asset or a
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liability, a loss or a gain. Clotie every account whose difference

represents an asset or a liability into Balance account, and
every account wliose difference represents a loss or a gain into

Loss and Gain account.

V. Tliree accounts now remain open—Stock, Loss and Gain,

and Balance. Take a Trial Balance of these to test the accuracy

of the transfer entries.

VI. Close Loss and Gain into Stock ; and Stock into Balance.

VII. Balance account will now have both sides equal, and

will be closed by simply footing and ruling off.

PARTICULAR DIRECTIONS FUR CLOSING TlIK

LEDGER OF SET I.

We will now take the pupil through the process of closing

the Ledger of Set I., according to the instructions just given.

I. We first open Loss and Gain account and Balance account.

II. We then ascertain from the Inventory (whicli, for con-

venience, we have here put at the end of the Day ]5ook), the

value of the goods unsold. The unsold Flour, in this case, is

worth $3915, and the unsold Wheat $1120, which amounts we
enter on the Cr. side of these accounts in red ink, " By Balance,

Inventory," and transfer the same immediately to the contrary,

or Dr., side of Balance account, making tlie entries in black ink,

" To Flour, $.391.-.," and " To Wheat, $1120."

The accounts are now in a condition to be closed either into

Stock, Loss or Gain, or Balance, as the case may be.

III. AVe have not in this set a Private account distinct from
the Stock account.

IV. We then come to Cash. Tlie difference represents a

resource or an asset of cash in hand, $2550. We enter this in

red ink, on the Cr. side, writing " By Balance," foot up tlie

sides, and draw double red lines underneath. This red ink

entry is at once transferred to the Dr. side of Balance account

in black ink.

Bills Receivable shows an asset, and is closed, like Cash, into

Balance account.

Bills Payable is also closed into Balance, the difference showing
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a liability. The closing entry in this case falls on the^Dr. side

of Bills Payable, and the transfer entry, consequently, on the

Cr. side of Balance.

We now come to the Personal accounts. All these accounts,

if there be any difference between their two sides, will show
either an asset or a liability, as the case may be, and will,

therefore, be closed into Balance, in the same manner as those

already closed. Robert Thompson's account already balances,

and we close it by simply footing and ruling it.

Flour account shoAvs a gain, the Cr., or proceeds from sales,

together with the value of the flour still on hand, being greater

than the Dr. or cost. The difference is entered in red ink u\\

the Dr. side, writing " To Loss and Gain, $550
;

" and trans-

ferred to the contrary or Cr. side of Loss and Gain, writing in

black ink, "By Flour, $550." "Wheat account is closed in the

same way.

Expense account, being outlay for which no direct return is

received, and, therefore, so far diminishing the gross gain on

Flour and Wheat, is counted a loss. It is closed by writing, on

the Cr. side, "By Loss and Gain, $165.50," the transfer being

to the Dr. side of Loss and Gain.

V. We have now the results of all the accounts exhibited

under the heads of Loss and Gain and Balance, and if the

transfers have been correctly made, these two accounts, together

with the unclosed Stock account, must be in equilibrium. To
test this, we next take a Trial Balance of these three accounts,

which we call the

Second Trial Balance.
Dr. Cr.

165 50
11965 00

12130 50

Stock
Loss and Gain
Balance

800050
81500

3315 00

12130 50

After proving by this test that the differences have been
properly transferred, we proceed to accomplish the grand object

of closing the Ledger accounts, by carrying the difference between
the two sides of Loss and Gain account, or, in this case, net

gain of $649.50, to the Cr. side of Stock account.
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Tlie Stock account now contains on the Cr. side the capital

invested and the net gain since. The absence of any entry on
the Dr. side shows that there were no liabilities at the beginnings

and that no cai)ital has been withdrawn. The diti'erence between
the two sides is, therefore, just what the Cr. side amounts to,

and represents tlie j)resent net worth. The Balance account
contains, on the Dr. side, the jiresent assets, and on the Cr. side

the 2'rff<ent liabilities, the diiference being the present net worth.

Hence, whatever amount closes Stock will also close Balance.

Close Stock into Balance, both sides of which will now be equal.

Add up and rule off.

The pupil must not suppose that when a merchant wishes to ascertain his financial
))Osition he makes a furmal closing of liis Lfdiji'r, and tor the continuance of his
business cpi'n.t anotlur Ledffcr, commencing: with the assets and liabilities, as shown in
the Balance account of his former Ledger, histead of that, all the entries wliich we have
transferred to Balance account would be brought down, each in its own account, on the
o]ij>osite side from that on which it falls asaclosinfj entry, thus beginninj; the account
anew. So that if the Balance account be kept in the Ledger its entries would not l)e ciirrct

transfers of the closin<; entries, but simply an inventory of those entries brought down
to conunence the accounts afresh. As a complete double entry is effected by the
brinifinj; down of the various differences showing assets and liabilities, the Balance
account may be considered as not a necessarj' part of the Ledger, and may be kept at
the end of the Ledger, or in a separate book. We have used it for its convenience in

collecting the assets and liabilities at once from those accounts which show them.

The differences of the Loss and Gain accounts are, through the medium of the Loss
and Gain Account, /nai^j/ disposed of in the Stock Account, t\\c\T effect appear-
ing in the altered Net Capital, as brought down in Stock account to begin it anew.
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SPECIMEN LEDGER.—CLOSED. *

See Explanation, herjinnbiy Page 129.

Dr. stock. Cr.

1887
Jan. 20 To Balance 8650 00

8650 00

1887
Jan. IjBy Sundries*

20 '

' Loss & Gain
1 ,8000150

j

040,50

118050,00

CASH.

1887
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Dk. BILLS PAYABLE. Cr.

1887
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H. CORBY. Or.

1887
Jan.

<<
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1887
Jan. 18 To Cash

HOOK-KEEPING.

EXPENSE.

I
I

1887
25 50 Jan

140|00

165,50

20, ByLossd'Gahi

Cr.

165

165

50

50

(Losses.) LOSS AND GAIN. (Gains.)

1887
Jan.
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DETECTION AND COKKECTION OF ERRORS.

The Trial Balance is the best short test of correctness in

posting yet discovered, and this is defective, inasmuch as errors

may exist while the Trial Balance is apparently entirely correct:

—

such as posting to the wrong account, although on the right

side ; omitting to post a debit and a credit of equal amount, &o.

But if the Trial Balance is not in equilibrium, there is certainly

an error, which must be sought and corrected.

Detection.—First. See whether the pencil footings on the

Ledger, preparatory to taking the Trial Balance, are correct, and
whether the balances of the different accounts have been

transferred into the Trial Balance rightly.

Second. If there is still an undiscovered error, examine each

post separately, checking the entries in both Journal and Ledger

as you proceed, until you have been over the whole ; and then

look through again, to see if any amount remains unchecked,

and, if so, investigate the cause of the omission.

In this manner you can scarcely fail to discover the mistake,

provided the Journal is correct ; but great care should be taken

to see that the Journal is in equilibrium before posting, as any
discrepancy there will give you much trouble in the Ledger.

Correction.—In the Day Book (or any other book of original

entry) erasures are inadmissible, since this book is taken as

evidence in courts of justice, and anything obliterated or

erased looks suspicious, and would probably render invalid the

entry with which it is connected, and in some cases might
even throw the whole book out of court, as evidence unfit to

receive. Errors in it should therefore be corrected by making
other entries explaining them ; or the erroneous entry, if it has

not been journalized, may be marked " void," and remain with-

out further alteration, a new and correct entry being made of

the transaction.

In the Journal, erasures are sometimes admissible, although

it is generally advisable to treat errors as directed for the Day
Book.

In the Ledger, if any entry be posted to the wrong account,

make ciphers of the figures, and leave the remainder so as not

to deface the Ledger ; then post the entry to its proper place.

If a wrong amount be posted, alter it to the right. And if a

duplicate post be made, make ciphers of the figures in the

erroneous one. If two accounts be opened with the same person,
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close the one into tlic other, "To" or "By" name of account,

|)a<,'e—footing and ruling oir tlie closed account, as a settled

account ; stating the particulars of each transfer in the open

account.

QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW.

What two results should a complete set of accounts furnish the means
of ascertaining? In what way is the net capital found by Single

Entry? What two ways does Double Entry furnisli of finding the net

capital? Name the most usual kind of assets—liabilities—sources of

rrain—soui'ces of loss. Name the accounts kept to show assets and
liabilities—losses and gains. Winch of these account.s does the Single

Entry Ledger strictly contain ? What two subsidiary books along with
the Single Entry Ledger will ijeneralh) give the whole of the assets and
liabilities, except that of (joods unsold {' How is the value of the

merchandise on hand ascertained in most businesses, both in Single and
Double Entry ? How does the Single Entry Ledger differ from that of

Double Entry, even when the former is supplemented by a Cash Book
and Bill Book ? In what respect chiefly may Single P]ntry be considered

an imperfect, and Double Entry a perfect, system of account-keeping?

What is the fundamental principle of Book-keeping by Double Entry?
Name the principal book in a set of accounts, and describe it. State

some advantages of using ailditional Ijooks. What are the Ihrte

principal books used in Double Entry? Describe the Day Book. What
particulars should a Day Book entry embrace ': Describe the Journal.

What is journalizing ? How would you decide vhen a personal account

is aflPected, and on ivhkh side ? How would you determine when an
account representing a thing (i. e., an impersonal account) is affected,

and on which side ? How many accounts, at least, are affected in one

transaction, and how many may be? What knowdedge is necessary to

enable us to journalize intelligently? Why should an account be

indexed as soon as opened in the Ledger ? What entries are made on
the Dr. and Cr. side of Stock account—Cash—Bills Receivable—Bills

Payable—Merchandise— Expense—^James Heaton—and Bank account?

What does the closing entry in each of the above accounts show ? What
is meant by closing an account—by closing one account into another ?

Bt'fore closing Merchandise account, or any speculative property

account, what preparatory entry must be made, if the property is not

all sold, before the closing entry can be made ? What is the first thing

to be (lone after the transactions of a set have been posted ? What is

a trial balance, and how is it made out ? Although the Trial Balance

may show an equality between both sides of the Ledger, what chances

of error still remain ? How often should a Trial Balance be taken ? In

classifying accounts what two grand results are had in view ? When it

becomes necessary to mark the progress of the business in some enduring

maimer on the Ledger, what must be done ? Under what head are the

losses and gains collected ? Under what head are the assets and

liabilities collected ? What does the difference between the two sides
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of Loss and Gain account show ? What does the difference between
the two sides of Balance account sliovv ? After the net gain or net loss,

as the case may be, is carried to Stock account, what will the difference

between the two sides show ? What general principle guides us, as to

the words in-'itten, in making an entry, either closing or otherwise ? In
entering the value of unsold goods in Merchandise account, why do
we write the word "Balance?" Name the accounts closed into Loss
and Gain, and those closed into Balance. Into which account is Loss

and Gain account closed ? Give two reasons why, when all the accounts

except Stock and Balance are closed, the amount which closes Stock
will close also Balance. In which two accounts do we find the present

net capital ? In which account do we find both the present and former
financial condition of the business ? Give the order or closing the

accounts. In what tlirection does a closing and transfer entry respec-

tively point ? Why is it usual and proper to write closing entries in red

ink ? How do you proceed to detect and correct errors ?
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BUSINESS SERIES.

The sets wliich follow, while serving as a synthetical unfolding

of the science, are intended, each in its turn, to present some
speciality of business, and some radical feature which distinctly

characterizes its purpose. In presenting the transactions, care

has iK'en taken to avoid, as far as possible, any proper form of

entry ; but, at the same time, to present the facAs as clearly and
unmistakably as possible.

They are intended to cover a wide field of practice, and to

present sufficient variety of transactions and enforcement of

theory to give the ])npil a clear understanding of the science.

Each set is complete within itself, and special in its purpose

and teaching. Its characteristics are briefly announced at the

start, and as its results only, with more or less detail, are given

at its close, the pupil is obliged to accomplish the work of the

set in order to arrive at the proper result.

This mode of arrangement is calculated to throw the learner

upon his own resources, and rescue him from the too common
error of copying down the work Avithout understanding it. This

feature will no doubt recommend itself to all faithful students.

While performing the following work, remember that the

three great qualities essential to success in Accountantshii)

are :

—

Accuracy, Neatness, and Dispatch.

^^ For the l)enefit of the pupil, and in behalf of economy
in the use of Ledger paper, the number of lines required for

each account Avill be found immediately after the set.

This apportionment, it will be borne in mind, provides for

the Ledger heading, and also for the necessary space to close up
the accounts in due form.

SET IL—GROCERY BUSINESS.
Characteristics.—Buying and selling for Cash—Business adverse.

St. John's, N.B., January 1st, 1887. Invested Cash, $5000.

2. Bought of Geo. Wallbridge, for Cash, 5 hhds. Molasses, 3500
gals at 40c., $1400.

Caution.— In transcribing a set to your Day Book, leave the column for the insertion
of your own folios blank.
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3. Sold Thos. Goin, for Cash, 3 hhds. Molasses, 2100 gals., at

35c., $735.
4. Sold C. P. Holton, for Cash, 1 hhd. Molasses, 700 gals., at

45c., $315.
5. Sold W. B. Eobinson, for Cash, 1 hhd. Molasses, 700 gals.,

at 40c., $280.

6. Paid Expenses in Cash, .$175.

Capital at comtnencing, $5000.

Net Loss, $245.

Capital at closing, $4755.

The following are the Ledger accounts for this set, with thf

iimnher of lines required for each :—
Set II.

—

Stock, G ; Cash, 7 ; Merchandise, 7 ; Expense, 5

;

Loss AND Gain, 6 ; Balance, 5.

SET III—DEY GOODS BUSINESS.

Characteristics.—Buying and selling for Cash and on Personal Account— Business
prosperous.

Kingston, January 12th, 1887. Invested in business, Cash,
$4755 ; Merchandise, $2000.

13. Bought of Muir & Co., Montreal, on 3 months' credit, 4
cases, 5200 yds. Muslin, at 20c., $1040.

15. Sold Geo. Brown, on acc't, 1 case Muslin, 1300 yds., at 25c.,

$325 ; 12 ps. Tweed, 420 yds., at $1.25, $525.

16. Bought of Walker & Son, for Cash, 3 cases Prints, 3210
yds., at lOc, $321 ; and 4 cases do., 3500 yds., at 15c.,

$525.

17. Sold H. Warren, on acc't, 6 ps. Tweed, 210 yds., at $1.25,
$262.50.

18. Sold J. S. Miller, for Cash, 2 cases Prints, 2140 yds., at

121c., $267.50 ; and 2 cases Muslin, 2600 yds., at 25c.,

$650.

19. Bought of Geo. Brown, on acc't, 3 cases Prints, 3690 yds.,

at 12c., $442.80.

20. Received from H. Warren, Cash to balance acc't, $262.50.
22. Paid sundry items of expense, $120.
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Merchandise remaining unsold, valued at $3500.

Capital at ctnumenciji'/, $6755.

Net Gain, $1081.20.
'

Capital at clcmng, $7836.20.

Ledger accounts and mimher of lines required for each

:

—
Skt III.

—

Stock, 6; Cash, 8; jMekchandise, 11 ; Muir &
Co., 6 ; Geo. Brown, 6 ; H. Warren, 6 ; Expense, 6 ; Loss
AND Gain, 7 ; Balance, 10.

REMARKS ON NOTES AND BILLS.

A new feature in connection with the work of the following

sets is the computation of interest on notes and bills. The
pupil must not forget that three days' grace are allowed on all

notes and bills, except those payable on demand. Those payable

at sight, as well as those payable after sight, or after date, are

subject, in Canada, to this rule.

In reckoning the number of days between one date and

another, the day of the first date is excluded from, and the day

of the last is included in, the calculation. Thus, if we wish to

know the number of days from September 29th to December
1st, it is evident that from the 29th to the 30th is one day.

We have, therefore.

In September 1 day. «

" October 31 days.

" November 30 "

" December 1 day.

63 days.

A note made, or draft accepted, on the 30th September, at 60
days, will become nominaJlij due on the 29th November, but

legally due on the 2nd December. As the first day reckoned i.^

the day after the date of making or accepting, there are no days

to count in September. Therefore, we have.

In Oct. 31 days. In Oct. 31 days.

" Nov. 29 " nominally due. " Nov. 30 "

•' Dec. 2 " legally due.

60 days. 63 days.
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When the time is expressed in months, calender montlis are

always understood, and the note or bill becomes nominally due

in the last month of its term upon the day corresponding with

its date, but really payable three days after. Thus, a note

dated the first day of any month becomes nominally due on the

first day of some succeeding month, and legally due on the fourth.

If the last month of the term does not contain a corresponding

day to that of the date of the note, then the note will be

nominally due on the last day of the last month of the term.

Thus, four notes, at one month, and dated respectively January
28th, January 29th, January 30th, and January 31st, 1887,

would all become nominally due on the 28th February,' and
legally due on the 3rd March. When the last day of grace falls

on a Sunday, or any legal holiday, the note is payable on the

following day.

SET IV.—PRODUCE BUSINESS.

terest takeni ib o
efiecting a Oain,

7
CiiARACTBRisTics.—Buying and selling for Cash and on Notes — Interest takeni it o

consideration—Commencing with both Resources and Liabilities, eflfectlng a Oain,

and closing with increased Capital. />/tA^

5oTE. The pupil will work out the interest on all notes requiring it.

Aprd 3nd, 1887. C#n.''t^

I commence business tu-day with the following :

—

Resources.

Cash on hand $1500 00

S. Clare!s_JiQte, my favor, at six months,

l.'^^'' from Dec. 2nd, 1886, with interest at 7

per cent. - 2500 00

Interest due to date* - - - - 58 01

Liability.

I owe on my Note, favor of Charles Web-
ster, dated Feb. 3rd, 18^at four months, $558 33

3. Bought of Thos. Wills, for Cash, 600 bush. Wheat, at $1.50.

4. Sold Robert Wells, on his Note, at 30 days, 400 bush.

Wheat, at $2.

* This item of interest being an asset at the opening, the proprietor's Capital account

must be credited with it, either under his own name, or Stock, or Capital. The debit

may be disposed of in se\ eral ways. We may either debit—1st, S. Clare ; 2nd, Interest

Receivable ; or 3rd, Interest. The last, although theoretically open to objection, is

the simplest, and the one commonly adopted. The pupil can take his choice.
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G. Prepaid my Note, favor of Charles Webster. Face of >»ote,

$558.33. Discount off, 61 days at 7 per cent., $6.53.

Proceeds paid in Cash, $551.80.*

11. Received Cash of S. Clare, in full for his Note and interest.

Face of Note, $2500. Interest due to date, $62. 3:1 f

12. Sold James Whyte, on his Note at 30 days, 100 Imsli.

Wheat, at $1.75.

13. Robert Wells prepaid his Note to-day. Face of N(jte,

$800. Discount off, 24 days, $3.68. Proceeds receivtd

in Cash, $796.32.

14. Gave George Warren my Note, at 10 days, for rent of

store, $80.

16. Took out for private use, $30.

17. Sold A. B. Smith, for Cash, 20 bush. AVheat, at $1.50.

Inventory of Goods unsold—80 bush, of Wheat,
valued at $1,25, $100.

Net capital at commencing, $3499.68.

Net Gain, $132.17. Net capital at closing, $3601.85.

Ledger Accounts and number of lines required for each

:

—
Stock, 5 ; Private Account, 4 ; Cash, 7 ; Bills Receivablk

6 ; Bills Payable, 6 ; Merchandise, 6 ; Interest, 6 ; Expknsk,

4 ; Loss and Gain, 6 ; Balance, 6.

" In this instance we pay the note before due, and discount is allowed us. Interest

account is debited for the cost of the use of money received by xis, and credited for

returns for the use of money granted by us. By paying the money before it is due
we give Charles Webster the use of it 61 days before he is entitled to it, and for thin

use the allowance is made to us. Hence the Journal entry is—
Bills Payable, Dr. §558 33

Cash, Cr. $551 80
Interest, " 6 53

t Our mode of proceeding here will depend upon what we did with the interest due

up to April 2nd. If we debited Interest, the Journal entry is—
Cash, Dr. S2562 32

Bills Receivable, Cr. §2500 00

Interest,
" 62 33

If we debited Interest Receivable, our Journal entry will be—
Cash, Dr. $2562 33

Bills Receivable, Cr. $2500 00
Interest Receivable, " 58 01-

Interest,
" 4 32

Or, we may first debit Interest Receivable with the interest accrued since the opening

of the books, thus—
Interest Receivable, Dr. $4 32

Interest, Cr. S4 32

And then say-
Cash, Dr. $2502 33

Bills Receivable, Cr. $2500 00
Interest Receivable, " 62 33

If we debited S. Clare, proceed as above, substituting S. Clare for Interest Receivable.

The thoughtful pupil will observe that ull these methods come to the same thing.

The only difference is in the manner of treating the interest. The same ultimate

result isproduced in the Interest account, viz.: a gain of §4.32 for interest on the note

since the opening of the books.
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SET v.—FURNITURE BUSINESS.

Characteristics.—Buying and selling for Cash, on Personal Account, and on Notes

—

Interest taken into consideration—Commencing with a Net Capital, sustaining a
Loss greater than Capital, and closing Insolvent.

Books used.—Day Book, Journal, Ledger, and Bill Book.

See form of Bill Book, at the end of Set.

Ottawa, March 1, 1887.

Leased a store of T. B. Dean, at $600 per annum, and com-

menced the Furniture Business, investing as follows :

—

Cash, $1800. Stock of Furniture on hand, $1500. Note
against A. Overell, for $750, dated January 17th, 1887, at two
months. Total investment, $4050.

Bought of G. S. Tickell, Belleville, on one month's credit, 15

Carved Rosewood Centre Tables, at $50 ; 6 doz. do. Arm Chairs,

at $60. Total $1110.

2. Sold W. R. Barber, on his note at 15 days, 10 Carved

Rosewood Chairs, at $8 ; 1 do. Centre Table, $75 ; 1

Gothic Hall Stand, $25. Total, $180.

1^*8^ Bought of Jakes & Hayes, Toronto, on acc't, 10 sets

Enamelled Furniture, at $75 ; 6 do. Black Walnut, at

$150; 10 Extension Dining Tables, at $25. Total,

$1900.

5, Sold W. H. Sherman, for Cash, 1 set Enamelled Furniture,

$100; 1 Extension Dining Table, $10 ; 8 Carved Rose-

wood Chairs, at $8. Total, $204.

6. Sold W. W. Jones, on his Note at 1 month, with interest at

6 percent., 1 set Enamelled Furniture, $100; 1 Extension

Table, $40 ; 1 Dressing Bureau, $35 ; 1 Rosewood Tete-

a-tete, $50 ; 1 Gothic Hall Stand, $28 ; 1 Card Talile,

$5 ; 1 French Bedstead, $22 ; 1 Cottage Bedstead, $15.

Total, $295.

J " Settled with Jakes & Hayes, by giving them my Note at

1 month, with interest at 9 per cent., in full of account,

$1900.

9. Bought of J. B. Ashley, on my Note at 10 days, 15 Black

Walnut Bookcases, at $60 ; 2 doz. do. Arm Chairs, at

$60 ; 20 Curled Hair Mattresses, at $20 ; 20 Double-

leaf Secretaries, at $35 ; 25 Music Racks, at $5. Total

$2245.
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-WT^SolJ G. W. AFaybee, on account, 1 Carved Rosewood Centre

Table, $00 ; 2 doz. do. Ann Chairs, at $50 ; 1 set

Enamelled Furniture, $80 ; 1 Black Walnut Sofa Bed-

stead, at $50 ; 2 Extension Tables, at $30 ; 2 Gothic

Chairs, B. W., Stuffed, at $15; 1 Easy Kocker.,$12.

Total, $392.

12. Bought of Jakes & Hayes, on 3 months' credit, an assort-

ment of Furniture, amounting, per invoice, to $3500.
" Paid Cash for Insurance, $125.

15. Sold S. G. Beatty, for Cash, 2 Black Walnut Bureaus, at

$30 ; 1 Kosewood Parlor Set, $400 ; 1 Enamelled Bed-

room Suite, $200; 1 Single Bedstead, $8; 1 (Quartette

Table, $9 ; 1 Ladies' Arm Chair, $12 ; 1 Black Walnut
Library Bookcase, $75. Total $764.

Sold S. Clare, for Cash, 1 Carved Rosewood Secretary, $120;
3 Patent Spring Beds, at $60 ; 1 Walnut Centre Tabh-,

$50; 2 Rosewood Bureaus, at $40 ; 2 Arm Chairs, at

$10; 2 "Sleepy Hollow" Chairs, at $25 ; 1 Black Wal-
nut Parlor Suite, $300 ; 1 Side What-not, $9. Total,

7 J^

17. Paid Cash for three months' rent, $150; Advertising, $25.
" Bought of Jakes & Hayes, on acc't. Furniture amounting,

per invoice, to $2150.
" Bought of H. W. Huffman, on my Note, at 3 months.

Furniture amounting to $550.
" Received from G. W. Maybee, Cash on acc't, $150.

19. Sold W. Johnston, on his Note at 3 months, 1 Hall Stand,

$5 ; 6 Parlor Chairs, at $3.50 ; 1 R. W. Tete-a-tete,

$30 ; 1 Black Walnut Sofa, $30 ; 1 large Dining Table,

$14; 1 Piano Stool, $8; 1 Music Rack, $5. Total,

$113.
" Sold Warner Bros., for Cash, 2 Bedroom Suites, at $50.60

;

2 Rosewood Parlor Suites, at $200. Total, 501.20.

20. Received from G. W. Maybee, Cash in full of acc't, $242
" Received from A. Overcll, Casli in full for his Note of Jan.

17th, $750.

2* Sold H. Corby, on acc't, 20 doz. Kitchen Chairs, at $8; 10

doz. Rush-bottom Chairs, at $18. Total, $340.

28, Bought of Smith & Co., Kingston, on Note at 3 montlis,

assortment of Furniture aniouTiting, as per invoice, to

$1500.

April 2. Paid G. S. Tickell, Cash on acc't, $500.
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9. Received from W. W. Jones, Cash in full for his Note of

the 6th ult., and interest thereon to date, at 6 per cent.

Face of Note, $295. Interest, $1.65.
" Paid my note of 9th ult., favor of J. B. Ashley, with interest

at 6 per cent, for time overdue, 18 days. Face of Note,

$2245. Interest, $6.64.*

12. Paid Salaries, $180 ; Sundry Expenses, $25.

16. Paid my Note of 6th ult., favor of Jakes & Hayes, with

interest to date. Face of Note, $1900. Interest, $19.21.

Inventory of Merchandise unsold, $5336.34.

Net Capital af commencing, !|4050.

iV"efZo.-^.S $6049.66.

Net Insolvency at closing, $1999.66.

Ledger accounts oMd number of lines required for each :—
Stock, 6 ; Cash, 12; Merchandise, 12 ; Bills Receivable,

8 ; Bills Payable, 8 ; G 8. Tickell, 5 ; Jakes & Hayics, 6
;

G. W. Maybee, 5 ; H. Corby, 5 ; Expense, 8 ; Interest, 5
;

Loss AND Gain, 8 ; Balance, 7.

BILL BOOK.

All necessary explanations of the Bill Book are made by the

headings of tlie dili'erent columns. It is so simple that the pupil

will see, by inspection, its utility.

It will be observed that the Bills entered in tlie following

forms are taken from the transactions of Set V., and hence the

notes on hand and notes outstanding, as shown by Bills carried

down, will be found to agree with the balance shown in the

proper L^^dger accounts.

* In business calculations, it is not customary to enter fractions of a cent upon the
account books, consequently in all computations throughout these sets where a fraction

of a cent less than one half occurs, we take no notice of it, but where a fraction of

half a cent or more occurs, we call it one cent.
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INSTKUCTION^—SET VI.
f

The five previous Sets, by Double Entry, have all been

worked out on the old Italian method. Another form of entry

will now be introduced, which is extensively adopted in all

branches of business. It combines the Day Book and Journal

in one book, usually denominated the Journal Day Book.

The Day Book and Journal entries are, by this method,

intimately connected in such a manner that they are at all times

ready for posting, and as one book is entirely dispensed with,

much unnecessary writing is avoided.

Although more difficult to the beginner, he will, if he fully

understands the work he has already gone over, by closely

observing the form of entry on pages 158 and 159, soon be

enabled to enter properly any transaction as readily as by the

method already presented. Until he becomes familiar with this

mode of entry, he should, before entering a transaction, make all

calculations respecting it on his slate or on a loose sheet of paper.

Many of the transactions are similar to those of the preceding

Sets, and need no additional explanation. Those, however, of

the following dates introduce new features, and require expla-

nation.

Jan. 2. In dealings with the Bank, debit it with amounts deposited,

and credit it with amounts withdrawn per check.

Jan. 4. T. C. Kerr & Co. have not purchased this Case of Tweed, but
have merely accepted it to sell for us, and will hold it subject to our
order until sold or recalled. They do not owe us for the goods, and
should not, therefore, be charged with them.
The name " Shipment" is applied to such transactions, and in order

that a proper account may be kept with each, the condgnees' name or

place of residence should be attached and the shipments numbered.
This account may be named "Shipment to Kerr & Co., No. 1," or

"Ship't to Hamilton, No. 1." It should be debited for the full value of

the goods and for all charges, thus : Ship't to Kerr & Co., No. 1, Dr.
$536.'50. To Mdse, $525, and To Cash, $11.50.

Jan. 6. As Interest and Discount are the same in nature and effect,

both representing the use of money, and indicating the amount paid or

received for it, we do not deem it necessary to keep separate accounts
for them ; therefore, post both under the same heading

—

Interest.

In order to get a note discounted at a bank it must be properly
endorsed. This note has been discounted, and cash, $498.68, received.

The bank kept the balance, $1.32, for the use of the money until the
note falls due. The Journal entry should be as follows : Cash, Dr.

5. 18 ; Interest, Dr. $1.,32. To Bills Receivable, $500.

Cash was received. Discount was allowed or paid ; therefore, Cash
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and Interest sliould be debUtd^mid as the Bill was parted with, Bills

Receivable should be credited. ^
Jan. 8. This Tweed has merel"been received from T. Brown & Co.,

for sale on their account and risk, and as we have not purchased the
goods, T. Brown & Co. should not be credited. The name " Consign-
ment " is usually given to property received for sale on account and
risk of the shipper. In order to distinguish between diHerent consign-
ments, the shipper's name should be prefixed and each one numbered.
This account may be called "Brown & Co.'s Consgt., No. l,"or, as
some merchants term it, " Brown & Co.'s Sales, No. 1."

The account is debited for all charges paid on it when received, and
for all costs accruing thereon while in your possession, and credited for

all its incomes and sales. It should be journalized as follows : T. Brown
& Co.'s Consgt, No. 1, Dr. §12.40. To Cash, $12.40.

Jan. 9. A. B. Campion owes us on account, and we have given
Mclnnes Bros, a draft on him, expecting Campion to pay it when it

falls due.

neUfMA^o and credit A B f
^''' ^'"^^ '^^'^'^ ''^''''"' ^^ Mclnnes Bros.,rOr, firs

-! and thi
C^^P'on.

I Campion.

In Journalizing Drafts issued or received, observe the following

Rule.—Credit the perso7i or bank you draw on, because that permn or

bank pays an amount on your account.

Debit the person who draws on you, because you pay a certaiji amount
on his account.

Jan. 11. The acceptance of this Draft is the same in effect as paying
J. G. McKenzie & Co. .$400 by Note. You agree to pay the Draft
by writing the word "Accepted " across its face, and signing your name.
When a Draft is accepted by you, debit the pe7-son who draws on you,

or the person on whose account the acceptance is given, and credit Bills

Payable.
The Draft on Campion, of the 9th inst., vias discounted to Mclnnes

Bros, by the bank, and when presented to Campion he refusetl to accept

it. Tlie bank then had it protested for non-acceptance, and returned it

to us for payment. As we credited Campion with tlie Draft ^\hen we
drew on him, we must now debit him witli the same amount. He
refused to assume the responsibility respecting the Draft, and should

not, tlierefore, be charged with the protest fee. The entry should be
as follows : A. B. Campion, Dr. $225, the amount previously placed to

his credit. Loss and Gain, Dr. $1.06, the amount of protest fee. Cash,

Cr. $226.06, the amount of casli paid.

.Jan. 19. See cxjilanation of the Gth. Having indorsed this Note
before discounting it, we became responsible for its payment in case it

was not paid by the maker. As he does not pay it, and the Ni)te is

allowed to go to protest, the bank looks to us for payment of the Note,

together with the protest charges. We do pay it, and, holding the

protested Note as evidence of the fact, charge the maker (or person

from whom received) with the full amount paid on his behalf. The
.Journal entry will therefore be.: P. II. Sanderson, Dr. $501.06. To
Bank, $501.06.
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Jan. 20. Having disposed of the goods belonging to Brown & Co.'s

Consgt, we find that, after deducting all charges, we have in our
possession $4446.60 belonging to T. Brown^ Co., for which we should
give them credit. Commission should be cftdited for the amount it has
produced. Journal entry : Thos. Brown <6 Co.'s Consgt, Dr. $4537.60.
To Commission, $91. To Thos. Brown & Co., |4446.60.

Jan. 26. Notes are frequently renewed in this way, when it is found
inconvenient to pay the whole amount at the time of maturity. Bills

Receivable is debited for the amount of the new note received, $1040.99.
Interest is credited, $40. 99, and Bills Receivable is credited for the face

of the old note parted with, $1000.

Jan. 27. See explanation of the 6th. The only difference between
this transaction and that of the 6th inst. is that the net proceeds of the
Note, instead of being taken away, are left to our ci'edit in the bank.
In making the entry debit the Merchants' Bank for the amount left on
deposit, $2425.75 ; debit Interest for the amount paid or allowed for

the use of the money, $11.75 ; and credit Bills Receivable for the face

of the Note, $2437.50.

Jan. 29. Cash is debited for the total amount received, $501.06, and
P. R. Sanderson credited. It is customary in business to consider a
check received the same as cash. Being payable on demand, the cash
is received as soon as it is presented at the bank, or, if we have an
account at the bank, the amount is placed to our credit as Cash
deposited.

Accounts to be opened

:

—
George Wilson, 5 ; Henry Cummings, 5 ; Cash, 24 ; Mer-

chants' Bank, 10 ; Bills Eeceivable, 10 ; Bills Payable, 9

;

A. K. McMaster, 6 ; J. G. McKenzie & Co., 6 ; A. B. Campion,
7 ; D. E. Fulford, 7; Gordon, McKay & Co., 6; P. R. Sander-
son, 5; Thomas Brown & Co., 5; J. C. Kerr & Co., 5 ; T. Brown
& Co.'s Consgt, No. 1, 5; Merchandise, 24 ; Shipment to Kerr
& Co., No. 1,6; Shipment to Kerr & Co., No 2, 5 ; Commis-
sion, 5 j Interest, 6 ; Expense, 1 3 ; Loss & Gain, 9 ; Balance, 1 6.

SET VI.

The Books to be used in working this Set are:—Day Book and
Journal combined, Bill Book, and Ledger.

Characteristics.—This Set is intended to illustrate the principles of a simple Conn is-

sionin connection with a General Merchandise business; also, the giving and
receiving of Notes, drawing- and accepting Drafts, and mode of treating them when
they fall due—Drawing and Receiving Checks, and keeping a Bank Account in the
Ledger.
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SET YI.

See Injunctions, pa<je 151.

TWO PARTNERS.

1887.

Jan. 1st. George Wilson and Henry Cummings have tliis day
entered into partnership as Dry Goods, Grocery, and Commission
Merchants, under the firm name of "Wilson & Cummings,"
renting store and fixtures from A. Petrie at $900 per annum,
and agreeing to share gains and losses in proportion to capital

invested.

George AVilson invests ;

—

Cash, as per C. B., $2,800; Stock of Merchandise from a

former business, $3,000 ; P. R. Sanderson's Note, at three

months, from October 15th, 1886, for $500.

Henry Cummings invests :

—

Cash, as per C. B., $3,000 ; W. J. Peterson's Note, at six

months, from July 23rd, 1886, bearing interest at 8 per cent.,

for $1,000 ; Interest accrued to date, $35.51.

2. Bought of A, R. McMaster, Toronto, on acc't, 4 cases,

5,200 yds., Muslin, at 20c., $1,040 ; deposited in Mer-
chants' Bank, $4,000. Cash sales this day, $170.50.

3. Bought of J. G. McKenzie & Co., Montreal, on acc't, 3

cases Prints, 3210 yds., at lOc, $321; 4 cases do., 3500
)'ds., at 15c., $525 ; total, $846. Paid for Repairs,

$50.40; Freight and Drayage, $10.60. Cash sales this

day, $320.

4. Shipped T. C. Kerr & Co., Hamilton, to be sold on our

account and risk, 1 case Tweed, 10 pieces, 350 yds., at

$1.50, $525. Paid Insurance on same, $11.50. Cash
sales this day, $240.70.

5. Sold A. B. Campion, on acc't, 1 case Muslin, 1,300 yds., at

25c., $325; 12 pieces of Tweed, 420 yds., at $1.25, $525
;

total, $850. Paid for printing Bills, $8.40. Cash sales

this day, $324.20.

'Or Had P. R. Sanderson's Note of Oct. 15th, 1886, discounted at

J4erchants' Bank—face of Note, $500 ; Discount off for

unexpired time, 12 days, at 8 per cent, $1.32 ; Cash
received, $498.68. Paid Cartage, $1.50.

8. Received from Thos. Brown & Co., Montreal, to be sold on
their account and risk, 5 cases, 100 pieces, Tweed,
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3,250 yds., at $1.20, $3900. Paid Freight and Dray-
age on same, $12.40. Deposited in Bank, $2000.
Bought of A. B. Campion, on acc't, 10 chests Gunpowder
Tea, 1,250 lbs. net, at 50c., $625. Cash sales, $325.30.

9. Bought of Mclnnes Bros., Hamilton, 7 pieces Canadian
Tweed, 225 yds., at $1, $225. Gave in payment my
Draft, at 10 days' sight, on A. B. Campion, payable at

the Merchants' Bank, for the full amount. Paid Freight,

$8.40.

10. Sold D. E. Fulford, Kingston, on acc't, 1 case Prints, 930
yds., at 12|^c., $116.25 ; 2 pieces Canadian Tweed, 64
yds., at $1.25, $80 ; total, $196.25. Paid for cleaning

store, $4.50 ; for Wood, $60. Cash sales, $425.65.

11. Remitted J. G. McKenzie & Co., Montreal, Cash on acc't,

$446, and our Acceptance at 10 days' sight for the

balance of their account, $400. Paid for Advertising,

$20.40. The Draft given Mclnnes Bros, on A. B.

Campion, has been protested for non-acceptance, and
I'eturned to us, by the Merchants' Bank. Paid the face

of the Draft and protest fee in Cash, $226.06.

12. Bought of Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto, on acc't, 10
pieces Scotch Tweed, 350 yds., at $1.30, $455. Ac-
cepted A. R. McMaster's Draft of the 8th inst.

,
payable

10 days after date, at the Merchants' Bank, in Toronto,

for $500.

'^.S. . Sold A. B. Campion, for his Note at three months, 1 ca.se

Prints, 840 yds., at 12jc., $105. Paid Gordon, Mackay
& Co., in full of account, per check, $455.

15. Bought of J. G. McKenzie & Co., Montreal, 10 cases

Canadian Tweed, 120 pieces, 3,720 yds., at $1, $3720.
Gave in payment our Note at 30 days for $2000, check
for $720, balance to remain on account. Cash sales this

clan, $340.50.

16. Sold A. B. Campion, for Note at 30 days, from Thos.
Brown & Co.'s Consignment, 50 pieces Tweed, 1,625
yds., at $1.50, $2437.50. Paid Clerks on acc't, per
check, $1 50. Cash sales, $1 50. 60.

17. Gave A. R. McMaster Draft at 30 days, on D. E. Fulford,

for amount of his account, $196.25. Cash sales this day,

$390.50.

18. Received from A. B. Campion, Cash in full of acc't, $225.
Sold D. E. Fulford, 4 pieces Scotch Tweed, 140 yds,, at
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$1.50, $210. Received in payment, check for $100,
balance on account. Paid sundry items of Expense, per

check, $12.50.

19. P. R. Sanderson's Note of Oct. 15th, 1886, which was
discounted at the Merchants' Bank on the 6th inst., fell

due yesterday, was protested for non-payment, and
returned to us. Paid the Note and protest fee, per

check, $501.06. Sold G. H. Ireland, for Note at one
month, the balance of Thos. Brown &, Co.'s Consignment,
50 pieces Tweed, 1,625 yds., at $1.30, $2112.50.

Deposited in Bank, $500. Remitted A. R. McMaister,

Cash, $200, and our Note at 30 days for $300, with
which to retire Draft for $500, falling due on the 21st

V inst.

^l_v 2©^^ Rendered Thos. Brown & Co. an Account Sales of their

Consignment of the 8th inst. Our Commission, at 2

per cent., $91 ; Thos. Brown & Co.'s net proceeds,

$4446.60. Total debit to Thos. Brown & Co.'s Consign-

ment, $4537.60. Cash sales, $318.

22. Bought of A. B. Campion, on acc't, 200 bbls. Goderich
Salt, at $1.25, $250. Paid Freight on same, per check,

$12. Deposited in Bank, $500.

23. Shipped T. C. Kerr & Co., Hamilton, to l^e sold on our
account and risk, 150 bbls. Goderich Salt, at $1.50,

$225. Paid Freight on same, $12.35. Cash sales,

$278.45.

24. Paid our Acceptance of the 11th inst., favor of J. G.

McKenzie & Co., due this day, per check, $400. Sold

D. E. Fulford, on acc't, 50 bbls. Goderich Salt, at $1.75,

$87.50. Deposited in Bank, $500.

26. Received from T. C. Kerr & Co., Hamilton, an Account
Sales of the Tweed shipped them on the 4th inst. Net
proceeds, which they have entered to our credit, $586.40.

W. J. Peterson has renewed his Note of July 23rd,

1886, due to-day, by giving a new note at 30 days for

the old one, and interest thereon to date. Face of old

Note, $1000; Interest, $40.99; face of new Note,

$1 040. 99. Cash sales, $265. 40.

27. Had A. ]>. Campion's Note of the 16th inst. discounted

at Merchants' Bank, and net proceeds placed to our

credit. Face of Note, $2437.50 ; Discount for 22 days

at 8 per cent., $11.75; net proceeds, $2425.75. Accepted
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J. G. McKenzie Sz Co.'s Draft irx favor of R. W. Eastpn,

at 30 days' sight, for $1000 in full of account.

29. Received from P. R. Sanderson, check for $.501.06 in full

for his Note of Oct. 15th, 1886, and protest charges

thereon, paid by us on the 19th inst. Gave A. R.

McMaster a Sight Draft on T. C. Kerr & Co. for $343.75,

in payment of account. Ca^h sales, $178.40.

30. Paid Thos. Brown & Co.'s Sight Draft upon us, favor of S.

Clare, for $4446.60, per check. Paid 1 month's rent

of store, $75 ; Clerk hire, $240.

Inventory of effects not shown on Ledger :

—

Merchandise unsold
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FORM OF JOURNAL DAY BOOK.

January 1, 1887.

Geo. Wilson and ITenry Cura-

mings liave this day entered into

co-partnership as Dry Goods, Gro-

cery, and Commission Merchants,

under the firm name of " Wilson &
( Jumniings," agreeing to share gains

and losses in proportion to capital

invested.

Sundries, Dr. to Geo. Wilson
For effects invested.

Cash
As per C. B.

Merchandise
As per Inventory.

Bills Receivable
p. R. Sanderson's Note, as per B. B.

Sundries, Dr. to Henry Cummings
For effects invested.

Cash
As per C. B.

Bills Receivable
W. J. Peterson's Note, as per B. B.,

bearing interest at 8 per cent.

Interest
Accrued on above Note to date.

2

Merchandise Dr.

To A. R. McMaster
Boufcht from him on acc't,

4 cases Muslin, 5,200 yds., at 20c.

Cash Dr.

To Merchandise
Sales this day, taken from Cash Box.

Carried forwaid

2800

3000

500

3000

1000

G300 00

00'

oo'

I

00

00'

00

4035 51

35'51

1040 00

170

11546

1040 00

50

01

170

11546

50

01

1.58
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January 2, 1887.

Brought forward

Merchants' Bank Dr.

To Cash
Amount deposited.

3 —
Merchandise Dr.

To J. G. McKenzie & Co.
Bought on acc't,

3 cases Prints, 3,210 yds.,
at 10c. - - - - S321 00

4 cases Prints, 3,500 yds.,

at 15c. .... 525 00

Expense Dr.

To Cash
Paid for repairs -

Freight and drayage
S50 40
10 60

Cash Dr.

To Merchandise
Sales this day from till.

Ship't to Kerr & Co., No. 1, Dr.

To Merchandise
" Cash

Shipped to J. C. Kerr & Co., to be I

sold on our account and risk

—

1 case Tweeds, 10 pieces, 350
yds., at SI. 50 - - - $525 00

Paid insurance on same • 11 50

Cash Dr.

To Merchandise
Sales this daj-.

11546

4000

846

61

320

536

01 11154601

00

00

240

17550

00

00

21

4000 00

846 00

6100

320!00

525 00
1150

240

17550

70

21

Note.—The foregoing form is considered sufficient to Hlustrate the mode of entori:ig

transactions in this book. Observe the same form throughout the remainder of the
Set, Journalizing the transaction first, and giving the explanation immediately
under it.
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SKT A'll.—f;ROC?:RY BUSINESS.

Books to uk ukkd.—Jduunal ])ay Book, Cash Book, Bill
Book, Invoicic Book, Sales Bo(jk, and Ledger.

Forms and explanations of those books not before used will be found immediatch' after
the Set.

January 2, 1887.

A. R. Sanderson and Wm. Golden furm a co-partner-

sliip for the ])uipose of conducting the Wholesale and Retail

Grocery and Produce Business, agreeing to sliare gains and
losses equally.

A. R. Sanderson invests :

—

Merchandise, as per Inventory - - $5000 00
Balance of account due from A. 8. Austin 870 00
Cash, as per C. B. - - - - 4130 00

"Wm. Golden invests:

—

Cash, as per C. B. - - - - $9000 00
Balance of account due from H. Gordon 1000 00

Engaged James Spry, Wni. Active, George Storey, and Isaac

Porter as clerks, at $480 each per year, salaries payable

monthly.*

3. Sold T. C. Kerr, St. Catharines, on his Acceptance at 10
days, 5 bbls. Crushed "A" Sugar, 1000 lbs., at 12ic.;

8 bbls. Strong Bakers' Flour, at $6; 10 bbls. Sprnig
Flour, at $5.50 ; 10 bbls. Extra, at $7 ; 15 bbls. Superior

Extra, at $7.25. Cash sales this day, $120.30.

4. Paid for advertising business in daily papers, $115.60.

Sold A. S. Austin, Guelph, on acc't, 5 bbls. Salmon
Trout, at $14 ; 20 bbls. Herrings, at $4 ; 40 bbls. Superior

Extra Flour, at $7.75. Paid fcir set of books for store,

$15.60. Caslb sales to-daij, $170.55.

5. Bought of Smith & Keighley, Toronto, on acc't, 650 lbs.

Java Coffee, at 32c.; 1500 lbs. No. 2 Sugar, at 9c.; 965
lbs. Uncolorcd Japan Tea, at 56c.; 560 lbs. Young
Hyson, at 74c.; 750 lbs. Prince of Wales' Tobacco, at

30c. Paid "Wm. Active, on account of wages, $5.50.

Cash sales, ^\bO.

*Asno value is exchanged, a meiuorandum of this in the Journal is all that is required.
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6. Deposited in Merchants' Bunk, 812000. Had T. C. Kerr's

Acceptance of tlie 3rd inst. discounted at Bank. Face
of Acceptance, $ ; Discount off, at 8 per cent.,

$ ; Cash received, $ .

Note.—Observe the manner in which this transaction is entered in tho C. B.
Instuad of enterin<r onlj' the amount actually received, and debiting Discount ii the
Journal, the full amount of the Note is entered on the Dr. side of the C. B., as though
it had actually been received, and the Discount is entered on the Cr. side. See
entry in C. B.

8. Bought of Kimmer, Gunn & Co., Montreal, on 4 months'
credit, or 4 per cent, off for cash, 2,400 lbs. Crushed
"A" Sugar, at 12c.; 1,-500 lb.s. Elenie Figs,, at 15c.;

1,350 lbs. S. S. Almonds, at 21c. Paid freight on above,

S10.70. AVra. Golden withdrew on acc't,^8150. Cash
sales, $186.50.

9. Bought of J. A. Mathewson, Montreal, on 3 months' credit,

or 3 per cent, off for cash, 100 boxes Layer Kaisins, at

$2.25; 5 bbls. Zante Currants, at $12.50. Paid freight

on same, $5.40. Cash sales, $216.80.

10. Sold P. D. Conger, Toronto, on 30 days' credit, 2 bags

Java Coffee, 250 lbs., at 40c.; 2 half chests Colored

Japan, 125 lbs., at 70c.; 500 lbs. Crushed "A" Sugar,

at 13c. Received from A. S. Austin, cash on acc't,

$500. Cash sales, $265.30.

11. Received from H. Gordon, his Note at 3 months, for $400,
to be applied on account. Paid for sundry expenses,

$12.50. Cash sales, $2A0.50.

1 2. Sold T. C. Kerr, St. Catharines, on his Note at 2 months,
10 bbls. White Fish, at $6 ; 10 bbls. Salmon, at $14;
3 bags Rio Coflfee, 136, 12, 151, is, 153, it,—396 lbs.

net, at 40c. Cash sales, $175.

NoTB.—The larjre numbers, as 136, represent the gross weight, and the small number
to the right, as 12, the number of lbs. tare.

13. Bought of J. Carruthers & Co., Kingston, for Cash, 10 bbls.

Golden Syrup, at $24.40 ; 4 bbls. Bordeaux Vinegar,

$10.50; 100 bbls. Salt, at $1.50. Remitted Rimmer,
Gunn & Co , Montreal, Bank Draft, in full for their

invoice of the 8th inst.; less 4 per cent, discount. Paid
Cash for the Draft, ^ per cent. Exchange, and the neces-

sary stamps. A. R. Sanderson withdrew on acc't, $200.
Paid Isaac Porter on acc't of salar}', $12.

Note.—In the above remittance, the 4 per cent, discount amounts to §31.86, which
deducted from the face of the invoice, leaves .$764.64, the amount of the face of the Draft
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The stamps required (3c. on every $100 or fraction thereof), amount to 24c., and exchange
to 96c. The cash actually paid out is—face of Draft, 8764 C4 ; Stamps, 24c.;' Exchanjfe,
96c.; total, $765.84—and the difference between this and the face of the invoice,

$796.50, i8S30.66, the amount actually gained by payir)g this bill within 30 days.
The entry is made in the C. B. similar to the Acceptance discounted on the 6th inst.

The full amount of invoice is entered on the Cr. side, and the discount on the l>r. side.

See entry in C. B.

15. Sold H. Gordon, Barrie, on acc't at 30 days, 10 bbls. Apples,

at $4.50 ; 10 bbls. Mess Pork, at $15 ; 25 bbls. Spring

Bakers' Flour, at $7. Had H. Gordon's Note of the

11th inst. discounted at Merchants' Bank, and nt-t pro-

ceeds left to our credit. Face of Note, $400 ; Di.scount

off, at 8 per cent, per annum, $7.80 ; Net proceeds,

$392.20. Cash sales, $2i5.60.

NOTB.—The net proceeds of the above note being left in the Bank to the Or. of the
firm, no entry is made in the C. B. The Journal entry is :—Bank Dr., $ ; Discount
Dr., $ ; To Bills Rec, $ . See Journal Day Book.

16. Accepted Smith & Keighley's Draft, at 10 day.", for the

amount of their invoice of the 5th inst., $ . Paid

for repairing store, $65.75.

17. Sold P. D. Conger, Toronto, for his Acceptance at 60 days,

1200 lbs. Cheese, at lie; 20 bbls. Extra Bakers' Flour,

at $7.50; 30 bbls. Superior Extra do., at $8 ; 10 bbls.

Salmon Trout, at $14. Kemitted J. A. Mathewson,
Montreal, Bank Draft in full for his invoice of tlie 9th

inst., less 3 per cent, discount. Gave check for Draft,

^ per cent. Exchange, and necessary stamp.=!. Cash sales,

$180.70.

18. Received from H. Gordon, Cash on acc't, $400. Had P.

D. Conger's Acceptance of the 17th inst. discounted at

Merchants' Bank, at 8 per cent, per annum, and net

proceeds left to credit. Paid one quarter's rent of store,

$200. Cash sales, $195.

19. Bought of H. A. Nelson & Sons, Toronto, 200 doz. Corn

Broom.s, at $3.25; 20 doz. at $4; 20 doz. at $4.25.

Gave in payment check on Merchants' Bank for tlie

amount. Depo.sited in Merchants' Bank, $200.

20. Sold A. S. Austin, Guelph, on acc't, 15 bl)ls. Salmon Trout,

at $14 ; 8 bbls. White Fish, at $6 ; 25 bbls. Herrings,

at $4. Paid sundry items of expense, $25.60. Received

from H. Gordon, Cash on acc't, $20. Cash sales, $225.

* The act requiring all notes and drafts to be stamped has been repealed. No
stamps are now necessary.
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22. G.ive H. A. Nelson & Sons a Draft at 10 days, on H. Gor-

don, for $200. Bought of Cramp, Torrance & Co.,

Toronto, on acc't at 60 days, or 3 per cent, off for cash,

12 bags Rio Coffee, 1560 lbs., at 32c.; 10 chests Gun-
powder Tea, 1475 lbs., at 60c.; 10 boxes Western Leaf

Tobacco, at $41.50. Cash sales, $216.40.

23. Accepted A. S. Austin's Draft, at 3 days' sight, for $200.

Eeceived from Henry Gordon, his Note at 3 months, for

$300. Paid James Spry, on acc't of wages, $20.

24. Sold T. C. Kerr, St. Catharines, on acc't, 425 lbs. Factory

Cheese, at 12c.; 4 boxes Prince of Wales' Tobacco,

114, 19, 116, 19, 118, 20, 120, 20— 390 lbs. net, at

32c. Had H. Gordon's Note of the 23rd inst. dis-

counted at Merchants' Bank. Face of Note, $
;

Discount off, at 8 per cent., $ ; Cash received,

$ . Eeceived from A. S. Austin, to be applied on

acc't, 600 bbls. Goderich Salt, at $1.50. Gash sales,

$145.25.

25. Accepted Cramp, Torrance & Co.'s Draft, at 60 days, for

amount of their invoice of the 22nd inst., $ . Re-

ceived from H. Gordon, Cash to balance his acc't, $ .

A. R. Sanderson withdrew on acc't, $145.

26. Bought of Smith & Keighley, Toronto, 20 half chests Gun-
powder Tea, 1145 lbs., at 66c.; 10 do. Colored Japan,

660 lbs., at 60c.; 10 bbls. Standard Syrup, 370 galls.,

at 34c. Paid them cash $1000, balance to remain on

account. Paid J. Spry, on acc't of salary, $10. Cash sales,

$218.20.

27. Bought of Rimmer, Gunn & Co., on 3 months' credit, 60

bbls. Crushed "A" Sugar, 12000 lbs., at lOic; 75 bbls.

Yellow Sugar, 15000 lbs., at 8c.; 50 bbls. Porto Rico

Sugar, 10000 lbs., at 7c. Paid Taxes, $40.60; for

cleaning store, $4. 50.

29. Sold P. D. Conger, Toronto, for Note at 3 months, 30 bbls.

Salmon Trout, at $14. Paid our Acceptances due this

day, per check,—one, favor of Smith & Keighley, and
the other favor of A. S. Austin.

30. Received from A. S. Austin, Casli on acc't, $100. Bought
of G. C. Winger, Brighton, for Cash, 10 bbls. Salmon
Trout, at $9 ; 25 bbls. White Fish, at $5 ; 50 bbls.

Herrings, at $3. Wm. Golden withdrew on acc't, $215.

Cash sales, $275.60.
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31. Paid Cl(3iks in full for services to date, per check. Paiil

for Advertising, per check, $56.20.

Note.—Make two entries of settlement with Clerks. First, debit Expense $160, and
credit each Clerk §40, amount of wafjes for the month. Next, ascertain the amount
actually due each, and make a second entry debiting the Clerks, and crediting the
bank with the amount paid.

Merchandise remainiiuj unsold, as2'>cr Inventory Book, $14550.

KEMAKKS ON SET VII.

In this Set is represented a practical method of keeping

books "which, with slight variation, is adapted to almost every

kind of business. The Cash Book, Invoice Book, and Sales

Book are used as books of original entry. The Journal Day
Book and Bill Book are kept after the form adopted in the

preceding Set. It will be observed that this mode of keeping

accounts lessens the explanations required, and greatly facilitates

''eference to the several entries ; and by taking the totals of

certain accounts, instead of each separate item, the labor of

posting is very much reduced. Although certain accounts, as

Cash, ^lerchandise, and Expense, are not posted till the end of

each month. Personal accounts can be kept fully posted and
ready for settlement at any time—a great desideratum in many
business houses ; and most of the work connected witli the

books can be done as the transactions occur, thereby preventing

the accumulation of work at i)eriodic intervals, as is the case

when the Invoice Book, Sales Book, and Cash Book are Jour-

nalized at the end of each month.

The books should be written up, as in the preceding Set.

All the entries in the different books for one day should be

made before any of the succeeding day. To avoid confusing

the pupil with two many operations at once, it is better to omit

posting until all tlie other work of the Set is completed, but in

actual business the posting, as well as writing the entries, should

be done from day to day.

JOURNAL DAY BOOK.

The form of this book is the same as that of Set VI., and
requires no further explanation. It is used for such miscellaneous

entries only as have no special book appropriated to them.
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INVOICE BOOK.

All purchases of merchandise are entered in this book. Tlie

form adopted in this S(;t is to copy the invoices in full. This
gives a book record of the details of merchandise purchased, in

case the original invoice should be lost or destroyed.

It is as convenient, and saves a great amount of writing, to

paste the original invoices in a large book made for the

purpose. In some business houses, where tlie invoices are long,

they are filed and numbered, and only an abstract of them
entered in this book, with the number for reference. It is more
convenient to refer to original invoices, by means of an index

to a book in which they are pasted, than by seeking them
from files.

In whatever form the Invoice Book is kept, every entry

affecting the debit side of Merchandise Account should originate

here ; when this is done it becomes a direct check upon the

Dr. si<le of the Merchandise Account in the Ledger.

Merchandise bought on account is posted from this book
directly to the credit of the person's account from whom bought,

and when bought for a note or acceptance, it is posted directly

to the credit of Bills Payable, without passing through the

Journal.

Merchandise purchased for cash is entered in this book, and.

also in the Cash Book. It is not posted until the end of the

month, when tlie total amount is brought from the C. B., and
added to the footing of this book, and then posted in total to

the debit of Merchandise Account.

SALES BOOK.

All sales of merchandise are entered in this book. The
amounts of goods sold on account and for notes are placed in

the outer column, and posted directly to the debit of the pur-

chaser's account, or to the debit of Bills Receivable Account,
in the Ledger.

A merchandise column is kept in the Cash Book, in which
all cash sales of merchandise are entered, therefore these are

not entered in the Sales Book until the end of the month,
when the total cash sales are brought from the Cash Book and
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added to the total footing of the Sales Book, and all posted, in

one amount, to the credit of the Merchandise Account in the

Ledger.

Wholesale houses generally enter cash sales in detail, as a

memorandum, in the Sales Book, but do not extend such

entries in the outer column, as they are usually posted from the

C. B. This system is necessary wlien large sales are elfected,

for reference, and to guard against errcjr, but it cannot be carried

into practical effect in a retail business, on account of the

number of petty sales that occur during the day, the amount of

which is ascertained at night by counting the money in the

drawer.

CASH BOOK.

As the following Cash Book is the book of original entry for

all such transactions as are entered upon it, great care is necessary

in making these entries.

They should be made in such a manner that any person may
be able to determine what account was intended to be debited

or credited for the money paid or received. For this purpose

the following Rule should be observed :

When money is received, Avrite the name of the account to

be credited for it next the folio or date column on the left side,

and the words of ex])lanation on the same line, a little to the

right. When money is paid, write the name of the account to

be debited for it next the folio or date column on the right

side, and the Avords of explanation on the same line, a little to

the right.

The Ledger titles should be kept in a per^^endicular column,

separated by a slight space from the words of explanation.

And it adds greatly to the appearance of the book to begin the

words of explanation all on a perpendicular line made by a

light pencil mark, and to write them one-half smaller than the

Ledger titles.

Post items from the Cash Book, Journal Day Book, Invoice

Book, and Sales Book in the same order, as regards the dates

when the transactions Avere entered.

This is a very convenient form for a Cash Book to be kept

in connection with a general merclumdise business. The feature

of special columns may be extended, if desirable.

It will be seen that all cash entries, debit and credit, except
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sales of mercnandise, are taken to the Ledger from this book,

together with all accounts producing or costing casli.

The columns headed " Merchandise " and " Expense " will

be found very convenient for posting. Should tlie cash trans-

actions of a month extend over several pages, the footings of

these columns are brought forward to the end of the month,
and posted in total. The checlc marks in the cohinin following

dates are made to indicate that the amounts opposite, in the
" Merchandise" and "Expense" columns, are not to be posted,

and the figures are the pages of the accounts in the Ledger
to which the amounts in the " Sundries " column opposite liave

been posted. The method of posting from the Cash Book is

extremely simple.

The amounts in the " Sundries " column on the Dr. side are

posted to the credit of their respective accounts—the page of

the Ledger being indicated in the folio column, and the accounts

in the " Sundries " column, on the Cr. side, to the debit of

their respective accounts. The footing of the " Merchandise"
column, on the Dr. side, at the end of the month, is not posted,

but carried to the Sales Book and added to the other sales, and
posted therefrom. The total footing of the "Expense" column,

on the Cr. side, is posted to the debit of Expense Account. The
Cash received, or amount of the Dr. side of the Cash Book, is

then posted to the debit of Cash Account, and the total footing

of the Cr. side, or cash disbursed, to the credit of Cash Account
in the Ledger.

As the debit side of the Cash Book contains the credits of all

accounts producing cash, and the credit side the debits of all

accoimts costing cash, it will be seen that when the above posting

is completed a double ontry is effected.

BILL BOOK.
The Bill Book in this set is not used as a book of original

entry to post from, but as an auxiliary. To save room we have
not given it. No difficulty, however, will be experienced by
the pupil in supplying it, as he has already had two examples

of its form and use in former parts of this work. By the addi-

tion of a few more columns, it may be so kept as to post from,

and thus relieve the Journal Day Book from some entries which
must otherwise be made there.
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SET YIL
WITH

JOUEXAL DAY BOOK,

INVOICE BOOK,

SALES BOOK,

CASH BOOK,

AS BOOKS OF ORIGINAL ENTRY

;

THE POSTING TO THE LEDGER BEING DONE DIRECTLY
FROM THEM.
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JOURNAL DAY BOOK.—SET YII.

Toronto, January 2, 1887. (1)

A. R. Sanderson and Wra. Golden have
thia day entered into co-partnership for

the purpose of conducting business, as

defined in their Articles

of this date.

*A. S. Austin Dr.
To A. R. Sanderson

For balance from old account.

*The Cash and Merchandise invested are posted from
the Invoice and Cash Bool<s, and therefore do not
require to be entered here.

H. Gordon Dr.
To Wm. Golden

For balance due from old account.

)f Co-partnership

Engaged Jas. Spry, Wm. Active, Geo.
Storey, and Isaac Porter as Clerks, at

$480 each per year, salaries payable
monthly,

11

Bills Rec. Dr.
To H. Gordon

Received from him Note, as per B.B.,
to be applied on account.

'.

15

Merchants' Bank Dr.
Discount "

To Bills Rec.
Had H. Gordon's Note of the 11th
inst. discounted at Bank, and net

proceeds left to our credit.

16

Smith & Keighley Dr.
To Bills Payable

Accepted their Draft at 10 days, for

the amount of Invoice of the 5th inst.

Amount forward

170

870 00
870 00

1000 00

400

392

7

1522

00

80

100000

400

400

1522

00

00

80

4192180 |4192 80
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Toronto, January 17, 1887.

Brought forward

J. A Mathewson Dr.
To Merchants' Bank
" Discount

Remitted hina Bank Draft for Invoice

of 9th inst. Discount, $8.62 ; less

Exchange, 34c.; and Stamp, 9c.

— 18

2 Merchants' Bank Dr.
6 Discount

To Bills Receivable
P. D. Conger's Acceptance of 17th

inst. discounted
;
proceeds passed to

our credit.

22

H. A. Nelson & Sons Dr.
To H. Gordon

For our Draft at 10 days on H. Gor-

don.

23

A. S. Austin Dr.
To Bills Payable

Accepted his Draft at 3 days' sight

Bills Rec. Dr.
To H. Gordon

For his Note at 3 months.

25

Cramp, Torrance & Co. Dr.
To Bills Payable

Accepted their Draft at 60 days for

amount of Invoice of 22nd inst.

29

4192j80

287 50

653100

9 00

200 00

200 00

300 00

1799,20

4192 80

27931
819

662 06

20000

200

300

00

00

Bills Payable Dr.
To Merchants' Bank

Paid by check our Acceptances, favor

of Smith & Keighley for $1522.80,
and favor of A. S. Austin, $200.

Amount forward
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Toronto, January 31, 1887. (^)

Brought forward

Expense Dr.
To James Spry
" William Active
" George Storey
" Isaac Porter

For the month's wasres.

5 James Spry Dr.
5JWilliam Active '*

5 George Storey "

5 Isaac Porter "

To Merchants' Bank
For amount due them severally, paid

per check.

9364 3019364 30

160 00

10 00
34 50
40 00
28 00

I
i

I

40 00
4000
40 00
4000

112 50

9636 80' 9636 80
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INVOICE BOOK.—SET VII.

Toronto, January 2, 1S87. (])

A. R. Sanderson, Investment
Merchandise, as per inventory

C.B,

Paid

Smith & Keighley, Toronto
650 lbs. Java Coffee at $ -32

1500 '• No. 2 Sugar " -09

1)65 " Uncol'd Japan Tea" '56

560 " Young Hyson " 74
750 " P. of W. Tobacco '

' -30

Rimmer, Gunn & Co., Montreal
2400 lbs. Crushed "A" Sugar

at $ -12

1500 " ElemeFigs " 15
1350 " S. S. Almonds " -21

i, months' credit or 4 % off for cash

9

J. A. Mathewson, Montreal
100 bxs. Layer Raisins at $2.25

5 bbls. Zante Currants " 12.50
3 months' credit or 3 % off for cash

_

—

—13
J. Carruthers & Co., Kingston

10 bbls. Golden Syrup at $24.40
4 " Bordeaux Vin'r " 10.50

100 " Salt " 1.50
Cash, as per C. B.

^19

H. A. Nelson & Sons, Toronto
200 doz. Corn Brooms at $3.25
20 " " " 4.00
20 " " " 4.25

Merchants' Bank, paid per check

Amount forward
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208
135
540
414
225

288
225
283

225
G2

244
42
150

436

650
80
85

00
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BOOK-KEEPING.

Toronto, Jiuiuaiy i*2, 1887.

C.B,

Brought forward
1

Cramp, Torrance & Co., Toronto
12 bags Rio Coliee,

1560 lbs. at f .32

10 chests Gunpowder Tea,

1475 lbs. at .GO

10 bxs. Western Leaf
Tobacco at 41.50

60 days', or 3 % offfor cash
' 24

A. S. Austin, Guelph
600 bbls. Goderich Salt at $1.50

26
Smith & Keighley, Toronto

20 half-chests Gunp. Tea,

1145 lbs. at $ .66

10 " Col'd Japan,
660 lbs. " .60

10 bbls. Stand. Syrup,
370 gals. " .34

Cash as per G. B., $1000.
30 days' credit for balance.*

27
Rimmer, Gunn & Co., Montreal

60 bbls. Crushed "A" Sugar,

12000 lbs. at$ .10^
75 " Yellow Sugar,

16000 lbs. " .08

50 '• Porto Rico Sugar,

vw7iihs 10000 lbs. at .07

30
Q. C. Winger, Brighton

10 bbls. Salmon Trout at S*».00

25 " White Fish " 5.00

50 " Herrings " 3.00

Cash, as per C. B.

Cash purchases from C. B.

Total Mdse debit

499

885

415

20

00

00

755,70

396 00

125 80

1260 00

1200 00

700 00

90 00
125 00
150 00

365 00

842180

1799

900

20

00

1277 50

3160 00

1—
14558;50
1801 00

16359 50

'The $'277. .'iO is posted directly to the credit of Smith & Keijfhley's account. The
$1000 is posted to the Cash acco\iiit from the C. B. Or, Smith & Keighley may be
credited with the whole and debited with the SIOOO.
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SALES BOOK—SET VII.

Toronto, January 3, 1887. (1)
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BOOK-KRRP£Na.

m Toronto, January 17, 1887.

Brought forward

P. D. Conger, Toronto
1200 lbs. Cheese at $ .11

20 bbls. Extra Bakers'
Flour " 7.50

.^O " Superior " " 8.00

10 " Salmon Trout " 14.00
Bills Rec. , Acceptance at 00 days

20 ^

A. S. Austin, Guelph
|

15 bbls. Salmon Trout at §14.00
8 " White Fish " COO

25 " Herrings " 4.00
24

T. C. Kerr, St. Catharines
425 lbs. Factory Cheese at $ .12

4 bxs. P. of W. Tobacco :

lbs. tare.

114-19
116-19
118-20
120-20

468 - 78=390 lbs. net at $ .32

29
P. D. Conger, Toronto
30 bbls. Salmon Trout at $14.00

Bills Rec, Note at 3 months

Cash sales from C. B.

Total Mdse credit

132:00

150100

240 00
140 00

210
48
100

51

124

00

80

1847 05

002

358

00

00

175

420

3463

3220

0090
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CASH BOOK.
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CASH BOOK.—
Dr. CASH.

1887.
1
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LEDGER—SET VII.

(1)

Dr. A. R. SANDERSON. Cr.

18871

Jan. To Cash, C.B. 2
" " C.B. 2
" Balance

200
145

11774

12119 76

1887

Jan. 2ByCash, C.B. 1

Mdse,I.B
A. S. Aus

tin, J.

Loss&Gain

4130 00
5000 00

87o'oO

2119[7G

121197(>

WILLIAM GOLDEN.

1887
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Dr. BILLS RECEIVABLE,
(2)

Cr.

1887
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A. S. AUSTIN. Cb.

1887
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RIMMER, GUNN & CO.

(4)

Ck.

1887
Jan. ToCash, C.B.

" Balance
796 50
3160 00

3956 50

1887
Jan. 8ByMdse, LB.

27 " LB.
796 50

3160 00

3956 50

SMITH & KEIGHLEY.

1887
Jan. 16 To B. Pay. , J.

26 " Cash, C.B.
31 " Balance

1 'l522
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Dr.

BOOK-KEEPING.

WILLIAM ACTIVE. Cb.

1887
Jan. To Cash, C. B.

" M, Bank, J.
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DISCOUNT.
)

Cr.
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BALANCE SHEETS.

A " Balance Sheet " is a collectioa of all the differences of

the Ledger accounts, arranged so as to show at one view the

results of the business. It embraces, in fact, the Balance,

Loss and Gain, and Stock Accounts. The following form,

although simply headed " Balance Sheet," includes also the

"Trial Balance."

The manner of preparing it is as follows :

—

1. Take a sheet of paper of proper size, and for a border, rule

double red lines around the margin.

2. Rule parallel head-lines, leaving proper space for double

headings, as in the example.

3. Ascertain the number of Ledger accounts to be repre-

sented. If the business is that of a single proprietor, rule in

pencil as many lines as will contain all the accounts, and Jive

additional. If it be a partnership business with two or more
partners, rule three additional lines for each partner ; thus, for

one proprietor, Jive lines more than all the accounts ; for two
partners, eight lines more than all the accounts ; for three part-

ners, eleven lines more, and so on.

4. Lay off proper spaces for debit and credit money columns
;

first for the footings of Ledger Accounts, second for Gains and
Losses ; third for Stock, or if partners, for each partner ; the

fourth for Resources and Liabilities ; also single columns for

Ledger titles and their Ledger folios, and a single mi^ney column
for Inventories. The position of these columns will be seen in

the example given.

The ruling of the vertical and horizontal ink lines, and the

method of making the entries will be better understood by a

simple inspection of the form than by any verbal directions.
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BOOK-KEEPING.

COMPANY ACCOUNTS.

Our space will permit ns to give only one example, winch we
will arrange according to the two methods in general use.

1887, Jan. 1, Received from Robert Smith, New Orleans, to

be sold on joint account of himself, James Heaton, and our-

selves, each ^, 100 hhds. Sugar at .$60. Paid freight by cheque,

$500. Jan. 3, Sold Mark Newton, for cash, 30 hhds. at $80.

Jan, 5, Sold Edward Forbes, on his note, at 30 days, 40 hhds.

at $80. Jan. 8, Sold Charles Adin, on account, 30 hhds. at $80.

Storage and Advertising, $50. Commission 2|%, $200.

FIRST METHOD.

Dr. MDSE CO. A. Cii.

1887



BOOK-KEEPING.

In the first, tlie presumption is that we are not indebted at

present to R. Smitli for more than our own share ; in the

second, that we are indebted for tlie wliole—to R. Smith, not

only for our J but his also, and to James Heaton for his
J. The

closing entries must correspond to tlie opening entries in each

case. The pupil will see that tlie difference between the two
methods is in the opening and closing entries. The above

entries will, of course, indicate the journalizing. It is usual, in

posting from the Journal, to bring the last five items on J)r.

side in one sum under the term " Sundries." The first method
is the more correct one.

COMMERCIAL CALCULATIONS.
As the pupil may be supposed to be familiar with the method

of calculating Interest, Discount, Exchange, and Simple Equation

of Payments, we Avill give here only the method of

EQUATING AN ACCOUNT.
Suppose the following to be Abel Bond's account in our

Ledger, and it be required to equate it, that is, to find at what
time the balance of the account, $225, should be paid, so that

neither he nor we shall be the losers in regard to interest.

Dk. ABEL BOND. Ck.
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EXAMPLE.
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EXAMPLE.

1886. Am'ts.

July 3 220
October 1 125
November 15 200

1887.

February 24
April 1

Days.



BOOK-KKRPIXG.

CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS.

Accounts have been classified in various ways, but we will

here mention only four of these :

—

I, The older writers generally divided them into Personal,
Real, and Fictitious or Nominal.
Personal.—Those in the names of the persons with whom
we do business on credit ; as Robert Smith, Charles Adin,

etc.

Real.—Those representing property, as Cash, Mdse., Real

Estate, Railroad Stock, Bills Receivable, and including also

Bills Payable.

Fictitious or Nominal.—Those representing the different

kinds of expenses, and various other causes which add to,

or take from, the gain which the Mdse. Acct. may show ;

—

as Interest, Commission, Expense, the Loss and Gain acct.

proper, and including also Stock acct.

Note.—If a Bank account be kept, some call it a Real account, as it represents Cash
immediately available ; others a Personal account, as the Bank stands related to us
as Dr. or Cr. in the same way as any person does.

TI. Personal accounts, Property accounts, and accounts

of Causes ; corresponding severally with the divisions in No. I.

III. Personal and Impersonal ; or accounts of Persons

and Things.

Personal.—All persons with whom we do business on

credit, including Bank account, and the proprietor's invest-

ment account, called Stock or Capital.

Impersonal.—All not personal: that is, those representing

things—not only material, tangible things, such as Cash,

Merchandise, Bills Receivable, Bills Payable, Railroad

Stock, Real Estate, etc., but also anything in the shape of

accommodation or advantage received or given by us, and

having a money value in relation to our business.

IV. The most practical division is into Asset and Liability
accounts, and LoSS and Gain accounts.

Asset and Liability accounts.—Those whose closing entry

shows an asset or a liability ; as. Cash, Bills Receivable,

Bills Payable, Bank, Robert Smith, Robert Smith's Con-

signment.
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Loss and Gain accounts.—Those whose closing entry shows
a lutis or a(jain ; a?, Mercliandise, Real Estate, Bank Stock,

Shipment to Hamilton, Commission, Interest, Insurance,

Expense, and the Loss and Gain account proper.

Note.—Any speculative property on hand, as found by taking stock, is an asset.

Of these classifications. III. and IV. seem to us the only

ones of any special value. The former affords the means of

showing tlie reason for debiting and crediting accounts of things

as well as accounts of ^^tersons. The latter is of practical utility,

in leading us to the great end of all account-keeping, namely,

the ]>resent financial condition of the business, and the tvays and
viea7is by which from a Iniown previous condition the present one

has been attained.

Note.—The terms Real and Representative have been applied by some to the two
divisions in No. IV. As these terms, however, are used by others in a different >eiise,

we have preferred, rather than confuse tlie .student by the use of terms so differently

applied, to call them simply Asset and Liability .accounts, and Loss and Gain accounts.
The former are sometimes called Estate accounts.
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EXERCISES IjST JOUTiNALlZlNG.

Bought Goods from A :—

1. On Account.

2. For Cash.

3. On our Note.

4. For part Cash, balance on account.

5. For part Cash, Note for balance.

6. For which we gave our Draft on B.

7. For which we gave our Cheque.

8. Gave in payment B.'s Note.

Sold Goods to B :—

9. On Account.

10. For Cash.

11. On his Note.

12. For part Cash, balance on account.

13. For part Cash, his Note for balance.

14. Reeei\ ina: our own Note (given up) for

part, and balance in Cash.

15. Receiving his Sight Draft on C. for the

amount.

16. Receiving his Draft on C. at 30 days'

for the amount.

17. Receiving his Cheque.

18. Received from B. his Note on account.

19. B. paid his Note at maturity in Cash.

20. " " " " by Cheque.

21. " " " before due in Cash,

interest allowed.

22. B. paid his Note after due by Cheque,

with interest.

23. Had B.'s Note discounted, and pro-

ceeds placed to Cr.

24. B.'s Note protested. We give Cheque

for the amount and protest charges.

25. B. one month after pays it with in-

terest.

26. B. renews his Note, interest included

in new Note.

27. B. pays his Note in part, and renews

for balance with interest.

28. Paid Cash to A. on account.

29. Gave Cheque to A. on account.

Received Cash from B. on account.

Received Cheque from B. on account.

Gave A. our Note on account.

Paid our Note, favor of A., at matur-

ity in Cash.

Paid our Note, favor of A., at ma-
turity by Cheque.

Paid our Note, favor of A., before due
in Cash, interest allowed.

Paid our Note, favor of A., overdue

by Cheque, with interest.

Renewed our Note, interest included

in new Note.

Paid Cash for part, and renewed for

balance, with interest.

Received Mdse from D. to be sold on

his Account. Paid Freight by Cheque,

Sold part of D.'s goods to E. on Ac-

count, §—

.

Sold balance of D.'s goods to F. on

Note, S—

.

Closed D.'s Consignment. Charges:

Commission, $— ; Storage and Ad-

vertising, S— . Rendered Account

Sales.

Remitted to D. in Cash net proceeds

of his Consignment, $—

.

Received from G. Mdse to be sold on

our joint account, each one-half.

Paid Freight in Cash, $—

.

Sold the above to K. for Cash, $—.

Closed the Mdse Co. Account. Com-
mission, $— ; Storage and Advertising,

$— . Rendered Account Sales.

Remitted to G. the amount due him,

$-.

Received from M. Mdse to be sold on

joint account of himself, N., and

ourselves, each one-third. Paid

Freight, $—.

Sold the above to O. for Cash, ¥
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f)0. What will G.'s entry be in the above

case when he receives advice of the

goods added ?

01. Paid A. 'sSi-ht Draft.

(J2. Drew on B. for $400 at 3 iiiou., and
hud Draft discounted at SX, exchange
1%.

63. Compromised with B.,who owes $600,

at 50c. on the dollar. Received Note

J, balance Cash.

64. Suppose C. settles his account ($150)

before due, and I allow for overcharge

$3.70 and discount for Cash 5^ ?

65. Accepted D.'s Draft on us at 10 days

for amount of account, .S89.60, less 5%.

66. Made Draft on E. at 15 days for ac-

count, §59, less 5%.

67. B. has returned half the bill of goods

(S198) charged him—wrong brand.

68. Collected from C. for account of D.

$500. Cheque half. Draft on Montreal

for balance,and remit by your Cheque.
Exchange on Draft, J%.

69. Draft on B. S400 has been returned

for non-acceptance. Charges, $1.50.

70. A. owes B. $20, B. owes C. $20, and C.

owes A. $20. The accounts are

squared by C. priving to A. his Sight

Draft on B. What entries does each

make ?

71.—Find the equated time of the Mdse Co. Account, page 189, according to the
following :

—

Account Sales of 100 hhds. Sugar, on joint account of Kobert Smith, James Heaton,
and ourselves, each J.

50. Closed sales in Company with M. and

N. Charges: Couunission,.$— ; Stor-

age and Advertising, 8— . Rendered

Account Sales.

51. Remitted to M. and N. amount due

them, $—

.

52. Shipped goods to P. to be sold on our

account, $—. Paid insurance, $—.

53. Received Account Sales, showing net

proceeds, S—

.

.54. Received net proceeds, $—

.

55. Shipped goods to Q. to be sold on

joint account, $— . Paid insurance

by Checjue, $—

.

56. Received Account Sales showing net

proceeds, $—

.

57. Received net proceeds, $—

.

58. According to agreement between H.

and myself, I buy Mdse $1000, to be

sold by me on joint account, each i.

I give in payment my Draft on J. for

$200, Cash $400, my Note $200, and a

Note I hold against K. for $200.

Received from G. Mdse $2000, to

which I add Mdse $1500, to be sold

on joint account.

59.

1887
Jan

Jan.

Sold for Cash, 30 hhds. Sugar, at $80.
Sold Edward Forbes, note 30 days, 40 hhds. " " 80..

Sold C. Adin, on account 1 month, 30 hhds. " " 80..

Charges.

Freight
Storage and Advertising
Commission
Jas. Heaton's net proceeds
Our i net gain

R. Smith's net proceeds

Invoice 100 hhds. Sugar, at $60 ,

Your and our ij of above
" J net gain

Net proceeds as above

E. E.

,

Due by equation
Toronto, Jan. 8th, li>87. Student
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500 00
50.00

200J00
2416 67
41667

6000

4000
416

4416 66

2400
3200
2400
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Dr. M
" N

151, Cr.

51 "

" .Shipment to P[52

" P 53

" Cash 54

Shipment in I

Co. 1 (fori. '

our i) r"
Q (for his i) |

" Q 56

" Cash i5-.

(•MdseCo.C,

\ S500 58!

( H, $500

59
Mdse Co. D,

$1750
Shipment in

Co., $750r"
A 61

Cash

Cash

) Mdse
( Cash

Shipment to P

P

( Mdse
IBank

Shipni'tinCo.l

/J, $200

J Cash, 400

) Bills Pav.200
( Bills Rec. 200
( Mdse, S1500
( G. 250

(Student), $750

Cash

1 Cash,$391.24| '

- Infst, 8.26 62 Cr. B, $4iK)

( Exch'pe, .60 1

/Bills Rec,
1150 I

- Cash, ;tt|50 6,5 " n, $600
1 Loss anr

I j

\ Gain. 300'

(Mdse, 83.70 !

- Disc'nt, 7.:il 04 " C, Sl.W
(Cash, X38.!J9i

t>, 889.60 65

(Bills Rec.,
J. $56.05
( Disc'nt, 2.95

Mdse, $99.00
Cash, $499.69

( B, $400.00
- Loss and
( Gain, $1.50

A's

ffs

Cs

I Bills Pa v.,

$8.M2
' Disc'nt, 4.48

E, $59

B. $99
Bank, $439.09

Bank, $401.50

Entrv.
Cr. C

Entry.
Cr. A

Entry.
Cr. B

1887.
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SELECTED CHIEFLY FROM THOSE PREPARED UNDER THE DIREOTIOK
OF THE EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT FOR ONTARIO.

SECOND CLASS CERTIFICATES.—JULY, 187L

Time.—One Hour and a Half.

1. Describe the Cash Book, Journal, Ledger, and Invoice Book.

2. You commence business with So.000 cash, and 85,000 goods purchased from A. B. at

6 months. Show what accounts you would open.

H. ^Vhat accounts would be affected, and how, by the following entries :

—

(1) Sold goods to A. on account, S500.

(2) Sold goods to B. to the amount of §1.000, receiving $600 cash and his note at
4 months, paj-able at Bank of Toronto.

(3) Bought goods from C, $1,600, paying $900 cash and giving my note at 4

months, payable at Bank of Commerce.
(4) Had B.'s note discounted at Band of Toronto at 8 per cent.

(5) Received a legacy of $800.

4. What is the object of the Profit and Loss Account ? When do you debit and credit it?

5. Describe the steps you would take in closing a set of books.

FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATES.—AUGUST, 187L

Time.—One Hour and a Half.

1. What is the object of book-keeping ? State the books usually employed, and the
use of each.

2. ^^'hat is the distinction between real and fictitious accounts?

3. State fully how you balance the following accounts :

—

(a) Goods.
(6) Profit and Loss.

(c) Balance.

4. What is meant by a trial balance ?

5. Journalize the following transactions :

—

(a) Bought from McMaster & Co., 50 pieces cloth, containing 30 yards each, at
$3.50 per yard, paid cash $1,000, and gave my note at 6 months for remainder.

(6) Sold to John Smith, goods $300, received in cash $150 and his note at 1
month for the remainder.

(c) Discounted the above note at 7 per cent.

(d) Lost my pocket-book containing $160.

(e) The pocket-book was found a few days after and returned, when I gave $10
to the finder.
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fi. Show how to averaf^e an account. Bought goods from A. R. McMoster & Bro., as
per invoice : April 4th, 8600 on 4 months; May 15th, $980 on 6 months ; June
12th, 81,020 on 4 months. Paid on account, May 20th, 8750; June 6th, $720;
July 10th, 8300. When must I pay the balance ?

FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATES.—DECEMBER, 1874.

Time.—One Hour and a Quarter.

1. Are all the Real Accounts closed To or By Profit and Loss ? Give reason for your
answer.

2. Explain how the following accounts are closed : Profit and Loss, Stock, Balance.

3. Define Bill of Lading, Bonded Goods, Bill of Entry, Consignment, Manifest, Letter
of Credit, Salvage.

4. Show with example how to " average an account."

6. Show how to journalize in the following cases :—When I sell goods of one sort for

part goods of another sort, part cash, part bills, and part credit. When I buy
goods of one sort for part goods of another sort, part credit, part cash, and part
bills. When I receive a legacy in houses, or lands, or goods. When I buy a
bill of another for ready money and receive discount. When I sell a bill for cash
and give discount. When goods bought on credit are sent to sea for my own
account. When goods are sent to sea for my Factor's account, which were
formerly entered in my books. When the goods of another person are insured
by me, and I receive the money, (1) presently, (2) not presently. When goods of

my own that were insured are cast away at sea. VVhen the insurance is paid

to me after I have entered the circumstances in my books. When goods in Com-
pany are sold by me on credit. When goods of my partner are brought into

Company.

FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATES.—JULY, 1876.

Time.—One Hour and a Quarter.

1. Give in full your method of closing a set of Books (Double Entry).

2. Classify the following accounts for closing purposes, and explain how each account
is closed—Stock, Cash, Merchandise, Balance, Bank, Bank Stock.

8. Give the Day Book entries that would require the following Journal entries :
—

(a) John Thompson, Dr
Bank, •'

To Bills Receivable.

(6) Shipment to A. Low, Dr. . .

.

A. Low, '
. . .

.

To Merchandise.
" Cash

(c) John Henry, Dr 120 00
To John Henry's Consignment 120 00

$ c.

1800 00
1200 00

1400 00
750 00

8 c.

1100 00
10.W 00

Journalize the following transactions, post and close the Ledger :—
July 1st, 1876. Invested in business: cash, $400; merchandise, 84,750 ; a note for

$600 in favor of John Hill, signed by W. Willings, and endorsed by H.
Cooper, dated May 18th, 1875. at 90 days ; an accepted draft for $500, drawn
by H. Simpson on George Dean, May 10th, 1875, at 90 days, and accepted
May 15th; R. Manning's account, 8300 ; Real Estate, 83,000. 2nd. Sold
McCrea Brothers, merchandise as jier invoice, 8200 ; received in payment
cheque on Ontario Bank for 8100, their note to balance. 3rd. Shipped R.
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Manning $3,000 worth of merchandise, one-half froin iny store-house, balance
bought from J. Heal on my note at 30 daya. 4th. Received from R. Manniii};

his second consignment, consisting of 100 bbls. flour, invoiced at S8 per bbl.

;

paid freig^ht and drayage on same by cheque, 8180. 6th. Sold R. Dunn 100
bbls. flour, from R. Manning's consignment No. 2, at $12.60 per bbl.

;

received in pa3ment a cheque on Bank for $300, an order on A. B. for $60,

cash for balance. 10th. Closed R. Manning's consignment (No. 2), and
rendered him an account sales of the same ; our charge for storage, &c., $20;
commission, S40 ; R. Manning's net proceeds remitted in cash, §1,020. 16th.
Received account sales of merchandise shipped R. Manning on the 3rd inst.,

accompanied by a cheque for amount of our net proceeds, $3,500, which
I deposited in Bank. Merchandise on hand, as per inventory, §3,250.

Write out the Business Forms required in the preceding question for the 1st and
2nd of the month.

SECOND CLASS CERTIFICATES.—JULY, 1876.

Time.—One Hour and a Quarter.

1. Which do you consider the more satisfactory system of Book-keeping, Single or
Double Entrj- ? Give your reasons in full.

2. Explain the following terms as used in Book-keeping : Bills Payable, Stock, Ship-
ment, Consignment, Account Sales, Acceptance, Drawee, Protest.

3. Journalize the following. Give your rule, and show that it is satisfactory when
applied to these particular entries :

—

(a) July 1st, 1876. I commenced business, investing as follows :—Cash $5,000,
Mdse. $2,500. Wood for use in Store, $100. I owe on a note, favor of John
Thompson, dated June 1st, at 6 mos., $1,200 with one month's interest on
same, $8.

(b) Bought of James Jones, Mdse. as per Invoice, $1,200. Gave in payment my
note for $600 at 30 days. Balance on account.

(c) Received from Harry Kerr, 100 bbls. Flour, invoiced at $8 per bbl., to be sold

on his account and risk, paid drayage, &c., by an order on W. Smith, $40.

. Give Day Book entries corresponding to the following Journal entries :

—

(a) Mdse., Dr 250 00
Bank " 100 00

To John Walker.

(6) BUls Payable, Dr
To Bank
" Wm. West.
" Discount.

.

(c) Shipment to A. B., Dr.
To Mdse....
" C. D....
" Cash....

1600
1000
500
100

Give Day Book entries corresponding to the following entries as found in Mdse.
account, and close the account, given that $2,000 worth of Mdse. still remains
unsold.

Dr. MDSE. Cr.

July To Stock ,

" Sundries
" Bills Receivable
" Wm. Cooper
" John Smith. . .

.
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NORMAL SCHOOL FOR ONTARIO.

FORTY-NINTH SKSSION—jrNK, 1873.

FIRST AND SECOND CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Time.— Tu-o Hours.

1. Divide the following accounts into Personal, Re.al and Fictitious, viz.:— Cash, A. B.,

Bank of Toronto, Interest, Real Estate, Commission, Bills Receivable, Mdse.,
Expense, Bank Stock, Bills Pa.vable.

2. Divide the same accounts into two classes, one showing an asset or a liability, the
other a loss or a gain.

3. Say which of the Real accounts in No. 1 belong to the class of accounts showing
Assets and Liabilities, and vi'hich to the Loss and Gain account. Explain how
you would distinguish between them.

4. The books of original entry being the Cash Book, Sales Book, Invoice Book, and
another for miscellaneous entries, explain the use of each.

5. Draw out a form for a Bill Book, and explain its use.

6. Describe the mode of posting direct from the Cash Book and Invoice Book.

7. Journalize the following Day Book entries :—

(rt) Began business with Cash §10,000, of which 83,000 is borrowed from M.N. on
our note.

Also, C. D. owes us S400 on his note, and S300 for which we hold no note.

We owe E. F. on book account §200, and G. H. on our note SIOO.

Qj) Sold A. B. goods $'.)00, and received on account, Cash S40U, and R.S.'s note
for $200, on which he allows us discount $1..'^0.

(c) Bought from Bank of Toronto for Cash, Bill of Exchange on City Bank,
London, England, for §200 Stg., and remitted the same to Benjamin Worth,
Manchester, England, in settlement of account. Exchange at llOJ.

8. A. B. and C. D. are in partnership. On closing the books the partners' Capital
accounts and the Loss aTid Gain account are .as follows:—A. B,, Dr. S300, Cr.

$2,000; C. 1)., Dr. §400, Cr. S2,100 ; Loss and Gain, Dr. SIOO, Cr. §620. Required
the net gain, and each partner's present net capital. Reipiired also the present
liabilities of the concern, the Dr. side of Balance account being §16,930.

FINAL EXAMIXA TION.

FIFTIETH SESSION.—DECEMBKR, 1873.

FIRST AND SECOND CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Time.— Tico Hours.

Before closing Mdse., Bank Stock, Real Estate, or any gjn-ciilative property account,
with a view to find the gain or loss, what must first be taken into consideration,
and what nuist be done with it?

What does the IjOss and Gain account contain when completetl ? What does the
Balance account contain '!
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BOOK-KEEPING.

3. Ill a business where the transactions are sniue for cash, and sonic on time, either by
note or not, name the accounts which will be closed into Balance, and those
which will be closed into tjO<!S and Gain, stating: the side of these two accounts
to which the closing entries will be transferred.

4. Give an example of a sale for cash, one receiving the buyei-'s note, and one on
account. Give Day Book and Journal entries.

n. Give an example of a purchase made by us, we giving in payment part cash, part
our own note, part another's note, and cheque on Bank for balance. Give Day
Book and Journal entries.

€. Journalize the following :

—

1873, Nov. 25—Received from A. B. his acceptance at one month. S450.
" 27—Paid A. B.'s Bill into Bank for discount.

Bill $450 00
Discount 2 25

$447 75
7. Why is it that when a consignment of goods is made to us to be sold on account of

another, we do not enter in the Ledger the value of the goods, while, if toe con-
sign goods to another to be sold by him on our account, we do enter the value
of the goods ?

8. Give an example of an expenditure which would be more properly put in Private
Account than in Expense, and one which would be more properly put in Capital
or Stock than in either Private or Expense. Give a case of cash going out of

our possession for which no account but Loss and Gain could well be debited.

9. From the following Trial Balance find each partner's present net capital, arranging
the entries in the Partners' accounts, the Loss and Gain and Balance accounts,
as they would be in the ordinary closing of the Ledger.
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Standard Book-keeping.

'ommercial Terms, Precis Writing and Indexing,

Telegraphic Despatches, Fihng Business

Papers.

COMMERCIAL TERMS.

Acceptance, the formal receiving ol

the terms of a draft or bill by which the

acceptor binds himself to pay it when due.

It is signified bi' the acceptor's wntin?

across the face of the bill the word
"Accepted" and signing- his name. The
date of acceptance should be given in

case the draft is made payable at sijht, or

a certain time after sijht.

Accommodation, a loan of money or

credit.

' Accommodation Notes,notes loaned,

without valuable consideration, to enable

the borrower to raise money on them.

Account Current, a statement in de-

tail of a running account.

Account Sales, a detail exhibit of

goods sold, together with the expenses

and charges incurred.

, Adventure, goods sent to a distance

to be sold on commission.

Ad Valorem, according to the value ;

cost or invoice price.

Advice,mercantile information ; notice

of a bill drawn.

/ Affidavit, a declaration on oath in

writing, sworn to before someone who
has authority to administer it.

Agent, a person duly empowered to do
business for another.

Annuity, a sum of money payable
periodically, usually by the year.

/ "A.l." Paper, a term applied to notes

and drafts that are unquestionably good.

/ Arbitration, the determination of a
controversy by reference to parties chosen
lor Um purpose.

Assignee, a persm deiHited by anothei

to manage the affairs of a bankrupt.

Assignment, a conditional transfer of

property, usually made by an insolvent

debtor ; also the property so transferred.

Assignor, one who makes an as.sign-

ment.

Attachment, a seizure of goods bj

virtue of legal process.

Audit, to examine and verify accounts.

Balance, to close an account in the

ledger ; difference between the debits and
credits.

Balance of Trade, the difference in

value between exports and imports. A
country that exports more than it imports

is said to have the balance of trade in its

favor.

Bankrupt, one who is unable to pay
his debts ; aii insolvent.

Bank Pass-Book^ a small book held

by depositors into which deposits are
entered by bank officials as they are

made.

Bill of Lading, a receipt from a vessel

or railroad for the safe delivery of goods,

'' Bill, or Bill of Parcels, a statement
in detail of goods bought or sold.

Bills, a term applied to drafts, notes,

etc.

Bill of Entry, a list of goods entered

at the Custom House.

Bill of Exchange, an order for the
payment of money; usually applied to

drafts on banks or persons in another
country from the drawer. Generally

issued in sets of three.
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Bill of Lading, a written account of

goods shippuil, havinjj the signature of

the master, agent, or purser of the vessel

on which shipped.

Bill of Sale, a contract under seal for

the sale of goods.

Blank Credit, permission granted by

one person or firm to another to draw at

pleaaure to a specified amount.

Bond, a written instrument under

seal binding a person, or persons, to do>

or not to do, a certain thing under penalty.

Bonded Goods, those for the duties

on which bonds are given at the custom-

house.

Bonded Warehouse, a warehouse in

whi h goods are kept for security of the

duties chargeable on them.

Bottomry Bond, a lien on a vessel as

security for money, the understanding

being that if the vessel is lost on the

voyage, the amount will not be refunded.

Broker, a trader in stocks ; one who
transacts business for others.

Brokerage, the commission paid a

broker.

Capital, the money or property used

to carry on a business.

Certified Check, a check which has

been niai-ked " good " by an officer of the

bank on which it is drawn, after which

the bank is responsible for its payment.

Certificate of Deposit, a receipt

given by a banker to a depositor as a

voucher for value deposited.

Charter Party, a written agreement

between the owner of a vessel and the

party to whom she is chartered.

Chattels, movable property.

Chattel Note, one payable otherwise

than in money.

Circular Letter, a printed notice

issued by a house relative to its business.

Circulating Medium, whatever pas-

ses as money, such as coin, bank-notes,

etc.; the medium of exchanges.

^ Clearing a Vessel, entering at the

customhouse all particulars relating to

her when she is ready to Bail, and paying

clearance charges.

Clearance, a certificate from a custom-

house that a vessel has been cleared.

Cocket, a custom-house certificate that

goods ha\e been duly entered.

^ Collateral Sectirity, security for the

performance of covenants, or the pay-

ment of money, besides the principal

security.

Commercial Paper, notes, drafts,

bills of exchange, and other paper used

by merchants that can be transferred by

one to another as value.

Composition, the act of discharging

the debt of a bankrupt by paying a part

of it.

^ Compound, to settle a debt by paying

only a part of it.

Compromise, to settle a dispute by

mutual concession.

Consignee, the party to whom goods

are sent to be sold for the benefit of an-

other.

Consignment, the goods receired to

be sold on commission.

Consignor, the person who consigns

goods to another for sale.

~" Contraband Goods,articles prohibited

by law to be imported or exported.

Corporation, a society authorized by

law to transact business as a single person.

^ Counter Entry, an entry made to

balance one on the opposite side.

Counter Order, a revocation of a

former order.

Coupon, a certificate of interest At-

tached to a bond. When interest falls

due one is taken off and presented for

payment.

^ Credit Invoice, an invoice giving

credit for overcharge by error.

Days of Orace, the time allowed for

the jiayment of business paper after it

becomes nominally due. This time varies

in different countries. In Canada. Great

Britain, and the United States, three days

are allowed ; in some countries thirty,

and in others none.

Debenture, a document issued by a

company' or municipality as security for

money borrowed.
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Defalcation, deficit, abatement.

Dishonor, to refuse to accept a draft^

or to pay an acceptance, note, check, or

order.

Dividend, sain to be divided among
stockholders.

Document, written instruction, evi.

dence, or proof.

"^ Duplicate, a copy.

D ty, money paid to the Government
on joods imported or exported.

Effects, property in hand ; one's pos-

sessions.

Embargo, a restraint imposed by the

authorities of a country on vessels to pre-

vent their sailing to or from its ports.

Endorse, to write one's name on the

back of a note or bill.

Exchange, giving one commodity for

another ; a place of meeting ;
percentage

arising from the sale of bills, etc.

Excise, a home revenue tax ; an in-

land charge on articles produced within

the country.

Executor, a person appointed to carry

into effect the will of another.

* Extension, an agreement between

debtor and creditor for longer time.

Face, the amount for which a note or

bill is drawn.

Fac Simile, an exact copy.
^ Favor, a term used for a letter re-

ceived. A note is drawn in favor of the

person to whom it is made payable.

Finance, a term generally applied to

the public revenues. The resources or

income of in Jividuals.

Folio, pi^e of an account book ; two

pages expressed by the same figure.

Foreclose, to bring to smt on mortgage
paper.

Foreign Bill of Exchange, a bill

payable in a different country from the

one in which it is made.

Free Trade, trade between countries

without the restriction of duties.

Freight, a load ; charge made for

carrying goods by vessel or railway.

Goodwill, the patronage of an estab-

lisbedDusiness.

Guarantee, indemnity against loss.

Honor, to acjept a draft and pay it

when due.

Hypothecate, to pledge as security.

^ Import, to bring from another coun • ry.

Impost.^a certain duty levied on mer-
chandise imported.

Insolvent, without sufficient means to

pay one's debts.

Instalment, the part of an amount te

be paid at a particular time.

Insurance or Assurance, a contract

of indemnity by which one part)' engages
for a stipulated sum, to insure another
against a risk to which he is exposed.

Interest, compensation for the use of

money.

Inventory, a list of property, goods
on hand, or debts due.

Invoice, a bill in detail of good>
bought or sold.

Legal Tender, the authorized money
Of a cotlhtry.

Letter of Attorney, legal authority
to act for another

;
power of attorney.

Letter of Credit, a letter by which
one person receives money or goods on
the credit of another.

Lstter of License, a written permis.
sion for a person under embarrassment to

conduct his business for a time without
molestation,

^ License, » privilege from Government
for carrying on a business on which a
duty is laid.

Lien, a legal claim on property.

^ Lighterage, a charge for carrjing

goods to and from a vessel in a lighter.

Liquidation, the act of ascertaining,

paying, or settling all demands.

Uanifest, a list of the packages of a
vesseTs cargo with the marks on them,
and the name of the person to whom sent.

Maturity, the time when a note or

bill falls due.

^ Mercantile Agency, a concern whose
business it is to g^ive information regard-

ing the standing of merchants.

^ Merchants' Ex'hange, the place of

assembly for merchants who meet at
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•tated times for the transaction of busi-

ness.

^ Hint, a place where money ia coined.

/ Mortgage, The grant of an estate in

lee as security for the payment of money-

J Mortgagor, the person who.grants or

pledges property' for security of debt.

. / Mortgagee, the person to whom an

' estate is mortgaged.
"^ Negotiate, to dispose of; to convert

into money.
^ Net, clear ; that which remains after

all deductions.

\J
Net Proceeds, the amount remaining

from sales after all uharges have been

deducted.

N^ Net Weight, the weight after deduct-

ing tare and all other allowances.

\1 Notary, or Notary Public, a person

legally empowered to attest documents,

and to note and protest notes, drafts, bills

of exchange, etc., for non-payment or

non-acceptance.

^ Order, a request for money or goods.

V Open Policy, an insurance policy in

which the amount of the interest insured

is not fixed, thus admitting of numerous

risks ua'Ier the one paper.

"^ Par equal ; the first or nominal value

V Par ofExcliange,the intrinsic value of

money, when compared with that of other

countries, both in weight and fineness
;

the nominal value of a pound sterling.

>i Payee, the person to whom money is

to be plaid.

^ Per Annum, by the year.

^ Per Se, by itself.

J Policy, or Policy of Insurance,'the

writing, or instrument, by which a con-

tract of indemnity to the insured is

cflfected between him and the insurer,

1^ Postdate, to date after the real time.

H Power of Attorney, written author-

ity given to a person to act for another.

^ Premium, beyond the face value

^ Price Current, a list of various articles

of merchandise, with their market values.

Prima Facie, on the first view, or

appearaacA.

Primige, a percentage allowed to the

master of a vessel on the amount of freight

transported.

Procuration, the act of procuring.

The instrument by which a person is em-
powered to transact business for another.

^ Protest, a notary's document, declar-

ing that a bill wa^ not accepted when
presented, or was not paid when it fell

due..

Quarantine, the time a ship sus-

pected of infection is restricted from
intercourse with the shore.

/ Bebate, a deduction for prompt piy-

nient.

V Semittance, funds sent from one

place to another.

y Eenewal of a B 11, prolonged time of

payraerrt by making a new bill.

^ Salvaga, a reward allowed for saving

property from loss at sea or by Are.

^ Sample, specimen
;
goods offered as a

standard for comparison.

Sight, the time when a note or bill is

presented for acceptance or payment.

^ Signature, a person's name written by

himself.

V Sinking Fund, a sum set apart for

the payment of a debt when it falls due.

'^ Sniuggling, passing goods into a

countr)'^ clandestinely so as to avoid the

duties.

v'Solvent, sDund, able to pay debts,

v^Spot Cash, immediate payment in

money. •

V Surety, one bound for the contract of

another.

V' Tare, an allowance for the weight of

the box, barrel, bag, etc., which contains

goods.

V^ Tariff, a list of duties on goods im-

ported or exported.

^ Tide Waiters, officers who watch the

lading and unlading of a vessel to pre-

vent contraband trade, etc.

^ Tonnage, the weight or measurement

of goods carried in a vessel, or the ca-

pacity of a vessel
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Transfor. to carry from one account

to another ; to make over ; to convey

from one to another. y
\Trustee, a person toVhora anything,

or business, is committed.

Underwi iters, persons or companies

which insure against loss. V
Usury, illegal interest. V
Usan e, time given for payment of

Mils of e.Kchange.

Vendor, one who sells.

Voucher, a document serving as evL y
dence.

Way-Bill, a written list and descrip-

tion of goods sent by a common carrier

on land.

• Wharfage, money paid for the use of

a wharf.

^ Wreckers, persons employed in sav-

ing property from shipwreck.

PRECIS WRITING AND . INDEXING.

The word precis is French, and is both an adjective and a noun.

As an adjective it means precise, exact, short, succinct, etc., and as

a noun, substance, summary, abstract, and is defined as un ahregi de

ce qu'il y a d' important dans une affaire, dans un livre.

A Precis, then, is a summary, in narrative form, of the contents of

letters or documents relating to a particular subject, in which every-

thing unimportant or of minor importance is omitted, and only the

essential points are given. It should, however, be so full that the

reader may have a clear idea of the whole without reference to the

original letters or documents, these being referred to only in cases

where fuller information is desirable.

The value of such a Precis to the heads of departments under

Government, or of other offices where a large amount of corres-

pondence of a varied character is being daily received, can hardly

be estimated. Indeed, there are few ways in which a clerk can be

more serviceable to his superior than by furnishing him with ;i

concise, faithful, and intelligent abridgment of any document or

correspondence upon which questions may arise. To do this well

requires a clear intellect and a sound judgment, and the clerk who
is able to do it efficiently possesses no mean acquirement.

An Index is an arrangement of letters, etc., in the order of their

dates, giving the names of the correspondents, and, as briefly a»

possible, the subject-matter of each.
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Apart from its application to public business, the condensing of

lengthy articles, or of a series of letters pertaining to a particular

subject, is an excellent exercise in composition.

The study of Composition having a distinctive place in the High

School programme, and being fully treated in the works on composi-

tion and grammar authorized for use in these schools, the student

will already have learned that the removal of such faults as tautology,

pleonasm, and verbosity, and the replacing of periphrasis, or round-

about expressions, with more direct ones, contribute to both brevity

and force. And, that brevity may still further be attained by

changing the passive voice of verbs to the active, by sometimes

substituting a word or a phrase for a substantive clause, an adjec-

tival or adverbial clause, and by the removal of mere ornament.

But the most important, and perhaps the most difficult, part of the

student's work is to form a " correct appreciation of the relative

importance of the different parts " of a document, etc. , and this

depends on having a clear conception of their general object and of

the writer's exact meaning.

In well-edited newspapers the detailed statements at the head of

a lengthy article are sometimes so well expressed that a person

whose time is limited may get a fair idea of the whole article from

them alone, and probably would not care to remember much more

if he read it through. As the principles upon which such headings

are chosen are those which underlie Indexing and Precis Writing,

the student will find it useful to note such articles in his daily read-

ing of the paper.

In view of Composition being taken up as an independent study,

we shall not do more in illustration of the methods of abbreviation

than give the three following sentences from the Examination

Paper on page 29 :

—

If men of eminence receive reproaches wliirh theij do not deserve,

they likewise receive praises whicli are not due to them.

Abridged. If eminent men receive undeserved reproaches, they

likewise receive rmmerited praises. Or, Eminent men receive not

only undeserved reproaches, but likewise unmerited praises.

The science which describes the surface of the earth and its in-

habitants is, in my opinion, a very interesting department of

instruction.
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Abridged. I consider geography a very interesting study.

It is a common maxim, and at the same time a just one, that we

can exert more influence by means of example than by means of

precept.

Abridged. It is a common and just maxim that example is more

influential than precept.

The Education Department and Civil Service Examiners, in order

to test a candidate's ability in Indexing and Precis Writing, place

before him certain correspondence or parliamentary papers, of which

he may be required to make either an Index or a Precis, or both.

In performing this work the student, bearing in mind that

brevity is to be particularly stiidied, should attentively consider the

following

DIRECTIONS.

1. The Index, which is sometimes called a Schedule or Docket,

should contain the date of each letter, the names of the persons

by whom and to whom it is written, and, in as few icords as

possible, the subject of it. The merits of such an abstract are

(1) to give the really important point or points of each letter,

omitting everything else
; (2) to do this briefly

; (3) distinctly
;

and (4) in such form as to readily catch the eye.

2. The object of the Memorandum or Precis, which should be in

the form of a narrative, is, that any one who had not time to read

the original letters might, by reading the Pre'cis, be put in posses-

sion of all the lelading features of what passed. The merits of such

a Pre'cis are :—(1) to contain all that is important in the corres-

pondence, and nothing that is unimportant
; (2) to present this

in a consecutive and readable shape, expressed as distinctly as

possible
; (3) to be as brief as is compatible with completeness and

distinctness.

You are recommended to read the whole correspondence through

carefully before beginning to write, as the goodness both of the
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Abstract and the Precis will depend very much on a correct

appreciation of the relative imjiortance of the different parts.

As the time allowed for writing is limited it may be well not to

adhere too rigidly to the recommendation to read the ukole of the

correspondence before beginning to write, as, if the letters are

numerous or some of them lengthy, much time may be lost by

doing so. Some index each letter as they come to it ; sometimes,

however, finding aid in previously reading a reply. As a rule, it is

good to begin the indexing as soon as you have read sufficient to

get a clear idea of the drift. In lengthy letter.^, or where the matter

is not very systematically arranged, it may be difficult to express

the substance of it in a few words ; but generally the gist of a letter

may be gleaned from one or two of the initial paragraphs in con-

nection with one or two of the concluding ones.

The following specimen paper, with some slight changes, is from

Johnston's Civil Service Precis,* to which work we would comnu nd

the student for a large amount of suitable matter for practice.

SPECIMEN PAPER.

TIMB ALLOWED—3 HOURS.

Correspondence between the Department of Public Works and

Mr. E. M. Barry, relative to the New Roof of the House of

ComuKjns.

(1) (Mr. E. M. Barry to Mr. Alfred Austin).

Ottawa, 29th April, 1887.

Sir,—In accordance with the instructions of the Minister nf

Public Works, I have communicated with Dr. Percy, and have

carefully examined with him the roof of the House of Com-
mons, to ascertain whether the wooden fittings placed in the

roof are secre from risk of fire. The roof of the House of

Commons is wholly constructed of incombustible materials, and the

•Civil Service Tri'^cis, containing full instructions as to Indexing and Precis Wri' itifr,

with recent Kxaniination Papers, b\ R. Jolmston, F.R.G.S., author of the Civil Sci \ ice

Arithmetic, etc. Tenth euition. London : Longmans, Green ii Co., 1886. Ss. Od.
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question of danger can therefore only apply to the wooden fittings

which have been placed in the roof since the completion by those

entrusted with the ventilation and lighting of the House, without

any architectural supervision. The fittings consist of handrails,

bridges, partitions, steps, and air tubes ; and, as the temperature
of the roof is very high in consequence of the mode adopted for

lighting the House, there is no doubt that the whole of the fittings

are in a state highly favorable for ignition in the event of any
accidental circumstances taking place. The same remark applies to

the ribs of the ceiling of the House which are in close prox imity to

the gas lights.

I advise that the whole of the fittings be removed and replaced

(as far as they are required for use by Dr. Percy) by others of

incombustible materials ; and I also recommend that the edges and
exposed surfaces of the upper parts of the ribs of the ceiling should

be protected by a metal covering.

I am, etc.,

Alfred Austin, Es(). Edward M. Barrt.

(2) {Mr. Alfred Austin to Dr. Percy, F.RS.)

Depaktjuent of Publio Works,
Ottawa, 3rd May, 1887.

Sir,—I am directed by the Minister of Public Works to send

you herewith a copy of a letter dated 29th ult. , received by him
from Mr. E. M. Barry, respecting the risk of fire to the fittings

over the roof of the House of Commons, and to inform you that

he has requested Mr. Barry to put himself in communication with

you as to the fittings that will be required in future, and to furnish

him with an estimate of the cost of the works recommended by him.

I am, etc.,

Dr. Percy, F.R.S. Alfred Austin, Secretary.

(3) (Mr. Alfred Austin to Mr. E. M. Barry.)

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, 3rd May, 1887.

Sir,—The Minister of Public Works has had before him your
letter of the 29th ult., respecting the risk of fire to the wooden
fittings in the roof of the House of Commons, and recommending
that the whole of the fittings should be removed and replaced
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(as far as they are required for use by Dr. Percy) by others of

incombustible materials, and also that the edges and exposed

surfaces of the upper parts of the ceiling of the House of Com-
mons should be protected by a metal covering ; and I am directed

by him to request you will put yourself into communication
with Dr. Percy as to the fittings that will be required in future,

and furnish the Minister with an estimate of the cost of the works
recommended by you.

I am, etc.

,

E M. Barry, Esq. Alfred Austin, Secretai y.

(4) (Mr. E. M. Barry to Mr. Alfred Austin).

Ottawa, 30th May, 1887.

Sir,—In accordance with your letter of the 3rd instant, I have to

report that I have placed myself in communication with Dr. Percy,

and obtained information from him as to the fittings that will be

required for the future in the roof of the House of Commons for

the effectual ventilation of the House without risk of fire.

The roof is at present encumbered by fittings placed there to

carry out modes of ventilation long since abandoned, and their

removal or modification will enable Dr. Percy to carry out several

important improvements in the method of ventilation at present in

use. The changes and improvements which I recommend, includ-

ing an alteration of the gas burners under the galleries, which Dr.

Percy states are now much complained of, are described in the

specification which I enclose herewith for the information of the

Minister of Public Works, and I estimate the cost of carrying them
into effect at $7,700, and consider that a period of five months will

be necessary for their execution.

I am, etc.,

Alfred Austin, Esq, Edward M. Babrt.

Report on Alterations and Improvements proposed to be made in the

Ventilating Channels over the House of Commons.

[Here follows a lengthy specification of the alterations and im-

provements, the particulars of which our limited space prevents us

giving. They refer to the ventilating pipes for the ceiling burners
;

the partitions for forming ventilating channels in the roof ; the

stairs, gangways, and valves in the roof
;
passage from roof of House

to ventilating shaft ; wood-work of ceiling ; and the gas burners

under the side galleries. This curtailment will not affect either the

Index or the Precis, as only the fact of the specification being made
will be there referred to.]
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(5) (The Minister of Public Works to the Minister of Finance.

)

Department of Pdblio Works,
Ottawa, 8th August, 1887.

SiK,—I have discovered that above the ceiling of the House of
Commons there are wooden fittings in too close proximity to the
gas lamps, and as wood becomes very inflammable after a long
exposure to a high temperature, I consider the substitution of

metal for wood a necessary precaution against fire.

My attention was not directed to this circumstance until after

the estimates of the current year had been noted, and consequently
the expenditure requisite for this alteration was not inserted in
them. The required works will interfere with the use of the
apparatus for warming and ventilating the House of Commons
during the period of their execution, and that period may possibly
last for five months. As these works are of great urgency and
importance, I request your Honor's authority to execute them
forthwith, and to defray the cost ($7,500), out of the Vote for the
Houses of Parliament ; or, in the event of that Vote not proving
sufficient for the purpose, out of an advance from Civil Contin-
gencies, to be repaid out of the Vote for the Houses of Parliament
next year.

I am, etc.

,

The Honobable W. Cowper.
The Minister of Finance.

(6) (Mr. Alfred Austin to Mr. E. M. Barry.)

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, 10th August, 1887.

Sir,—With reference to your letter of the 30th May last, respect-

ing the fittings required for the future in the roof of the House of

Commons for the effectual ventilation of the House without risk

of fire, I am directed by the Minister of Public Works to request
that you will procure an estimate for the work upon which the
Board may rely, and submit the same to them as soon as possible.

I am, etc.,

E. M. Barrt, Esq. Alfred Austin, Secretary.

(7) Mr. G. A. Hamilton to the Minister of Public Works.

Finance Department,
Ottawa, 11th August, 1887.

Sir,—With reference to your report of the 8th inst., requesting
authority to replace certain wooden fittings in the ceiling of the
House of Commons by metal ones, I am directed by the Minister
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of Finance to authorize you to execute this work forthwith, and to

defray the cost, viz., §7,250, out of the vote for the Houses of

Parliament.

I am, etc.,

The Honorable G. A. Hamilton.
The Ministek of Public Wokks.

(8) (Mr. K M. Barry to Mr. Alfred Austin.)

Ottawa, 15th August, 1887.

Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 10th inst., referring to the
work proposed to be done in the roof of the House of Commons,
and requesting me to procure an estimate for the same on which
the Board can rely, I have tlie honor to enclose a tender from Mr.
John Iniray, Engineer, for carrying out the work according to the
specification forwarded to you in my letter of the 30th May last, for

the sum of $7000. Mr. Imray is a very competent engineer, and,

from his former connection with the late Dr. Reid, is conversant
with the general character of ventilation arrangements, and with
those of the New Palace at Westminster in particular.

I should therefore recommend the acceptance of Mr. Imray'a
tender, which is §700 less than any estimate, as stated in my letter

of the 30th May.
I am, etc.,

A. Austin, E.sq, Edwabd M. Bakbt.

(Enclosure.)

Ottawa, 11th August, 1887.

Sir,—I offer to execute the works required for the House of
Commons, according to the specification prepared by you, and under
your superintendence, and to your satisfaction, and to complete the
same in four months for the sum of §7000.

Tours, etc.,

E. M. Barry, Esq. John Imkay, Engineer.

(9) {Mr. Alfred Austin to Mr. John Imray.)

Department op Public Works,
Ottawa, 16th August, 1887.

Sir,—Mr. E. M. Barry having forwarded to the Minister of
Public Works your letter to him of the 11th inst., offering to
execute certain works in the roof of the House of Commons,
according to the specification prepared by Mr. Barry, and under
his superintendence, and to his satisfaction, for the sum of $7000,
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and to complete the same in four months, I am directed by the

Minister to inform you that upon your signing the specification

and plans, if any, the Board will accept that offer, and request that

you will communicate with Mr. Barry, with whom the specification,

&c., are.

I am, etc.,

IMr. John Imray. Alfred Austin, Secretary.

(10) (Mr. Alfred Austin to Mr. E. M. Barry.)

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, 16th August, 1887.

Sir,—I am directed by the Minister of Public Works to acknow-
ledge the receipt of your letter of the 15th inst. , enclosing one
addressed to you by Mr. Imray, offering to execute the works
proposed to be done in the roof of the House of Commons within
four months, for the sum of $7000, of which offer you recommend
the acceptance ; and I am to inform you that the Board have this

day written to Mr. Imray, informing him that upon his signing the
specification and plans (if any) they will accept his tender. In
signing the specification, etc., it should be stated that they are
those referred to in his tender.

The Minister is anxious that the work should be proceeded with
immediately, and completed within four months.

I am, etc.,

E. M. Barry, Esq. Aifrbd Austin, Secretary,

(11) {Mr. E. M. Barry to Mr. Alfred Austin.)

Ottawa, 17th August, 1887.

Sir,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th
inst., informing me that the Minister of Public Works has accepted
Mr. Imray's tender to execute the work proposed to be done
in the roof of the House of Commons for $7000. I shall feel
obliged if you will send me the specification which was contained
in my letter of 30th May, 1887, in order that I may obtain Mr.
Imray's signature to the same, and return it to you. Owing
to the peculiar nature of the works, and the necessity for con-
stant supervision during their progress, I consider it will be neces-
sary to secure the services of a clerk of works, who shall devote
his whole time to the work ; and I have therefore to request the
authority of the Minister to engage a clerk of works for that
purpose, at a salary not exceeding twenty dollars a week.

I am, etc.,

A.LF&SD Austin, Es<). Edward M. Babkt.
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(12) (Mr. Alfred Austin to Mr. E. M. Barry.)

Depabtment of Public Works,
Ottawa, 18th August, 1887.

Sir,—In compliance with the request made in your letter of

yesterday's date, I am directed by the Minister of Public Works,
etc., to return to you herewith the specification of works in the

roof of the House of Commons, which accompanied your letter of

the 30th May last.

I am also to authorize you to engage a clerk of works to super-

intend the works under you at a salary not exceeding $20 per
week, as recommended by you.

I am, etc.

E. M. Barey, Esq. Alfred Austin, Sec

(13) (Mr. E. M. Barry to Mr. Alfred Austin.)

Ottawa, 22nd August, 1887.

Sir,—I herewith return to you the specification of works in the
roof of the House of Commons, which has been signed by Mr.
Imray. I have directed Mr. Tmray to proceed at once with the
works, and have appointed Mr. J. Piillin, the clerk of works, at a

salary of $20 per week, from Monday, the 28th inst.

I am, etc.,

Alfred Austin, Esq. Edward M. Barry.

(14) (Mr. Alfred Austin to Mr. John Imray.)

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, 23rd August, 1887.

Sir,—With reference to the Board's letter to you of the 16th
inst., lam directed by the Minister of Public Works, to inform

you that he has received from Mr E. M. Barry the specification

for the works in the House of Commons roof signed by you, and
that the Board accordingly accept your tender to execute the

works for the sum of $7,000, and to complete the same within four

months, and I am to request that you will proceed with it under
Mr. Barry's superintendence.

I am, etc.,

Mr. John Imray. Alfred Austin, See.

(lb) (Mr. E. M. Barry to Mr. Alfred Austin.)

Ottawa, 23rd December, 1887.

Sir,—I have to report to the Minister of Piiblic Works, the com-
pletion of the works in the roof of the House of Commons, ordered

by your letter of the 16th August, 1887, to be done for the sum of

$7,000.
1 made a final inspection of the works on Wednesday last, when

Dr. Percy, by my invitation, accompanied me, and I am authorized
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to say that he is quite satisfied with all that has been done, and
agrees with me in thinking that the improvements that have been
made in the various air channels and ventilating arrangements will

have a beneficial effect on the general character of the ventilation of

the House of Commons. I enclose Mr. Imray's account for ^7,000
on which there are no extras, and my certificate for payment of the

same. I also forward the account of Mr. Pullin, the clerk of works,

and a memorandum of my professional charge in respect of the
work.

I am, etc.,

Alfred Austin, Esq. Edward M. Babky.

SCHEDULE OR INDEX.

No. Date.

Apr. 29

1«87.

COKRESPONDENTS

Mr. E. M. Barry
to

Mr. Alfred Austin

Substance of Communication.

Referring to the inflammatle nature
of the fittings of the roof of the House
of Commons, and suggesting their re-

moval.

Mav3
1887.

,, *,, J A 4.-
Stating that Mr. Barry has been

Mr. Alfred Austmj aslsed to commuuicate uitli him in
to reference to the above, and enclosing

Dr. Percy. copy of Mr. Barry's letter.

Mn-3
1887.

May 30
1887.

Mr. Alfred Austin
to

Ml. E. M. Barry

Mr. E. M. Barry
to

Mr. Alfred Austin

Aug. 8
18b7.

Mr. W. Cowper
to

The Lords of the
Treasury.

Aug. 10 Mr. Alfred Austin
1887.

I

to

iMr. E. M. Barry.

Requesting him to communicate with
Dr. Percy, and to furnish an estimate
of the works required.

Explaining fully the proposed alter-
ations, and furnishing an estimate of
the expense.

Requesting permission to execute the
works, the expense not having been
included in the Annual Parliamentary
Estimates.

Asking for a reliable estimate.
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No.



PRECIS WRITING AND INDEXING.

PRECIS.

After the completion of the ventilation of the roof of the House

of Commons, it was found to be liable to great risk in consequence

of the inflammable nature of the fittings. Mr. E. M. Barry, at the

request of the Minister of Public Works, having examined the roof,

recommended the removal of the wooden fittings and their being

replaced by others of incombustible materials. Dr. Percy was

consulted as to the best means of effecting this object. Mr. Barry

estimated the cost at 87,700, and gave a specification of the pro-

posed alterations. Mr. Cowper (Board of Works) asked the sanction

of the Treasury to proceed with the works ; and Mr. Barry having

been asked for a reliable estimate, recommended that of Mr. Imray,

C.E., which was a tender to execute the works in four months for

§7,000. This tender having been accepted by the Board of Works,

and specification signed by Mr. Imray, ]Mr. Barry, with the sanction

of the Board, appointed a clerk of works, at a salary of 8-0 per

week, and by their directions superintended the whole. In four

months Mr. Barry reported the completion of the works to the

entire satisfaction of Dr. Percy, and enclosed the accounts of the

attendant expenses.

Some Prefer the Following Method :

II.

III.

V.

VI.

VIII.

29/4/87

3/5/87

3/5/87

30/5/87

8/8/87

10/8/'87

11/8/87

15/8/87

Mr. Barry wrote to inform Mr. Austin that he

had examined the roof of the House of Commons,

and considered incombustible fittings should be

substituted for those then in use. Dr. Percy

was consulted as to the best means of doing this,

and Mr. Barry estimated the cost at 87,700 ; at

the same time enclosing a report on the proposed

alterations. Mr. Cowper then wrote to the

Minister of Finance, as the expense of the

works had not been included in the estimates,

asking for authority to execute them forthwith,

and Mr. Barry was requested to procure a re-

liable estimate for the Board c f Works. The

Treasury having granted authority, Mr. Barry
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IX.

X.
XI.

xn.
XIII.

XIV.

XV.

sent the Board a tender from Mr. Imray, oflferii^

to execute the works for ^7,000, which the Board
said they would accept on his signing the specifi-

cation and plans. Mr. Barry being informed of

this, asked for authority to engage a clerk of

works, which was granted. Mr. Imray signed

the specification, Mr. Pullin was appointed clerk

of works, and the tender was finally accepted

by the Board, which ordered the works to be

executed under Mr. Barry's superintendence.

In four months Mr. Barry reported the satis-

factory completion of the works and enclosed

Mr. Imray's account.

Some, in loriting the Precis, omit the date, aiid give only the

number, of the letter for reference.

16/8/87

16/8/87

17/8/87

18/8/87

22/8/87

23/8/87

23/12/87

The following example is from Hunter's Art of Precis Writing,

which is published by the same firm as Johnston's, and is well worth

the student's notice. A comparison of the two examples shows

that, according to the nature of tlie correspondence, a short series

of letters may require a more lengthy Precis than a long series.

(1) Glossop Union, 26th Feb., 1853.

My Lords and Gentlemen,—
In consequence of there being no schoolmaster at the Union

Workhouse, the Board of Guardians contemplate sending what few
children there are in the Workhouse to the Swinton School con-

nected with the Manchester Union ; application has been made for

that purpose, and it appears they can be received into that establish-

ment, clothed, maintained, instructed, and provided with medical

attendance at a charge of 3s. 3d. per week, provided the consent of

the Poor Law Board be obtained thereto. I have, therefore, been
requested to obtain the consent of your honorable Board to the

proposition of the Guardians to send the children to the said school.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) George Bowdex,
The Poor Law Board, &c. Clerk to the Guardians.

(2) Poor Law Board, Whitehaxl,
12th March, 1853.

Sir,—I am directed by the Poor Law Board to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 26th ult., in which you apply for thoir
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Consent to the Guardians of the Glossop Union sending the chili i-

ren from the Workhouse to the Swinton School.

The Board consent to the proposal of the Guardians being carried

into effect ; but, before they finally sanction the arrangement, they
request that the draft of the contract which the Glossop Guardians
may propose to enter into with the Manchester Guardians, for the
education and maintenance of the children in the school, may be
submitted for their inspection.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) Couktenay,
G. BowDEN, Esq., Secretary.

Clerk to the Guardians.

(3) Glossop Union, 15th March. 1853.

My Lords and Gentlemen,—
In compliance with the request contained in your letter of

the 12th inst., I beg to forward for your inspection the draft of the
contract which the Guardians of this Union propose to enter intu

with the Manchester Guardians for the education and maintenance
of the children from the Workhouse here in the Swinton School.

I am, etc.,

George Bowden,
The Poor Law Board, &c. Clerk to the GuardLois.

(4) Poor Law Board, Whitehall,
12th May, 1853.

Sir,—I am directed by the Poor Law Board to return to you the

draft of the contract proposed to be entered into by the Guardians
of the Glossop Union with the Guardians of the Township of Man-
chester for the admission of pauper children belonging to the Glossop
Union into the Swinton Schools.

The Poor Law Board approve of the terms upon which the child-

ren are to be received into the schools in question, and they
accordingly recommend that the proposed contract be executed by
the contracting parties.

I am, etc.

,

(Signed) Codrtenat,
G. BowDEN, Esq., Secretary,

Clerk to the Gvxirdians.

(5) Poor Law Board, Whitehall,
22nd September, 1854.

Sir,—I am directed by the Poor Law Board to state that tbey

learn from a report made to them by their inspector, Mr. Doyle, after
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having visited the Workhouse of the Glossop Union on the 2nd
inst., that an entry had been made in the visitors' book by one of

Her Majesty's inspectors of schools, on the subject of the arrange-

ment entered into between the Guardians and the Guardians of

Manchester for the maintenance and education of the pauper
children of the Glossop Union in the school at Swinton.

I am directed to request that you will furnish the Board with a

copy of the entry referred to.

I am, etc.,

(Signed) H. Fleming,
(«. BowiiEN, Ef;Q.

,

Assistant Secretary.

Clerk to the Guardians.

(6) Glossop Union, 26th September, 1854.

My Lords and Gentlemen,—
In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the

22nd in=it., I beg to forward you herewith copies of two entries

made in the visitors' book by Mr. Browne, one of Her Majesty's

inspectors of schools, on the subject of the arrangement entered

into between the Guardians of this Union and the Guardians of

Manchester for the maintenance and education of the pauper
children at Swinton.

I am, etc.

,

(Signed) George Bowden,
Clerk to the Cruardians.

The Poor Law Board, etc.

"I have examined the children here, and find them in a very

low state ; they appear to have been greatly neglected. I under-

stand that it is proposed to send the pauper children in this house
to Swinton ; there can be no objection to this as a temporary
arrangement, but Swinton is not really too large for the pauper
children of Manchester alone, and there can be no doubt that there

ought to be a school in this Union for the Glossop children. The
effect of sending the children out of the Union to Swinton will be

this, that many children whose stay is uncertain, but who often do
remain in the Workhouse for a considerable time, will not be sent

to Swinton, and consequently remain uneducated. The pauperism

of every union must bear a certain proportion to its population, and
taking into consideration the population of Glossop, it is evident

that there must be a suflacient number of out-door pauper children

in this neighborhood to form, with the present inmates, a school in

the Workhouse quite large enough to occupy fully the time of one
teacher at least. Out-door pauper children are now instruotpj in
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the Workhouse at Manchester and in several other Unions. As the
salary of a teacher in Glossop Workhouse would be paid from a

parliamentary grant, it is probable that the Guardians would be
able to educate forty or fifty children here for an outlay less than
what it would cost to educate ten or twelve children at Swinton."

(Signed) T. B. Browne,
Inspector of Schools.11th April, 1853.

"The children here are under the charge of a pauper, and in a
state of extreme ignorance. None could read. The Lord's Prayer
was repeated but not understood. I have to recommend that a
school be organized in the Workhouse for the pauper children of

tills Union. The result of the present arrangement, under which
the elder children are sent to Swinton, is that all children of an age
to receive instruction are not properly instructed, as I anticipated.

The duties of the Guardians are not discharged by educating some
children and neglecting the rest.

(Signed) T. B. Browne,
27th March, 1854. Inspector of Schools.

P.S.—It would be found, I think, more economical to educate the
children in the Workhouse, when suitable accommodation was once
provided, than to pay for ten at Swinton, as the teacher's salary

would be paid from the parliamentary grant."

INDEX.

No.
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EXERCISE I.

(1) {Letter from an author's friend to publishers.)

Ottawa, Oct. 15th, 1887.

Ontario Publishing Co., Toronto :

Gentlemen,—A friend of mine has prepared the MS. of a book
on travels in China and Japan, which I should be glad to have you
examine with a view to its publication.

He is a keen observer and able writer, and also an artist who
furnishes complete sketches for the engraver. I am aware that
there is no dearth of books of travel, but I believe this one will meet
with a ready sale ; and as I am a friend of your house as well as of

the author, I take this means of bringing you together. If you
desire to look over the manuscript I will send it to you at once.

Yours very truly,

B. 0. Coulter.

(2) {Reply from publishers to author's friend.)

Toronto, Oct. 18th, 1887.

B. 0. Coulter, Esq., Ottawa :

Dear Sir,—In reply to yours of the 15th inst. , we beg to say
that although the public are surfeited with books of travel, we
believe, with you, that there is room for a well illustrated, readable
work on China and Japan, as these countries are just now coming
into particular prominence in Canada through the trade relations

opened up by the C.P.R. route. We shall be glad to examine the
MS. and sketches of your friend, and will give you a decided
answer as soon as we have done so.

Yours truly,

Ontario Publishing Co.

(3) {Letterfrom author to publishers.)

Ottawa, Oct. 20th, 1887.

Ontario Publishing Co., Toronto :

Gentlemen,—Mr. Coulter informs me that you are willing to

look over my MS., and at his suggestion I send it to you by this

mail. I feel satisfied that there is a remunerative demand for the
kind of information which the book will contain, and in regard to

which it will stand alone among books of travel.

The sketches, with the exception of four which I oflfer as a sample
of my finished work, are in the rough, and are submitted with the
MS. for your judgment.

Yours truly,

D. E. FiNDLAT.
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(4) {Letter from publishers to author.)

TouoNTO, Oct. 30th, 1887.

D. E. FixDLAY, ElsQ., Ottawa :

Dear Sir,—We have perused ynur M.6. and must say that

we are pleased with it. Your sketches are graphic and suggestive.

We think such a book as you propose will meet with a ready sale,

and we are willing to negotiate with you for its publication.

In case we should publish it, there are a few suggestions we would
like to submit to you, touching our mutual interest. How soon
could you place the MS. and sketches complete in our hands, and
what terms do you propose ?

Yours truly,

Ontario Publishing Co.

(5) {Letter from author to publinhers.)

Ottawa, Nov, 2nd, 1887.

Ontario Publishing Co., Toronto :

Geiitleriien,—I am gratified with the reception my MS. has
received from such an experienced publishing firm, and I am quite
willing to accept your usual terms of publication, feeling assured
that they will be as favorable as I could get elsewhere. I shall be
glad to receive any suggestions from you touching any part of the
work.
The MS. can be completed within ten days, and I can finish the

sketches as rapidly as your engravers can progress with the work.
I will be able to place all the material in your hands by the 1st of

January next.

I am, with kind consideration.

Yours very truly,

D. E. FiNDLAT.

EXERCISE II.

Paper set by the Board of Civil Service Examiners, Ottawa,

May, 1885.

Time.— Tivu hours.

Note.—The excellence of a Pr6cis, or digest—for that is what is meant—consists in

presentiri}; all the important particulars in a hrief, concise, and comprehensive
manner. The digest should not, at the outside, extend to over half the length of th«
Examination paper.

1. The Select Standing Committee of the House of Commons on
Immigration and Colonization respectfully submits its Report for

the Parliamentary Session of 1880—81.
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2. The subjects which mainly occupied the attention of the Com-
mittee this Session have been as follows:—(1) The total immigration
arrived fmui Europe for the past year ; the number of the total

arrivals settled in the Dominion ; the expenditure on immigration,
and the migration of settlers from the older Provinces to Manitoba
and the North-West Territory of Canada. (2) The export trade of

cattle and sheep from Canada to Great Britain, and the like imports
thence to Canada.

3. From the evidence submitted by Mr. Lowe, the Committee
finds that the total number of immigrants who arrived in Canada
for the calendar year of 1880 was 85,850, of which there settled in

Canada 38,505. This shows an increase in the total arrivals for the

past year of 45,358 over the previous year, 1879. Out of the total

arrivals for the year 1880, there settled in Canada 38,505, from
which Manitoba received 16,422, To the latter number the United
States contributed 2,280.

4. The total arrivals at the various points were 85,850. The
actual settlers in Canada were 38,505. The total expenditures on
immigration for the year 1880 was §181,532.67, covering the outlay

for this service in every direction. The expenditure for 1879 was
§176,343 ; for 1878 it was §185,856, showing that for the last year
the expenditure was slightly in excess of that for the previous year,

and about equally less than that for 1878.

5. The Committee find that a portion of the expenditure for 1880
was of an exceptional kind, such as §12,000 for the expenses of the
Farmers' Delegates from the British Islands, and §10,000 for the
publi.shing of 200,000 copies of their report in Britain. Less these
two exceptional items, the total cost of immigration for the past
year would have been unprecedently moderate in proportion to the
number of immigrants arrived, and for the number which settled in

the country. It is believed, however, that .securing the visit of the
Farmers' Delegates was a practical step in the right direction, as

being specially adapted to reaching a most desirable class of agri-

cultural immigrants, and that the results will be felt to exercise a
salutaiy influence on immigration to this country for years to come,
and the Committee here desire to suggest the desirability of reach-
ing the small tenant farmers of the British Islands by all such
means as may appear to the Government best adapted to that end.

6. In connection with immigration, it has come under the notice
of the Committee that Canada has not as 3'et received any consid-
erable proportion of the very large influx of German immigration
coming into America. In order to secure, if possible, a portion of

the very valuable class of immigrants furnished from Germany, the
Committee recommend that the Government invite a German Dele-
gation to visit this country, as has been done in the case of the
British tenant farmers. A convenient medium of communication
for this purpose presents itself through the " Commercial and
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Geographical Association of Germany," with whom a correspond-

ence might be opened up with a view to reaching the German agri-

cultural class.

7. Whilst it has been brought out in evidence, that there is a

very considerable migratory movement, with a view to permanent
settlement, among the agricultural class of the older Provinces, to

Manitoba and the North-N\est, it is pleasing to note that such
migration does not arise from want of confidence in the agricultural

capabilities of these older provinces, nor yet from a dissatisfaction

with their climate, nor from discontent with their civil and social

institutions, but solely from a desire to obtain larger holdings in

prairie lands, with a view to carrying on agricultural operations

on the more extended scale which these prairie lands afford. From
the circumstance of these vacated lands having been purchased,

mainly by residents already holding lands contiguous to them, it

would appear as if the tendency, in the older provinces also, is in

the direction of extended land holding.

8. In referring to the subject of migration, the Committee desires

to call the special notice of the Government to the revelation

brought out, chiefly in Mr. Prittie's evidence, viz.: That the Grand
Trunk and Great Western Railway Companies have arrangements

with the United States land and railway companies by which the

Canadian railway companies named pay a tnuch larger percentage

to ticket and land agents who engage in the sale of tickets for

points in the United States, to migratory parties, than is given by
these companies to such agents as canvass and secure the sale of

tickets to Manitoba. In some cases it appears that the commission

paid by the railway companies named, to ticket agents selling for

points in the United States, is about three times what these com-
panies pay agents selling tickets to Matiitoba, notwithstanding that

the distance is longer and the railway fare considerably higher to

Winnipeg than to points of American destination. This marked
railway discrimination against parties migiating to Manitoba, to-

gether with the abundant equipment in maps, posters, etc., fur-

ni.shed by the United States railway and land companies, with the

additional stimulus of the much larger commission paid to the agents

acting in their interest, by Canadian railway companies, exercises

a most injurious influence in the way of being the direct means of

influencing Canadian migrating settlers to stop within United States

territory in place of proceeding to Manitoba and the North-West,

as in the majority of such cases they probably would do if left un-

biased by the exertions of active and interested agents of another

country.

9. A compact of this kind, injurious to Canada, entered into and

carried out by railway companies essentially Canadian by location

and existence, is a matter which the Committee hope the Govern-
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inent of Canada, being now aware of it, may be able to devise some
efifectual means of counteracting.

Our limited space will not permit us to give the remaining part

of the paper, which relates to the export and import of cattle

between Canada and Great Britain. The above is a little more than

half the paper, and is sufficient to show the kind of examination on

this subject the candidate for the Civil Service may expect.

EXERCISE III.

Paper set by the Education Department, Ontario, fob Second
Class Teachers—Midsummer, 1887.

Time.—One hour and a half.

NoTB.—Seventy-five percent, of the value of thia paper counts 60 marks

—

the maximum.

1. Abridge the following sentences without altering the sense :

—

If men of eminence receive reproaches which they do not deserve,

they likewise receive praises which are not due to them.

The science which describes the surface of the earth and its in-

habitants is, in my opinion, a very interesting department of in-

struction.

It is a common maxim, and at the same time a just one, that we
can exert more influence by means of example than by means of

precept.

2. Give the sense of the following paragraph in as few words as

possible :

—

There is now no opportunity of repentance for me, no chance of

being restored to happiness, except through submission, and against

that word my proud heart disdainfully revolts. Submission ! how
would it dim the lustre of my glory in the eyes of those angels whom
I enticed from their state of allegiance by assurances very incon-
sistent with the temper of submission, boasting that I could subdue
and dethrone the Omnipotent. But, alas ! little do they imagine
how dearly I pay for having made that vain boast. Little do they
know the secret torments that fill my heart with agony, while I am
seated on the throne of hell receiving their adorations. My crown
and sceptre elevating me above them in rank, make my height of
misery so much greater than theirs.

3. Write a precis of the following correspondence :

—

Valleyville, Nov. 2, 1887.

Sirs,—We are instructed by our clients, residents and ratepayers
of the Township of Hamboro, to inform you that the toll-gate recently
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erected by you at the west end of Lark atreet, in the Oity of Bur-
lington, is to them a cause of much annoyance and expense, without
furnishing them any adequate return. The road is rough and badly
cared for (being in parts frequently covered with water). More-
over, the said toll-gate being situated within the limits of the said

City of Burlington, has been placed there contrary to law and proper
authority. Our clients therefore respectfully request that the gate

aforesaid be removed, or the collection of tolls discontinued.

Yours truly,

Shakpe & Swift,
Messes. Slow «fe Sukb, Barristers, dec

Burlington.

Burlington, Nov. 5th, 1887.

Sirs,—We beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your favor dated

the 2nd of November inst., intimating that certain residents and rate-

payers of the Township of Hamboro had entered a complaint against

the existence of our toll -gate on Lark street in this city, and requested

its removal or discontinuance. In reply we take the liberty of in-

forming you that the road on which the said toll-gate stands was
constructed by us at considerable cost, that it is kept in as good state

of repair as the nature of the land in the locality will permit, and
that before we erected the gate aforesaid we duly obtained the con-

sent of the authorities of the City of Burlington. Therefore, we
hereby announce our determination neither to remove the toll-gate

nor to cease collecting tolls thereat.

Yours truly,

Slow & Sfbb,

Messrs. Sharpe & Swift, Barristers, dkc.

Valleyville.

Valletvillb, Nov. 8th, 1887.

giRS^—Your favor of the 5th instant, declining to comply with our

clients' request either to remove the toll-gate on Lark street in

Burlington city or discontinue collections at the same, has been

received. In reply we are authorized to state that unless the said

request be complied with within one month from the date of this

notice our clients shall positively decline to pay further tolls at the

gate aforesaid.

Yours truly,

Sharpe & Swift.

Messrs. Slow & Sure,
Burlington.

i. Make an index in proper form for the three foregoing letters.
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Telegraphic despatches should be clear and positive in their

purpose, and condensed into as few words as possible. The regular

charge made by telegraph companies, for sending messages, is not

less than twenty-five cents for ten words or under, and a certain

rate per word for each word over ten in a message. On this account

most telegrams sent over the wires on matters of business are con-

densed within ten words.

The following examples will give a proper idea of writing out

telegraphic despatches. The exercises are merely suggestive and

should be enlarged by the teacher.

Example 1. G. R. Eenderson, retail grocer, Chatham,
wishes J. VV. Wilson & Co., Montreal, to send immediately seven
barrels of sugar "Crushed A" brand, and five barrels of syrup,
" Standard " brand. Write a telegraphic message, not exceeding
ten words, ordering above by express.

Chatham, Oct. 3rd, 1887.

To Mes-;rs. J. W. Wilson & Co., Montreal.

Express seven barrels "Crushed A" sugar, five barrels "Standard"
syrup. G, R. Henderson.

2. Write a telegraphic despatch from Toronto, not exceeding
ten words, to be sent to G. E. Easterbrook, New York, ordering
50 gross steel pens " No. 14," and instructing him to draw on you
at sight for the amount.

ToROxNTO, Nov. 1st, 1887.

To G. E. Easterbrook, Esq., New York.

Express fifty gross number fourteen pens, and draw at sight.

A. B. Student.

3. John Macdonald, Toronto, makes a draft on K A. West
& Co., Ottawa, for §200, which was presented October 1st. Mr.
West is absent, and will not return home till the 10th. His clerk

has no power to accept drafts, and to save protest telegraphs Mr.
Macdonald to recall draft.

Ottawa, Oct. 1st, 1887.
To John Macdonald, Esq., Toronto.

Recall draft. Proprietor absent till tenth. No power to accept.
E. A- "^est & Cov, per Rogers.

4. Write a telegraphic despatch, not exceeding ten words,
ftnd containing three distinct statements.
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6. Write a telegraphic message, containing not more than ten
words, instructing a friend in Quebec to procure you a first-claas

passage ticket for Liverpool on steamer Parisian, and to wire jou
when the vessel is to sail.

6. Write a telegraphic answer to above, not exceeding ten
words, stating that a good state-room has been secured, and mention-
ing day and hour vessel is to sail.

7. Write a message, as compactly as possible, notifying your
agent at Montreal that you have sent him by steamer five hundred
barrels of flour, and have drawn on him, at 60 days, for $1,000.

8. Write an appropriate answer to the following telegram you
have received from your partner

:

PoBT Arthur, Oct. 10th, 1887.
To J. Jackson, Kingston,

Just arrived. Business dull. Remain two days ; then to Winnipeg.
Shall I come home from there or go further west ?

L. M. Norman.

9. A grain buyer sent an agent to Belleville to arrange for pur-
chasing grain. Write a despatch, not exceeding ten words, enquir-
ing what success he is meeting with, and the price of barley and
wheat,

10. Write an answer to above telegram, not exceeding ten words,
quoting prices of wheat and barley, and stating you will be home
next Saturday.

FILIXG BUSIII^ESS PAPERS.

The mode of filing business papers varies in different offices

according to the extent and nature of the business and the ideas of

the principal. The object in view, however, in all cases, should be

to secure such an arrangement that any document may be con.

veniently referred to in the shortest possible time.

Letters Received.—As soon as business correspondence is

opened and redd, the date the letter is received should be stamped

or written on it. It should then be placed on a file, or in a box,

and answered at the earliest opportunity.
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A convenient plan of indexing the letters of a small business,

where a " Filing Cabinet " is not used, is to have a book made for

the purpose, if not otherwise obtainable, of strong manilla paper.

This book should be of proper size to hold letters unfolded, and

should contain sheets indexed with the 26 letters of the alphabet.

Immediately under each sheet thus lettered there should be five

leaves (sufficiently narrow not to hide the index letters) indexed

with the vowels A, E, I, O, U, and when a letter, say from G. West,

is to be put away, open the book at the letter W, and in the apace

between W and X turn to the leaf marked E, the first vowel in the

name, and place Mr. West's letter under it. For a letter from B.

Shields, open the book at S, and in the space below turn to the

leaf marked I, the first vowel in the name, and place the letter

under it. The method of reference to letters in a file of this kind

is apparent.

Another method of indexing letters received is to label twenty-six

pigeon holes with the letters of the alphabet in order, and place in

each box five pieces of cardboard labelled respectively with the

vowels A, E, I, O, U.

Letters Issued.—A press copy should be taken of every letter

issued from a business office in a book called a Letter Book, which

is paged and contains an index. It should be kept indexed up to

date. As letter books are filled they should be numbered, and the

opening and closing dates marked on them. In official offices it is

usual to number letters, and request correspondents when replying

to give the number.

Filing Bills.—When bills or invoices are received, they are first

checked to indicate that the goods have been received in good order,

and that the prices charged are correct. If found right they are

marked OK and filed away.

We prefer the following form of filing bills or invoices. First

arrange in alphabetical order, according to firm names, then each

firm's bills in order of date, then enter them in the Journal under

the heading " Mdse Dr. to Sundries." Next take an ordinary file

and binder, letter size, and place a piece of heavy paper on the

bottom, about the size of a large sheet of letter paper, after which

file the bills, the last letter in the alphabet first, and so on until all

are in the file ; then file another piece of heavy paper on the top,
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when the volume may be taken from the file and fastened and

labelled as follows :

—

INVOICES,
November, 1887.

ENTERED,
JouENAL Pages 124 to 133.

When we wish to find a certain bill we refer from the Journal

page on which the bill was entered to the file of bills which has on

it this page, and as they are arranged alphabetically the bill may be

easily turned up.

In oflSces where filing cabinets are not used, invoices are often

pasted into books made for the purpose, and numbered in the order in

which the goods are received. In other cases they are placed in

labelled pigeon holes, boxes, or drawers, and, at the end of the month,

folded uniform in width, fastened with bands in files of convenient

size, enclosed in wrappers, and labelled as below :

—



IISTDEX.

Accepted Draft, form of 2
Account, nature and form of an 7
Accounts, examples of independent 12

" examples of connected 19

object of a set of 3,29, 102
'

' averaging of 190
" classification of . . 193

Account Sales, form of 196
Assets, nature of 3

Balance, the meaning of the term in closing entries 130
Balance Account, remarks on 134

" Sheet, remarks on 125, 187
" formsof 41,56,82,88,125,188

'
' Trial, remarks on .... 1 23

" forms of 122, 124
Bills and Notes, remarks on 144

" journalizing of 151,152,153
Bills, Due, forms of 97
Bill of Goods, forms of 94
Bill Book, remarks on 61

form of 74, 150

Capital or Stock Account, remarks on 20, 27, 46, 134
Cash Book, remarks on 60, 166

forms of 71, 178
Checks, journalizing 153
Classification of Accounts 193
Closing Ledger Accounts, remarks on 129
Commercial Terms 207
Consignments, remarks on 152

Day Book, remarks on 44, 60, 104
Days of Grace 144
Double Entry, fundamental principles of 28, 103

how it difi'ers from Single 28, 90, 102
Dr. and Cr., remarks on their use 11, 106
Drafts, forms of 2, 99, 100

'

' journalizing 152
Due Bills, forms of 97

Equating of Accounts : .190, 198
Equal Debits and Credits, a fundamental principle of D. E 28, 103
Errors, detection and correction of 139
Examination Papers 199

Filing Business Papers 236
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(jeneral Statement, forms of (Single Entry) 41 , 56, 82, 88
" " " 'Double Entry) 125,188

Indexing 211, 221, 227
Interest Account, remarks on 128, 146
Inventory Book, remarks on 62
Invoice Book, remarks on 61, 165

" form of. 173
Invoices, forms of 59

•Journal, remarks on 104
.fournal Day Book, remarks on 157, 164

form of 158,170
Journalizing, general directions for 105

" exercises in 195

Ledger, remarks on 28, 45, 107
Single and Double Entry, how they differ 28, 90, 102

" Accounts, remarks on closing 129
" " order of closing 131

Ledger Postings, proof of, in Single Entry 60
Liabilities, nature of 4, 6

Merchandise Account, how closed 130, 133
Merchandise Co. Accounts, example of 189

Notes and Bills, remarks on 1 44
" " discounted 151, 15.3
" " renewal of 153
" " protested for non-acceptance 152
" " protested for non-payment 152

Orders, forms of 96
Object of a set of Accounts 3, 29, 102

Posting, on 46, 108
Precis Writing and Indexing 211

Promissory Notes, fornis of 1, 97
Proprietor's Investment Account, remarks on 20, 27, 46, 134

Receipts, forms of 92

Sales Book, remarks on 165
" form of 175

Shipments, remarks on 151

Single Entry, how it differs from Double Entry 28, 90, 102
'

' defects of 89
Speculative Propei'ty Accounts, remarks on 130
Statements, forms of (Single Entry) 41, 56, 82, 88

" (Double Entry) 125,188
Stock or Capital Account 20, 27, 46, 134

Telegraphic Despatches 235
Trial Balance, remarks on 123

'« formsof 122, 124
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